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Abstract

The population of all magnetic chemically peculiar stars (Ap stars) within 100 parsecs

of the sun has been identified and investigated, determining fundamental parameters,

rotational properties, and magnetic field characteristics.

Using the HIPPARCOS Catalogue all intermediate mass stars within 100 pc of the

sun have been identified. From published catalogues and other literature sources, we

have identified 57 bona fide magnetic Ap/Bp stars in this distance-selected sample.

Effective temperature, luminosity, radius, and mass were determined for each of the

sample stars using published photometry and photometric calibrations, energy dis-

tributions, and HIPPARCOS parallaxes. Using the MuSiCoS spectropolarimeter at

the Pic du Midi Observatory and the Least Squares Deconvolution procedure, Stokes

I and V profiles were obtained for 26 of the 57 Ap sample stars. These observations

were used in combination with previously published data to refine rotation periods, to

determine projected rotational velocities, and to determine magnetic field strengths

and geometries.

Using the mass statistics of the sample Ap and non-Ap stars, the mass incidence

distribution of magnetic intermediate mass stars in the solar neighbourhood has been

derived. The Ap stars make up 1.7 to 2.8% (57 Ap stars out of 3904 intermediate

mass stars) of all intermediate mass stars within 100 parsecs of the sun, and appear
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uniformly distributed across the main sequence. Statistical distributions of various

properties, including distributions of the surface dipole field strength, rotational axis

inclination, magnetic obliquity angle, and rotational period were analyzed. The ro-

tation period distribution peaks at 2.1 ± 1.1 days, and displays an extended tail to

very long periods. The majority of Ap stars in the sample have rotational velocities

below 70 km/s, although some exhibit v sin i as large as 169 km/s. The histogram of

obliquity angles shows a bimodal distribution, with a strong preference for β angles

near 0 and 90◦. The derived distribution of inclination angles agrees with that found

by Abt (2001) for randomly-oriented rotation axes. The distribution of surface dipole

field strengths exhibits a plateau at 2.5±0.5 kG, dropping off to higher and lower field

strengths. The results obtained agree with those obtained by Aurière et al. (2007),

who reported a lower surface field limit at 300 G, proposing a lower limit critical field

strength necessary for stable magnetic configurations to exist.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis concentrates on the measurement and interpretation of the physical prop-

erties of magnetic chemically peculiar stars, known as Ap stars, in the context of a

population study. This study is composed of two aspects: the derivation of funda-

mental parameters of these magnetic stars, and the analysis of observations obtained

to determine rotational properties and magnetic field characteristics.

1.1 General properties of stars

Basic stellar properties, including surface (effective) temperature and luminosity, are

used to place the star on the theoretical Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram. Proper-

ties such as stellar radius, mass, and age, are usually inferred from a star’s position

on the HR diagram. The HR diagram (Fig. 1.1) relates surface temperature (spectral

class) and luminosity (absolute magnitude) of stars. The grouping of stars across the

central diagonal of the diagram is called the main sequence. The main sequence is

1
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where a star spends most of its life-time, burning hydrogen in its core. Upon exhaus-

tion of its core of hydrogen fuel, a typical star (such as the sun) will evolve from the

main sequence to the red giant branch, and will eventually evolve to become a white

dwarf. The surface temperature (Teff ), luminosity (L), and radius (R) of a star are

Figure 1.1: The Hertzsprung-Russell diagram relates surface temperature, spectral
class, luminosity and absolute magnitude of stars. The horizontal axis is the surface
temperature of the star (or spectral class) running hottest to coolest reading left to
right. The vertical axis is the luminosity of the star in solar luminosities. The main
sequence is indicated (approximately diagonal across the diagram), as well as several
other evolutionary phases. (Image from Strobel 2000)

related by the Stefan-Boltzmann equation:

L = 4πR2σT 4
eff , (1.1)

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant1 (Gray 2005). From this relation, it can

be shown that the lines running diagonally across the HR diagram (roughly parallel

with the main sequence) are of constant radius.

1The Stefan-Boltzmann constant, σ, is measured as 5.67× 10−8 Wm−2K−4.
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Spectral Type Teff (K) Log L/L� Mass (M�) Radius (R�)

O 30, 000 − 60, 000 6.14 60 15
B 10, 000 − 30, 000 4.30 18 7
A 7, 500 − 10, 000 1.90 3.1 2.1
F 6, 000 − 7, 500 0.77 1.7 1.3
G 5, 000 − 6, 000 0.07 1.1 1.1
K 3, 500 − 5, 000 −0.39 0.8 0.9
M 2, 000 − 3, 500 −1.39 0.3 0.4

Table 1.1: Typical effective temperatures, luminosities, masses, and radii for the
various spectral classes of main sequence stars. (Böhm-Vitense 1989)

Stellar spectral classes, which correspond closely with effective temperature, are

divided into seven main types designated by the letters: O, B, A, F, G, K, and M

(from the hottest to the coolest stars). Each spectral class is further divided into

subdivisions from 0 through 9 from hottest to coolest, although some sub-divisions

are rarely used (Gray 2005). The sub-division 0 is sometime referred to as “early”

and 9 is sometimes referred to as “late”. As well, the spectral types O and B are

often referred to as “early” and K and M stars are referred to as “late”. The typical

properties associated with the spectral classes for main sequence stars are summarized

in Table 1.1.

The majority of the photons received from a star originate from the star’s pho-

tosphere. The photosphere is a thin layer of gas (usually several hundred to several

thousand kilometers thick) which effectively defines the outer surface of the star.

This layer is where most of our observational understanding of stars is obtained, as

it is in this region that most of the visible spectrum originates (Gray 2005). The the

study of the chemical composition of stars, measured through spectral analysis, shows

that many stars have photospheric chemical abundances similar to those of our sun.

Generally, where differences exist, they are normally attributed to the stellar age (i.e.
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when the star was formed in the evolutionary history of the galaxy). However, a small

fraction of stars, principally of spectral types A and B, show remarkably non-solar

surface chemistry that cannot be so explained. The stars displaying these photo-

spheric chemical peculiarities are known as chemically peculiar stars, and comprise

the primary focus of this study. An example of the Hβ region for stars of the same

spectral class, one magnetic chemically peculiar star, and the other non-chemically

peculiar star, is shown in Fig. 1.2. The lines in the spectrum of the chemically peculiar

star are much stronger than those observed in the non-chemically peculiar star.

482 484 486 488 490
Wavelength

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

Fl
ux

78 Vir - A1p
Sirius - A1m

Comparison of the Hbeta region
for magnetic and non-magnetic chemically peculiar stars

Figure 1.2: The Hβ region of the stellar spectrum for Sirius, a non-magnetic star,
and 78 Vir, an Ap star, is shown. These stars have a similar temperature, yet strong
differences in the strength of the spectral lines is observed.

1.2 Chemically peculiar A & B stars

Chemically peculiar stars are identified based on unusual abundances of certain met-

als2 and/or helium in their surface layers.

2In astronomy, “metals” refer to all elements heavier than helium on the periodic table.
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These chemically peculiar stars are main sequence stars, with spectral types A

and B, which have corresponding effective surface temperatures between 7,500 K and

35,000 K. The chemically peculiar stars are divided into two distinct classes, the mag-

netic chemically peculiar stars, all of which appear to host globally-ordered magnetic

fields (referred to as “Ap stars”), and the non-magnetic chemically peculiar stars, for

which no confirmed magnetic detections have been reported despite extensive searches

for such fields.

Although the primary characteristic distinguishing the magnetic and non-magnetic

stars is the presence of a magnetic field, the two classes of stars can also be readily

identified and classified based on the characteristics of their spectra (i.e. based on

easily detected chemical peculiarities unique to each class). This will be discussed

further in §1.2.1., §1.2.2, and §1.2.3.

1.2.1 Magnetic chemically peculiar stars

Magnetic chemically peculiar stars (Ap stars) are conspicuous not only because of

their intense chemical anomalies, but also because they host strong, globally-ordered

magnetic fields (e.g. Babcock 1958, Borra & Landstreet 1980, Aurière et al. 2007)

and exhibit slow rotation as compared to other stars of similar spectral class (Abt

and Morrell 1995).

The different chemical peculiarities of Ap stars are observed to change systemati-

cally with effective temperature. Different “types” of Ap stars are therefore observed,

each displaying signature chemical peculiarities. The different types of magnetic

chemically peculiar stars are discussed below.
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SrEuCr and Si stars

These Ap stars are cool magnetic stars, ranging in spectral type from F0 to A3, with

corresponding effective temperatures between 7, 000 and 10, 000 K (Kurtz & Martinez

2000). These stars have strong and often variable lines of Sr, and Cr and other iron

peak elements 3. At higher effective temperatures Si tends to become over-abundant

and variable. Some of the coolest SrEuCr stars display non-radial pulsations in high

overtone acoustic modes with periods between 6 and 21 minutes (Kurtz et al. 2006).

These rapidly oscillating Ap stars (roAp stars) were first discovered by Kurtz (1982).

He-weak SiSrTi stars

He-weak SiSrTi stars display (as their name suggests) an under-abundance of helium,

and over-abundances of silicon, strontium, titanium, and other iron peak elements.

Borra et al. (1983, 1993) detected magnetic fields in many of these stars. The He weak

SiSrTi stars are found in the range of spectral classes from B3 to B7, corresponding

to effective temperatures from 13, 000 to 18, 000 K (Kurtz & Martinez 2000).

He-strong stars

The He-strong stars represent the hottest of the magnetic chemically peculiar stars.

This group of stars is identified by their extreme over-abundance of helium (often

comparable to the abundance of hydrogen by number), and over-abundances of oxygen

and nitrogen (Osmer & Peterson 1974). These stars range in spectral class from B0

to B2, although the temperatures of these stars are rather uncertain, with effective

temperatures of roughly Teff & 19, 000 K (Osmer & Peterson 1974, Cidale et al.

3Iron peak elements are consist of elements in the vicinity of iron on the periodic table (V, Cr,
Mn, Fe, Co, Ni).
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2007). Bohlender et al. (1978), Bohlender et al. (1987), and Romanyuk et al. (1995)

found evidence for He-strong stars hosting strong large-scale magnetic fields, with

strengths about three times those of cooler Ap stars.

1.2.2 Non-magnetic chemically peculiar stars

The existence of magnetic fields in the Ap stars is an unexplained astrophysical puz-

zle. Equally remarkable is the apparent absence of fields in the remaining chemically

peculiar (and chemically normal) A and B stars (Landstreet 1982, Borra et al. 1983,

Bohlender & Landstreet 1990a, Bohlender et al. 1993, Shorlin et al. 2002). A sum-

mary of the chemical properties of non-magnetic chemically peculiar stars is provided

below.

Am/Fm stars

The metallic-line stars, or Am/Fm stars, are cool chemically peculiar stars ranging in

spectral class from F1 to A0, with an effective temperature range from 7, 000 to 10, 000

K (Kurtz & Martinez 2000). These stars are identified by their mild overabundance

of iron peak elements, and/or under-abundances of C, Ca, Mg, and Sc. Am/Fm stars

do not show evidence of strong, ordered magnetic fields (Borra & Landstreet 1980,

Shorlin et al. 2002). Am/Fm stars are slow rotators, similar to Ap stars (Abt &

Morrell 1995). The binary frequency among Am/Fm stars is much higher than for

non-chemically peculiar stars of the same spectral type (Abt & Levy 1985).
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λ Böotis stars

In 1943, Morgan et al. recorded the anomalous spectrum of λ Boo (HD 125162).

This spectrum indicated a deficiency in metals. Since its discovery, 33 other stars

have been discovered which display similar spectral characteristics (Gray 1998). A

λ Böotis star is defined to be a metal-poor star with spectral class between F0 to

B9.5 (Paunzen 2004). Bohlender & Landstreet (1990a) found no evidence of globally-

ordered magnetic fields in λ Boo stars.

HgMn stars

Mercury-manganese (HgMn) stars occur over the spectral range B6 to B9, correspond-

ing to the effective temperature range from 10, 000 to 14, 000 K (Kurtz & Martinez

2000). They are identified by their extreme over-abundance of mercury and man-

ganese. No evidence has been found suggesting that mercury-manganese stars host

globally ordered fields (Borra & Landstreet 1980, Shorlin et al. 2002, Wade et al.

2006).

He-weak PGa stars

Helium-weak PGa stars are the hottest of the non-magnetic chemically peculiar stars.

These stars display an underabundance of helium, and are distinguished from the He

weak SiSrTi stars by over-abundances of gallium and phosphorus. Borra et al. (1983)

found no evidence for magnetic fields present in He-weak PGa stars.
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1.2.3 Origins of chemical peculiarities

About 13% of all A and B stars show chemical peculiarities (Walther 1949). The

mechanisms responsible for producing and maintaining this bewildering variety of

chemical anomalies are not fully understood. However, it is understood that the

primary underlying process producing the observed peculiar chemical abundances is

atomic diffusion in the photosphere, resulting from the combined effects of gravita-

tional settling (causing atoms to sink below the photosphere), and radiative levitation

(causing atoms to rise). The competition between these two oppositely-directed forces

can result in an equilibrium where large over-abundances of some chemical species

are supported by radiation pressure in the photosphere. Other species may sink

below the photosphere, producing photospheric under-abundances. These different

behaviors are chiefly a function of the atomic properties of different elements.

The slow stellar rotation typical of chemically peculiar stars, in combination with

the small convection zones that stars of this spectral range host, provide a suitable en-

vironment for diffusion processes to be important (Michaud 1970). In the absence of

radiation pressure, gravitational settling would cause all heavy elements (everything

except hydrogen) to sink toward the center of the star. However, radiation pres-

sure produces an upward force, driving atoms up into the stellar atmosphere. Atoms

absorb momentum from the radiation field, and in the absence of gravity could po-

tentially be blown out of the star. A delicate balance between gravity and radiation

pressure is responsible for the chemical peculiarities observed.

The upward radiative force pushes the atoms upward until the excitation or ion-

ization state of the atom, or the local thermodynamic conditions, change.

The radiative acceleration results from the absorption of photons, either when
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an electron in an atom moves from one state to another (bound-bound transitions)

or when an electron moves from a bound state to an unbound state (bound-free

transitions). The ionization energy of the atoms and ions must be sufficiently high to

allow for the absorbed photons to provide the momentum necessary to levitate the

atom or ion. Photons with energy greater than 13.6 eV are preferentially absorbed

by hydrogen.

Microscopic diffusion is a process that is active in all stars. However, in non-

chemically peculiar stars, the diffusion is too inefficient to produce measurable ef-

fects. Atmospheric mixing in non-chemically peculiar main sequence stars results

from convective and rotational motions. For the effects of the diffusion process to

be measurable, the atmosphere must be relatively stable. However, the low rotation

velocities of the chemically peculiar stars provide a sufficiently stable environment

necessary for microscopic diffusion processes to take place.

Ap stars host strong, globally-ordered magnetic fields. These fields modify the

diffusion process in important but poorly understood ways. It is thought that the

magnetic field acts to stabilize the atmosphere by suppressing convective and mixing

motions, and by suppressing horizontal mixing through the trapping of atoms and

ions in the magnetic field lines (Alecian 2007).

1.3 Physical properties of magnetic Ap stars

The physical properties of Ap stars display a number of distinctive traits and trends.
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1.3.1 HR diagram properties

Ap stars are main sequence stars, with physical properties (mass, radius, age, etc.)

similar to those of other stars of the same spectral class. Gray and Evans (1973)

showed that the relation between hydrogen line strength and colour index is approx-

imately the same for normal A stars and Ap stars, i.e. Ap stars show no large sys-

tematic differences in temperature with respect to normal A stars of similar spectral

class.

Hubrig et al. (2000) found that the magnetic Ap stars below 3 M� appear to have

completed at least 30% of their main sequence lifetime, with few or no low mass stars

lying close to the zero age main sequence, i.e. lower mass Ap stars appear to have

completed atleast 30% of their main sequence lifetime before their peculiar properties

emmerge. This suggests a late emergence of the magnetic field in low-mass Ap stars.

This result has been refuted by a number of studies. Bagnulo et al. (2006) studied Ap

stars in open clusters, and found that the typical errors associated with the effective

temperature and luminosity make it impossible to resolve the first half of the main

sequence lifetime of a star placed on the HR diagram. Landstreet et al. (2007)

performed a survey of Ap stars in open clusters, with each cluster having an accurate

age determination, and found six clear examples of Ap stars which contradict the

hypothesis of Hubrig et al. (2000). The recent discovery of large-scale magnetic fields

in pre-main sequence Herbig stars (which have been proposed to be the pre-main

sequence predecessors of Ap stars), also supports the hypothesis that Ap stars begin

their main sequence life hosting the large-scale magnetic fields that we observe (Wade

et al. 2005, 2007, Catala et al. 2006, Folsom 2007, Alecian et al. 2007). The current

understanding is that Ap stars are uniformly distributed across the main sequence,
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with a slight statistical preference to the center of the main sequence band at lower

masses (Kochukhov & Bagnulo 2006). This suggests that Ap stars arrive on the main

sequence having already acquired their characteristic properties, which they retain

until the end of hydrogen core burning.

1.3.2 Rotational properties

Ap stars are found to have low projected rotational velocities (v sin i), with a mean

v sin i ≈ 40 km/s, while most non-chemically peculiar A stars have projected rota-

tional velocities above 120 km/s (Abt & Morrell 1995). It is generally thought that

the slow rotation observed in magnetic chemically peculiar stars is the result of angu-

lar momentum loss due to magnetic braking at the pre-main sequence phase (Wolff

1981, Stȩpień 2000, Stȩpień & Landstreet 2002). Stȩpień (2000) models the angu-

lar momentum loss during the pre-main sequence phase, finding that the observed

“spin-down” of magnetic stars can be explained by the accretion of material along the

magnetic field lines, the interaction of the magnetic field with the pre-main sequence

circumstellar disk, and mass-loss from a magnetized stellar wind. Observations by

Hubrig et al. (2000) and Stȩpień & Landstreet (2002) support this model of angu-

lar momentum loss, finding that the longest rotation periods (greater than about 28

days) are found to only exist in low mass stars (i.e. stars that have relatively long

pre-main sequence life times).

The low rotational velocities observed in all chemically peculiar stars appear to

be a required characteristic for the formation of chemical peculiarities, producing the

stable environment necessary for diffusion processes to occur. Although non-magnetic

chemically peculiar stars are also known to be slow rotators, these stars appear mainly
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in binary systems. Their observed slow rotation is most likely the result of tidal

interaction with their companion, spinning-down the star so that a relatively stable

environment is created for diffusion to produce chemical peculiarities. The relatively

small fraction of Ap stars in binary systems suggests that there is another mechanism

in these stars responsible for their slow rotation (i.e. the magnetic field).

As will be discussed in §1.3.5, the rotation periods of Ap stars can be measured

directly from their observed variability. Such measurements provide important data

with which to constrain models of their rotational evolution.

1.3.3 Incidence

The incidence of Ap stars among stars of similar spectral class is estimated to be

between 5 and 10 % (Wolff 1968, Johnson 2004), although the true fraction of Ap

stars is highly uncertain. Wolff (1968) constructed a photometrically-determined

sample of Ap stars, as well as normal stars of similar spectral class. The defined

photometric interval was from −0.19 ≤ (B − V ) ≤ +0.20 magnitudes, corresponding

to approximate spectral types B5 to A7 (Ostlie & Carroll 1996). Johnson (2004)

also employed a photometrically restricted sample. Johnson (2004) found that the

incidence of cooler Ap stars is much less than of hotter stars, with 0.5% of F stars

classified as Ap/Bp, while 7% of main sequence A and B are classified as Ap/Bp.

Because Wolff (1968) and Johnson (2004) defined their samples photometrically,

the frequencies derived in both studies are limited by apparent magnitude, so the

more luminous stars are over-represented relative to a volume-limited sample. One

of the main goals of this thesis is to refine our knowledge of the fractional incidence

of Ap stars, and to derive how this incidence varies as a function of mass.
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1.3.4 Multiplicity

Abt & Snowden (1973) found that the fraction of binary or multiple star systems

among Ap stars is 20%. In addition, there are only 6 known double-lined spectrosopic

binary systems, and no identified eclipsing binary systems among Ap stars (Tokovinin

1997). This frequency is much lower than the binary frequency among normal M to

B stars, found to be 47 ± 5% (Jaschek & Gomez 1970). The frequency of Am stars

in binary systems of ∼ 90% (Hubrig et al. 2005) is much higher than the binary

frequency among Ap stars and normal stars of the same spectral class.

1.3.5 Variability

Figure 1.3: Longitudinal magnetic field, abundance intensity, and photometric vari-
ability for the He-strong star HD 184927.

Magnetic chemically peculiar stars are variable stars. They exhibit variability in

broadband light, line profile strength and shape, and observed magnetic field strength
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(Fig. 1.3). Spectral lines of different elements are observed to display different vari-

ability properties: some elements vary strongly, others weakly, and others not at all.

The light, line profile, and magnetic field variations of each star are characterized by

a unique period of variation, which is found to be constant over the span of many

cycles (Mathys 1991, Wade et al. 2000a). The variability seen in Ap/Bp stars is char-

acterized using the Oblique Rotator Model (ORM; Stibbs 1950, Preston 1967). The

ORM interprets the variation period as the rotation period of the star, and explains

the observed variations of Ap stars as a result of rotational modulation of magnetic

field and surface abundance distributions which are not symmetric about the stel-

lar rotation axis (Stibbs 1950; Preston 1967). For instance, given a local region (a

“patch”) on the stellar surface with a peculiar abundance (perhaps an overabundance

of iron peak elements), this abundance patch will rotate about the stellar rotation

axis once each rotation period (as illustrated in Fig. 1.4). As the abundance patch

rotates about the star, the spectral lines of iron peak elements would appear to vary,

decreasing in strength as the patch passes behind the star, and increasing as the patch

moves across the visible stellar disk. The non-uniform magnetic field, often modeled

as a dipole inclined to the rotation axis, also produces an observable variation: the

line-of-sight (or longitudinal) component of the magnetic field, measured from Zee-

man line splitting in circularly polarized light (§4.1.1), varies sinusoidally with the

rotation period.

By fitting simple models through the variation of the longitudinal magnetic field,

it is possible to determine the surface magnetic field geometry of the star. Such

models provide a good approximation to the large-scale magnetic fields seen in Ap

stars (Borra et al. 1982), and have revealed important details about the properties of
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those fields. Modelling of the longitudinal magnetic field variations will be discussed

in more detail in Chap. 6.

.

Figure 1.4: The oblique rotator model. Left top: An abundance patch rotates about
the star, as seen for the rotation axis pole. Left bottom: An abundance patch centered
about the magnetic pole, rotates about the star. The spectral lines will appear stronger
as the abundance patch aligns with the line-of-sight. As the abundance patch disap-
pears from sight, the lines become weaker. In order to see magnetic variability, the
magnetic axis must be inclined to the rotation axis. (Based on a figure from Böhm-
Vitense 1989) Right: The apparent magnetic variations during the rotation of a star
for a variety of obliquity angles (Stibbs 1950).

1.3.6 Magnetic fields

The magnetic fields found in Ap stars have been the subject of study for more than

50 years, since the first reported detection by Babcock (1947) of a strong field in the

A1p star 78 Vir. Babcock was the first to use the Zeeman effect in stellar spectra to

measure the strength of these fields (see §4.1.1).
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The observed magnetic fields in Ap stars are organized on global scales, and have

surface field intensities up to several kilogauss. The axis of the dipole field component

is usually seen to be inclined to the axis about which the star rotates. Aurière et al.

(2007) found that there is a minimum dipole field strength of 300 G, suggesting that

this minimum field strength is necessary for the stability of the stellar atmosphere.

The orientation of the magnetic field axis is believed to affect the evolution of Ap

stars. Landstreet & Mathys (2000) found that long-period (i.e. very slowly rotating)

Ap stars typically have their rotation axis roughly aligned with the magnetic axis.

This suggests that the orientation of the magnetic field influences the loss of rotational

angular momentum (Stȩpień & Landstreet 2002).

The origin of the magnetic fields of Ap stars has been the subject of a large debate.

The two main competing theories are the fossil field theory, which proposes that the

observed fields are acquired at the time of the star’s formation or early in its evolution

(Cowling 1945, Braithwaite & Spruit 2004), and the dynamo theory, which assumes

the magnetic field is generated and maintained by a contemporary dynamo at work

in the star (Mestel & Moss 1977, MacGregor 2005). The observed properties of the

magnetic fields of Ap stars, as well as recent discoveries of similar magnetic fields in

pre-main sequence Herbig Ae/Be stars, has strongly supported the fossil field theory

(Wade et al. 2007, Alecian et al. 2007).

1.4 Motivation and goals

The aim of this thesis is to identify a statistically unbiased sample of magnetic Ap

stars from which to study their physical parameters, evolutionary state, fractional

incidence, rotational properties, and magnetic field characteristics. A distance-limited
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sample of Ap stars (i.e. a sample limited to and representative of a particular volume

space) is selected to produce a sample free of any statistical biases. To improve

our understanding of some of the mechanisms that may be necessary to maintain

the observed fields, an analysis of the fundamental parameters (such as temperature,

luminosity, mass), rotational characteristics, and magnetic field geometries of the

sample is performed.

Previous studies to determine the incidence of Ap stars have been carried out

mainly using magnitude-limited samples. By selecting a sample in this way, strong

biases are introduced. Magnitude-limited samples tend to over-sample bright (and

more massive) stars in comparison to a volume-restricted sample. For example, a

magnitude-limited sample including F0-A0 stars brighter than V = 5 mag will sta-

tistically include main-sequence F0 stars within a volume of radius 40 pc, whereas

A0 stars will be included within a volume of radius 100 pc (a volume nearly 16 times

larger). Wolff (1968) determined the incidence of Ap stars by sampling apparently

bright stars (by defining a magnitude-limited sample). She found that roughly 10%

of main sequence stars with colour indices corresponding to late B and early A stars

are Ap stars. By limiting the sample by magnitude, the sample is strongly biased to

the intrisically brighter stars. Due to this bias, the incidence is not representative of

intrisically fainter (lower-mass) stars. A volume-limited sample, on the other hand,

will remove the bias to more luminous stars, resulting in an incidence distribution

representative for all Ap stars. Defining such a sample is the first goal of this study.

A second goal of this thesis is to use the volume sample of Ap stars (as a fraction

of all stars of similar mass) to determine the fractional incidence of Ap stars. This is

an important parameter for constraining the mechanisms which produce the globally
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ordered magnetic fields. For example, as a test of the fossil field theory, recently large

scale surveys have been performed, searching for ordered magnetic fields in pre-main

sequence Herbig Ae/Be stars (Wade et al. 2007). A prediction of the fossil field model

is that the incidence of magnetic pre-main sequence intermediate-mass stars should

agree with the incidence of Ap stars on the main sequence.

Measurements of the rotational properties of Ap stars provide important con-

straints on models of angular momentum evolution (e.g. Abt & Morrell 1995, Royer

et al. 2007). The stars sampled by Royer et al. (2007) were sampled according to

the spectral types compiled by HIPPARCOS (ESA 1997). A number of biases enter

by sampling in this manner: this is essentially a brightness limitation, incurring the

same problems as that of Wolff (1968) where the more luminous stars tend to be

over-sampled.

The third goal of this study is to derive the rotation period distribution of the

volume-limited sample. These data should provide crucial input into models of Ap

star formation and rotational evolution (Stȩpień 2000).

The magnetic fields of Ap stars have been studied for over half a century since

their discovery by Babcock (1947). Various studies have been performed looking

at the magnetic field geometry of Ap stars, and how properties such as surface field

strength are distributed. For example, a recent survey to determine the magnetic field

geometries of Ap stars with weak longitudinal fields has been performed by Aurière et

al. (2007). Like the study of Aurière et al. (2007), essentially all other investigations

of the statistical properties of magnetic fields employ biased samples (stars with very

strong/weak magnetic fields, stars with slow rotation, etc.). These studies therefore

do not provide information about the magnetic field which are representative of the
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general population of Ap stars. The fourth and final goal of this study is to reveal

information about the complete distribution of magnetic field strengths, and about

the distributions of other parameters describing the field geometry. The combined

knowledge of the magnetic field geometry of these stars, their rotational characteris-

tics, and their fundamental parameters, will provide a more complete picture of the

the conditions necessary for these fields to exist, and may also reveal information as

to why these fields are not seen in hotter B and O stars.

1.5 Outline of the remainder of this thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the process

for selecting the distance-limited sample of stars and confirming the identification

of the Ap stars. Chapter 3 describes the determination of effective temperatures

and luminosities for each star within the volume, and determination of their masses.

Chapter 4 describes the spectropolarimetric observations that were obtained for 26

of the sample Ap stars, and their reduction and analysis. The projected rotational

velocities of the sample Ap stars are measured in Chapter 5. The rotation periods

and magnetic field geometries are derived in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 discusses the main

results of this investigation, including the fractional incidence, rotational properties,

and statistical magnetic field results. Finally, Chapter 8 provides a summary of the

results of this study, briefly discusses the implications for understanding Ap stars,

and describing some suggestions for future work. There are also several appendices.

A provides a detailed summary of the identified magnetic Ap stars, discussing their

classification and the results from the analysis, as well as the literature review. Ap-

pendix B summarizes abbreviations and nomenclature used. Appendix C provides
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a summary of all observations obtained and longitudinal field measurements used in

this study. Finally, in Appendix D, the codes used to create the sample of Ap stars,

as well as the codes used to determine the masses of all intermediate mass stars, are

reproduced.



Chapter 2

Selecting the sample

A sample of all intermediate mass stars in the HIPPARCOS Catalogue within 100

parsecs of the sun was carefully selected for this study. The distance of 100 parsecs was

chosen under the assumption that this would ensure completeness of the sample, as

most of the intermediate-mass stars within this volume are bright and well-observed,

while also guaranteeing to include a statistically significant sample of Ap stars. The

stars within the sample volume were carefully cross-referenced with both the General

Catalogue of Ap and Am Stars (Renson et al. 1991), generally considered to be the

most complete reference of chemically peculiar stars, and the Bright Star Catalogue

(Hoffleit & Warren 1995), in order to identify all candidate magnetic Ap stars in

the sample. An extensive literature review was performed for all candidate Ap stars

to ensure that they were, in fact, Ap stars, and to ensure that no Ap stars were

overlooked. The final sample of selected stars included 57 magnetic Ap stars out of

3904 intermediate-mass stars within 100 parsecs of the sun.

22
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2.0.1 Description of Catalogues

Hipparcos Catalogue

The HIPPARCOS Catalogue (ESA 1997) is a compilation of the results obtained by

the High Precision Parallax Collecting Satellite (HIPPARCOS). This catalogue will

be referred to as HIPCAT throughout the remainder of this thesis. The HIPPARCOS

satellite operated for four years collecting astrometric and photometric data of stars

between 1989 and 1993. The satellite’s mission was dedicated to the measurement

of stellar trigonometric parallax and proper motion. The Hipparcos Catalogue alone

contains astrometric and photometric information for over 118,000 stars, as well as

variability and multiplicity data. The catalogue is available on-line, on CD-ROM,

and in printed form. HIPCAT is complete to well-defined magnitude limits, which

vary as a function of galactic latitude and spectral type, from V= 7.3 to 9 mag (Turon

1996, ESA 1997). Within the selected volume, and spectral range, the HIPCAT is

complete. For example, an A0 main sequence star at 100 pc has a V magnitude of

zero, which is well within the magnitude limits of HIPPARCOS. The HIPPARCOS

satellite has a photometric resolution of two milliarcseconds.

The information provided in the HIPPARCOS catalogue is used as a basis for

defining the sample of stars within 100 parsecs of the sun.

General Catalogue of Ap and Am Stars

The General Catalogue of Ap and Am Stars (Renson et al. 1991) is a compilation

of all Ap and Am stars discovered up to its publication date (last updated in 1996).

This catalogue will be referred to as R1991 throughout the remainder of this thesis.

The catalogue contains information on 6684 objects classified as magnetic Ap stars,
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Am stars, HgMn stars, λ Bootis stars, and δ Scuti stars. The data included in the cat-

alogue was taken from original papers whenever possible to avoid any reproductions

of misprints or errors that may have occurred from existing large tables or databases.

Each entry in the catalogue is marked with a symbol indicating the degree of confi-

dence of the peculiarity classification. A slash (/) is used to indicate a historically

wrongly classified Ap or Am star. A question mark (?) indicates stars that are not

yet well established as chemically peculiar, typically Ap stars detected by photomet-

ric criteria and not yet confirmed by ordinary spectroscopy. An asterisk (*) indicates

well established Ap or Am stars. Finally no indicator (blank space) suggests a high

probability of Ap or Am nature (but still requiring confirmation). Spectral types in

the catalogue were obtained from original papers (when available), or extracted from

the Henry Draper Catalogue and the Michigan Spectral Catalogue for Southern Stars.

More reliable sources from the literature for spectral type determinations were given

a higher weighting by the authors. This catalogue was the primary reference used for

the identification of the magnetic Ap stars in the sample of intermediate mass stars

within 100 pc of the sun.

Bright Star Catalogue

The Bright Star Catalogue (Hoffleit & Warren 1995; here in after designated as BSC)

was first published in 1930, and is currently in its 5th edition, published in 1991.

The catalogue’s 9110 entries are all visible to the naked eye, representing all stars

with a V magnitude of 6.5 or brighter. Citations of the stars in the catalogue are

indexed by HR number before their respective entry number (from the catalogue’s

predecessor the Harvard Revised Photometry Catalogue). The catalogue includes the
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identification of stars, double/multiple star identification, indication of variability, B-

V colour index, spectral type, etc. The spectral types listed in the BSC include a

designation “p” to denote any spectral peculiarities. Any sample stars displaying

this peculiarity note were researched further to ensure that no magnetic chemically

peculiar stars in the sample were overlooked in R1991.

2.1 Sample Selection

2.1.1 Distance-limited sample of intermediate-mass stars

With the availability of accurate parallaxes for nearby stars through the HIPCAT,

a distance-limited sample was constructed. Heliocentric distances were obtained for

each of the stars in the HIPCAT using their respective trigonometric parallaxes.

The trigonometric parallax is the variation in angular position of nearby stars

with respect to distant background stars that results as the Earth orbits about the

sun. The parallax p is related to the distance d according to:

d =
1AU

p
, (2.1)

where p is measured in arc seconds, d has units of parsecs, and the AU specifies the

astronomical unit1. From this equation one readily sees that one parsec is the dis-

tance for which the annual parallax of a star is equal to 1 arc second. In computing

the heliocentric distances of the HIPPARCOS stars, no Lutz-Kelker correction was

applied. The Lutz-Kelker correction takes into account the parallax of background

stars, which may result in “larger than true” parallaxes for lower limit parallax values

1The value of 1 AU is 1.495979× 1011 m (Gray 2005).
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(Lutz & Kelker 1973). This correction tends to increase the calculated stellar lumi-

nosities, moving main sequence stars upwards along the main sequence (Kochukhov

& Bagnulo 2006, Landstreet et al. 2007). All of the stars in this study are nearby,

and have well-determined parallaxes. The parallactic motions are much greater than

those of the background stars, so the correction is not needed.

Each parallax measurement in the HIPCAT has an associated uncertainty (σp).

The uncertainty σd attributed to the distance determinations in parsecs was computed

from:

σd =
1000

p2
σp, (2.2)

where the parallax p and associated error are given in milliarcseconds. Once the

distance was determined for each entry within the HIPCAT (all 118,209 stars), the

catalogue was filtered for all stars with d ≤ 100 pc.

To reduce the size of the selected data set (for practical data processing purposes),

the selected sample was again filtered to include only those stars with a colour index

B-V between 1.0 and -0.4. Because B-V of -0.4 is associated with early 0-type stars,

and B-V = 1.0 is associated with late G-type and early K-type stars (Gray 2005),

this procedure substantially reduced the size of the data file (to 19,417 stars) while

retaining all stars relevant to this study.

2.1.2 Ap or not Ap, that is the question

The filtered distance-limited sample was then carefully cross-referenced with R1991

and the BSC to identify all Ap stars within 100 parsecs of the sun.

From the distance-limited sample, the Ap/Bp stars were selected through com-

parison with R1991. Only magnetic chemically peculiar stars were considered for this
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study, corresponding to peculiarity types Sr and/or Cr and/or Eu, Si, He-weak Si-

SrTi, and He strong (the types of chemically peculiar stars known to display magnetic

fields).

Am stars (indicated in the catalogue by a dash in the spectral type listed in

R1991) are well-known non-magnetic chemically peculiar stars (e.g. Shorlin et al.

2002). As such, they were not included in the sample of magnetically peculiar stars.

Within the 100 parsec heliocentric radius volume, there are 563 chemically peculiar

stars according to R1991. Of those 563 stars, R1991 indicates that 412 of these stars

are well-known metallic-line non-magnetic stars.

In addition, mercury-manganese stars, identified by their extreme overabundances

of mercury and manganese, are not included in the Ap sample. Nor were λ Bootis

stars, identified by their general deficiency of metals, or δ Scuti stars, which are non-

magnetic pulsating variable stars. All of these objects were identified as “peculiar”

in R1991 and/or BSC, but none are bona fide magnetic stars (see §1.2.2; Bohlender

& Landstreet 1990a, Shorlin et al. 2002).

An in-depth review of the literature was conducted for the remaining candidates

to confirm their status as Ap stars. The review focused on searches for magnetic

fields (Bychkov et al. 2003, Romanyuk 2000) and photometric variability (Catalano

& Renson 1997, Bychkov et al. 2005, ESA 1997), both good indicators of Ap stars.

A search for results of abundance analysis of the candidate stars was also performed.

The results of the literature review performed on the candidates from R1991 re-

vealed 57 bona fide magnetic Ap stars within 100 parsecs of the sun (Table 2.1). A

detailed discussion of each sample star is provided in Appendix A.

To ensure that no magnetic Ap stars were overlooked, a cross-check with the
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BSC was performed. All B, A, and early F stars in the BSC with a peculiarity

note “p” were examined in the literature for photometric variability (Catalano &

Renson 1997, Bychkov et al. 2005, ESA 1997), magnetic field detection (Bychkov

et al. 2003, Romanyuk 2000), and/or any abundance analysis. No new stars were

added to the sample, but this process did provide a good sanity check, ensuring that

nothing was overlooked in the previous steps. The catalogues Bychkov et al. (2005)

and Romanyuk (2000), which list reported magnetic field detections for Ap stars,

were cross-checked to ensure that all stars with confirmed detections were included in

R1991 and BSC. It was found that R1991 is complete for all stars within the sample

radius. The final sample of 57 Ap stars within 100 parsecs of the sun is summarized

in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Summary of the distance-limited sample of Ap stars constructed in §2.1.2. Columns 1 and 2 list the

Henry Draper and HIPPARCOS designations, respectively. Column 3 lists the peculiarity confidence indicator as

listed by R1991, where (*) indicates a well known Ap/Bp star, a blank space indicates a probable Ap/Bp star, and

a question mark denotes an unlikely Ap star. Columns 4 and 5 give the V magnitude and B-V colour index as

listed in the Hipparcos Catalogue (ESA 1997). Column 6 gives the spectral type as listed by R1991. The parallaxes

and associated errors listed in column 7 were taken from the HIPCAT. Column 8 gives the relative precision of the

parallax measurement. Column 9 lists the heliocentric distance of each star computed using equations 2.1 and 2.2.
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HD HIP Peculiarity Note V B-V Spectral Type p ± σp σp/p d ± σd

(R1991) (R1991) (mas) (pc)

1185 1302 6.12 0.07 A1 SI 10.75 ± 0.98 0.09 93 ± 8

3980 3277 * 5.72 0.13 A7 SR EU CR 15.29 ± 0.58 0.04 65 ± 2

4778 3919 * 6.13 0.04 A1 CR SR EU 11.01 ± 0.76 0.07 91 ± 6

4853 4283 5.59 0.11 A3 SI 13.3 ± 0.57 0.04 75 ± 3

11503 8832 * 3.88 -0.05 A1 SI CR SR 15.96 ± 0.85 0.05 63 ± 3

12447 9487 * 3.82 0.02 A2 SI SR CR 23.45 ± 1.06 0.05 43 ± 2

15089 11569 * 4.46 0.15 A4 SR 23.04 ± 0.8 0.03 43 ± 2

15144 11348 * 5.88 0.12 A5 SR CR EU 15.24 ± 0.95 0.06 66 ± 4

24712 18339 * 5.99 0.32 A9 SR EU CR 20.41 ± 0.84 0.04 49 ± 2

27309 20186 * 5.34 -0.11 A0 SI CR 10.32 ± 0.76 0.07 97 ± 7

29305 21281 * 3.3 -0.08 A0 SI 18.56 ± 0.46 0.02 54 ± 1

40312 28380 * 2.65 -0.08 A0 SI 18.83 ± 0.81 0.04 53 ± 2

54118 34105 * 5.14 -0.03 A0 SI 11.55 ± 0.46 0.04 87 ± 3

56022 34899 4.87 0.00 A0 SI CR SR 17.97 ± 0.51 0.03 56 ± 2

62140 37934 * 6.5 0.26 A8 SR EU 12.32 ± 0.73 0.06 81 ± 5
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HD HIP Peculiarity Note V B-V Spectral Type p ± σp σp/p d ± σd

(R1991) (R1991) (mas) (pc)

65339 39261 * 6.02 0.16 A3 SR EU CR 10.16 ± 0.77 0.08 98 ± 7

72968 42146 * 5.72 0.00 A2 SR CR 12.15 ± 0.85 0.07 82 ± 6

74067 42540 5.2 -0.03 A0 CR SI 11.63 ± 0.57 0.05 86 ± 4

83368 47145 * 6.18 0.28 A8 SR CR EU 13.8 ± 0.76 0.06 72 ± 4

90763 51302 ? 6.05 0.06 A1 SR 13.38 ± 0.77 0.06 75 ± 4

96616 54360 * 5.15 0.03 A3 SR 11.5 ± 0.71 0.06 87 ± 5

108662 60904 * 5.29 -0.06 A0 SR CR EU 12.06 ± 0.84 0.07 83 ± 6

108945 61071 * 5.47 0.06 A3 SR 10.49 ± 0.83 0.08 95 ± 8

109026 61199 3.84 -0.16 B5 HE WEAK 10.07 ± 0.52 0.05 99 ± 5

112185 62956 * 1.76 -0.02 A1 CR EU MN 40.3 ± 0.62 0.02 25 ± 0

112413 63125 * 2.89 -0.12 A0 EU SI CR 29.6 ± 1.04 0.04 34 ± 1

115735 64906 5.14 -0.05 B9 HE WEAK SI 11.85 ± 0.63 0.05 84 ± 4

117025 65783 6.09 0.12 A2 SR EU CR 11.33 ± 0.63 0.06 88 ± 5

118022 66200 * 4.92 0.03 A2 CR EU SR 17.79 ± 0.8 0.04 56 ± 3

119213 66700 * 6.28 0.11 A3 SR CR 11.32 ± 0.63 0.06 88 ± 5

120198 67231 * 5.68 -0.04 A0 EU CR 11.58 ± 0.6 0.05 86 ± 4

124224 69389 * 4.99 -0.12 B9 SI 12.45 ± 0.9 0.07 80 ± 6

125248 69929 * 5.86 0.01 A1 EU CR 11.08 ± 0.91 0.08 90 ± 7

128898 71908 * 3.18 0.26 A9 SR EU 60.97 ± 0.58 0.01 16 ± 0

130559 72489 * 5.32 0.07 A1 SR CR EU 13.86 ± 1.3 0.09 72 ± 7

133652 73937 * 5.97 -0.08 B9 SI 10.44 ± 0.96 0.09 96 ± 9

134214 74145 7.47 0.35 F2 SR EU CR 10.92 ± 0.89 0.08 92 ± 7

137909 75695 * 3.66 0.32 A9 SR EU CR 28.6 ± 0.69 0.02 35 ± 1

137949 75848 * 6.69 0.40 F0 SR EU CR 11.21 ± 0.85 0.08 89 ± 7
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HD HIP Peculiarity Note V B-V Spectral Type p ± σp σp/p d ± σd

(R1991) (R1991) (mas) (pc)

140160 76866 * 5.34 0.03 A1 SR 14.28 ± 0.84 0.06 70 ± 4

140728 76947 * 5.48 -0.04 A0 SI CR 10.3 ± 0.5 0.05 97 ± 5

148112 80463 * 4.57 0.00 A0 CR EU 13.87 ± 0.94 0.07 72 ± 5

148898 80975 * 4.45 0.13 A6 SR CR EU 18.66 ± 0.71 0.04 54 ± 2

151199 81840 * 6.18 0.09 A3 SR 11.04 ± 0.51 0.05 91 ± 4

152107 82321 * 4.82 0.09 A3 SR CR EU 18.62 ± 0.53 0.03 54 ± 2

170000 89908 * 4.22 -0.09 A0 SI 11.28 ± 0.48 0.04 89 ± 4

170397 90651 * 6.02 0.01 A0 SI CR EU 11.46 ± 0.84 0.07 87 ± 6

176232 93179 * 5.91 0.25 A6 SR 13.45 ± 0.67 0.05 74 ± 4

188041 97871 * 5.63 0.23 A6 SR CR EU 11.79 ± 0.93 0.08 85 ± 7

201601 104521 * 4.7 0.26 A9 SR EU 28.38 ± 0.9 0.03 35 ± 1

202627 105140 4.71 0.07 A1 SI 19.76 ± 0.88 0.04 51 ± 2

203006 105382 * 4.8 0.03 A2 CR EU SR 17.49 ± 0.89 0.05 57 ± 3

206742 107380 4.35 -0.05 A0 SI 15.93 ± 0.8 0.05 63 ± 3

217522 113711 7.54 0.46 A5 SR EU CR 10.49 ± 0.97 0.09 95 ± 9

220825 115738 * 4.95 0.04 A1 CR SR EU 20.12 ± 0.79 0.04 50 ± 2

221760 116389 * 4.69 0.08 A2 SR CR EU 11.92 ± 0.71 0.06 84 ± 5

223640 117629 * 5.17 -0.12 B9 SI SR CR 10.16 ± 1.04 0.10 98 ± 10
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2.1.3 The final sample

Using the precise photometric parallaxes provided in the HIPCAT and carefully fil-

tering using various catalogues and literature resources, a complete sample of all

magnetic Ap stars within 100 parsecs of the sun was obtained. All intermediate-mass

stars within the selected volume are bright and generally well-studied, so were there-

fore definitely included in the HIPCAT. The final sample included 57 Ap stars (Table

2.1).

As in R1991, there are degrees of certainty to the Ap-ness of the sample stars.

Those which had magnetic field measurements, had confirmed photometric variability,

and were classified as peculiar stars, were considered as definite Ap stars (47 sample

Ap stars). The stars classified as Ap in the literature, and which had confirmed

photometric variability, were considered highly probable Ap stars (7 stars). Finally,

the stars with a spectral type of Ap, but no photometric variability or magnetic field

detections, were considered likely but unconfirmed Ap stars (3 stars). A detailed

summary of each sample star and its Ap-ness is given in Appendix A.

The remainder of this thesis will focus on the properties of these 57 stars, deriving

their effective temperatures, luminosities, and masses, as well as taking a look at the

rotational properties and magnetic field geometries.



Chapter 3

Placing the sample on the HR

diagram

For all intermediate-mass stars within 100 parsecs of the sun, the effective temper-

ature Teff was derived by fitting optical energy distributions and/or using Geneva

and Strömgren photometry combined with published photometric calibrations. Lu-

minosity L was determined by using the HIPPARCOS-derived distances, published

photometry, and bolometric correction relations. Each star was then placed on a the-

oretical Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram. The stars’ HR diagram positions were

compared with model evolutionary tracks to determine their respective masses. A

detailed description of the processes and models used is described in the following

sections.

34
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3.1 Temperature determination for Ap stars

Astronomical photometry is the technique by which the observed flux of an object is

measured as a function of wavelength (the flux distribution). Photometry is typically

characterized by low resolving power, whereas spectroscopy employs high resolving

power to measure the flux distribution. The large-scale flux distribution is usually

highly dependent on effective temperature, so from the photometry one can determine

an accurate effective temperature for the stellar object being observed. The effective

temperature Teff is defined in terms of the bolometric flux, or the flux integrated

across all wavelengths λ, using a form of the Stefan-Boltzmann law (Eq. (1.1)):

∫ ∞

0

Fλdλ = σT 4
eff (3.1)

(Gray 2005) ,

where the left hand side is the bolometric flux, and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant

(defined on p. 1).

The flux is measured at various wavelengths, and an overall flux distribution is

created. The flux of stellar objects historically has been measured with photographic

plates, photoelectric photometers, image tubes, video-tube type cameras, silicon in-

tensified cameras, and electronographic cameras (Howell 2001). The most common

detector used for photometry currently is the CCD camera. Specific wavelength

regions are selected using a series of filters which typically belong to a particular

photometric system1.

1Common photometric systems are the Johnson UBV system, the Strömgren uvbyβ system, and
the seven-colour Geneva photometric system.
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In this study, two primary methods were used to determine temperatures: fitting

intermediate-resolution spectral flux distributions with model flux distributions, and

interpreting broadband photometry using published photometric calibrations.

3.1.1 Spectral energy distributions

Stellar spectral energy distributions obtained by Adelman et al. (1989) were fit using

model flux distributions computed with Atlas9 metal-rich model atmospheres (Kurucz

1993) to the sample Ap stars for which distributions were available. Adelman et al.

have compiled a catalogue of optical region spectrophotometric observations. As

discussed by Adelman et al. (1995), previous studies have shown magnetic Ap stars

to be metal rich, and models with ten times enhanced metallicity provide the best

agreement to their observations. The spectral energy distribution, or flux distribution,

as a function of wavelength is strongly dependent on temperature. The Balmer jump

is an excellent temperature indicator for stars, but the Balmer jump is sensitive

to luminosity at lower gravity. The Balmer jump is an ideal indicator for effective

temperature between 5, 000 K and 10, 000 K where the bound-free neutral hydrogen

opacity is significant. The Paschen continuum slope, related to the (B-V) colour index,

is also a good temperature indicator, varying smoothly with changing temperature.

The slope is negative for hotter stars and positive for cooler stars. Spectrophotometric

measurements for 19 sample stars were fit with the Atlas9 flux distributions, focusing

on fitting the Balmer jump and Paschen continuum for each distribution. Considering

the scatter of the fits with the models, and the internal uncertainties involved in

computing the models, a standard uncertainty of 5% was adopted for all temperatures

obtained. An example of fitting the spectrophotometric measurements with the model
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flux distributions is shown in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The spectrophotometric measurements for HD 118022 reported by Adel-
man et al. (1989) (squares) are shown in comparison with model flux distributions.
The model distribution for Teff = 9250K and log g = 4.0 clearly fits the measurements
best.

3.1.2 Photometry and photometric calibrations

Photometry in the Strömgren and Geneva systems was obtained for each of the 57

sample Ap stars, when available, from the General Catalogue of Photometric Data

(GCPD; Mermilliod et al. 1997). Using the calibrations of Balona (1994), Hauck &

North (1993), TempLogg v2 (Stütz et al.), and Stȩpień (1994), effective temperatures

were calculated for each of the Ap stars for which the calibrations applied and for

which the appropriate photometry was available.

The final effective temperatures were determined by averaging all temperatures
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obtained from the various photometric calibrations. Based on the scatter of the

calibrations, and their internal uncertainties, a uniform Teff uncertainty of 5% was

adopted. The average uncertainty was found to be 500 K at Teff = 10, 000 K,

consistent with the “realistic” temperature uncertainty for Ap stars suggested by

Landstreet et al. (2007). The various calibrations and calibration tools are briefly

discussed below.

TempLogg

TempLogg (Stütz et al.: http://ams.astro.univie.ac.at/templogg/) is a www-

based user interface to a code which outputs the effective temperature and sur-

face gravity based on input photometry. The user inputs the star’s v sin i and the

Strömgren photometric indices (V , (b-y), m1, c1, β). When determining effective

temperature and surface gravity, Templogg uses a case-consideration process which

is composed of eight regions. Each region considers a range of spectral types and

is assigned an appropriate photometric calibration. For example, region 1 includes

B0 through A0 main sequence stars and uses the photometric calibrations of Craw-

ford (1978) and Balona & Shobbrook (1984). Once the appropriate calibration has

been applied, the interface then outputs the derived effective temperature and surface

gravity.

Balona (1994)

Balona (1994) bases his calibration on Strömgren photometry. This calibration is

valid for O-F stars, where Strömgren indices produce the most accurate results. The

method used begins by considering three temperature regimes: the early group (9500
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K - 35000 K), the middle group (7900 K - 9500 K), and the late group (5500 K -

7900 K). The effective temperature is dependent on both spectral classification and

luminosity class. It is well known that the Strömgren index c0 is correlated with

effective temperature (Davis & Shobbrook 1977). As well, the photometric index β

is well-correlated with luminosity class (Balona 1984). Balona (1994) describes the

effective temperature as a functional relationship of these two Strömgren indices.

Stȩpień (1993)

The photometric calibration provided by Stȩpień (1993) is created based on a sample

of magnetic chemically peculiar stars. In deriving this calibration, effective temper-

atures were found for a sample of stars directly from the observed energy distribu-

tions. Temperature and the reddening-free Strömgren index (defined as [u − b] =

(u − b) − 1.53(b − y) ; Crawford & Mandwewala 1976, Napiwotzki et al. 1993) are

plotted and found to lie along a well-defined straight line. The linear relation defines

a relation for temperature in terms of Strömgren photometric indices. This calibra-

tion has the advantage of being specific to magnetic chemically peculiar stars, but the

model is limited to [u− b] < 1.3. Stȩpień (1993) had 2 outliers found at [u− b] > 1.3

(a statistically significant number at this [u − b] from the linear relation) suggesting

that perhaps this relation may not hold for cooler stars. Therefore, a cut-off was

implemented in this study for this calibration for [u − b] ≥ 1.3.

Hauck & North (1992)

Hauck & North (1992) propose a method specific to chemically peculiar stars for

determining the effective temperature using Geneva photometry. Hauck & North
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derived a correction to the North & Nicolet (1990) Geneva photometric calibration,

specific to B stars, and the calibration of Kobi & North (1990), specific to A4 to G5

stars, to create a relation specific to magnetic chemically peculiar stars. For magnetic

chemically peculiar stars hotter than 9500 K, Hauck & North (1992) recommend

reverting to the calibrations specific to non-Ap stars from which they derived their

relation.

Adopted temperatures

For the stars for which intermediate-resolution spectral energy distributions were

available, this temperature was adopted, otherwise, the average of the derived effec-

tive temperatures from the photometric calibrations was employed. The final derived

effective temperatures and associated uncertainties for each for the magnetic Ap sam-

ple stars are listed in Table 5.1.

3.2 Luminosity determination for Ap stars

The luminosity was determined using the standard relationships discussed by Böhm-

Vitense (1989), using the apparent magnitude mV , distance d, and the bolometric

correction BC. First, the absolute magnitude, MV , is calculated by rearranging what

is referred to as the distance modulus. The distance modulus is the difference between

the apparent magnitude and the absolute magnitude. The simple relation relates the

absolute magnitude, the apparent magnitude, and the distance of a star:

MV = mV − 5 log10(d) + 5. (3.2)
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A bolometric correction must be applied to the visual magnitude, to give a “bolomet-

ric magnitude” which corresponds to the total luminosity integrated over all wave-

lengths, rather than only over the photometric bandpass. The bolometric magnitude

Mbol was calculated using the relation:

Mbol = MV + BC (3.3)

(Böhm-Vitense 1989), where the bolometric correction, BC, was computed using the

BC-relation developed for Ap stars by Landstreet et al. (2007):

BC = −4.891 + 15.147θ − 11.517θ2, (3.4)

where θ is a function of the effective temperature, θ = 5040/Teff . This bolometric

correction relation best describes Ap stars between 7, 500 K and 18, 000 K, and yields

an uncertainty of about 0.1 mag.

From the bolometric magnitude, the stellar luminosity L was computed:

L

L�
= 10(M∗

bol
−M�

bol
)/2.5 (3.5)

(Böhm-Vitense 1989), where M�
bol = 4.82 is the bolometric magnitude of the sun, and

L� = 3.845×1026 W is the solar luminosity (Gray 2005). The uncertainty associated

with the computed luminosity was determined using standard error propagation tech-

niques. The final derived luminosities and the associated uncertainties of the sample

Ap stars are listed in Table 5.1.

3.3 Stellar radius determination for Ap stars

With the effective temperature and stellar luminosity, the radius of each of the Ap

stars within the volume was derived using the Stefan-Boltzmann law (Eq. (1.1)).
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Rearranging Equation (1.1) to solve for the stellar radius R, we obtain:

R = (
L

4πσT 4
eff

)
1

2 (3.6)

where L and Teff are the derived stellar luminosity and effective temperature respec-

tively. Standard error propagation techniques were employed to derived the associated

uncertainties. The derived stellar radii and uncertainties are reported in Table 5.1.

3.4 Physical properties of non-Ap stars

As discussed in §2.1.1, a sample of all stars within 100 parsecs, with colour indices

corresponding to spectral types from late G to early O, was created, containing a

total of 19, 417 stars. Most of these stars are not Ap. Geneva and Strömgren pho-

tometry was obtained for all stars within this sample for which they were available in

the GCPD (Mermilliod 2006). Geneva photometry was obtained for 6944 stars and

Strömgren photometry was obtained for 6365 stars. The photometric calibrations of

Balona (1994) were used for the stars for which Strömgren photometry was available

to determine the effective temperature and bolometric correction. The Strömgren

calibrations were found to be more accurate over the broad spectral range under

consideration (Balona 1994), and for most stars for which Geneva photometry was

available Strömgren photometry was available as well, so no Geneva photometric cali-

bration was used. For the stars for which no Strömgren photometry was available, the

calibrations provided by Gray (2005) which are based on Johnson photometry, (B-V),

were used to determine both temperature and bolometric correction. The colour index

B-V was supplied by the HIPCAT for all stars within the sample radius (ESA 1997).
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Figure 3.2: A comparison between the photometric calibrations of Gray (2005; based
on Johnson photometry) and Balona (1994; based on Strömgren photometry) for the
complete sample of O-G stars. Each diagram displays the derived quantities using
the two calibrations for 6365 stars. The top left panel diplays the comparison of the
derived effective temperatures, while the top right panel displays a comparison of the
derived luminosities. The diagonal line represents the predicted derived quantities if
the calibrations of Gray and Balona produced the same results. The bottom two panels
display the scatter about the diagonal for the temperature and luminosity calibrations.
From these figures, it is clear that no large systematic differences exist between these
two calibrations. There does appear to be a very small deviation at higher temperatures
and luminosities, but given the very small numbers (about twenty stars of 6365), this
deviation is considered insignificant.
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A comparison between the Strömgren-based calibration and the Johnson-based cali-

bration (for those stars for which Strömgren photometry was available) showed good

agreement between the results of the two over the large sample, displaying a straight

linear one to one relation (See Fig. 3.2). It is clear that there are no large systematic

differences between the two calibrations. The standard deviation of the scatter about

the diagonal (Fig. 3.2) is found to be 0.02 for log Teff , and 0.03 for log L/L�, thus

the scatter of the calculated quantities from the two calibrations is compatible with

the associated errors.

Luminosity and effective temperature were derived for each of the 19, 417 stars in

the sample using the Teff and BC calibrations discussed above and the general pro-

cedure described in §3.2. A uniform uncertainty was adopted for the derived effective

temperatures and luminosities for the non-Ap sample equal to the average uncertainty

derived for the Ap sample (σlog Teff
= 0.02, σlog L = 0.05). The assumed error ellipse

about each star’s position on the HR diagram provides a reasonable representation of

the scatter from the two calibrations, and allows for direct comparison between the

Ap sample and the sample of intermediate mass non-Ap stars.

3.5 Mass determination

The sample of Ap stars as well as the larger non-Ap sample stars were placed on

an HR diagram using the computed effective temperatures and luminosities (Fig.

3.3). The mass of each star was determined by comparing the star’s position with

theoretical evolutionary tracks computed for a grid of stellar masses. The masses

have been derived using the Z=0.02 evolutionary tracks of Schaller et al. (1992).

The metallicity of Z=0.02, which is slightly higher than the currently accepted solar
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Figure 3.3: Theoretical HR diagram of all stars in the final, filtered mass restricted
distance-limited sample. The dark (blue) points (with error bars) indicate the mag-
netic Ap sample stars. The grey points denote all intermediate mass stars within the
100 parsec heliocentric radius volume with masses between 1.5 and 7 M�. Several
evolutionary tracks published by Schaller et al. (1992) are shown.
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Figure 3.4: A comparison between the position of HD 112413 on the HR diagram (filled
circle) with illustrated error ellipse, and interpolated mass tracks computed from the
calculations of Schaller et al. (1992). The mass of HD 112413 is determined to be
3.08 ± 0.14M�.
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value, was found to result in a better overall agreement with the position of cluster

Ap stars studied by Landstreet et al. (2007). The tracks provided by Schaller et al.

(1992) were interpolated linearly in mass to create a more complete set of tracks. To

determine the mass of each star, the star was placed on the HR diagram using the

effective temperature and luminosity with the respective error bars, and compared

with theoretical evolutionary tracks. The error bars were treated as an error ellipse

about the position of each star. This method is further clarified by Fig. 3.4, which

shows the position of HD 112413 compared with the theoretical evolutionary tracks.

The masses for the Ap sample were determined by manually determining the star’s

position relative to the evolutionary tracks. However, for the determination of masses

in the much larger non-Ap sample, a Fortran code was created (see Appendix D) which

automatically computed the masses of each star. Only masses for main sequence

objects (i.e. objects whose HR diagram positions placed them on the main sequence)

were determined, as these are the objects of interest.

One of the Ap sample stars, HD 133652, is located below the zero-age main-

sequence (ZAMS) (Fig. 3.3). Because the uncertainties associated with this star’s

position were not consistent with a main sequence object, no mass could be assigned

to it.

3.5.1 Mass-selected sample of intermediate mass stars

Once masses had been assigned to the distance-limited sample of O-G stars, the

sample was further filtered to include only those stars with masses of interest (inter-

mediate masses from 1.5 to 10 M�). The lower mass limit was determined from the

lowest mass Ap star, HD 134214, assuming the lower mass limit for this star at the
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lower edge of the stars error ellipse (M − σM = 1.58 M� − 0.07 M� = 1.51 M�). An

upper mass limit of 10 M� was used. There are very few massive stars in the solar

neighbourhood, and it was felt that if the sample was extended (to say 200 parsecs)

this higher-mass limit would be sufficiently high that all higher mass Ap stars would

be included.

3.5.2 Effects of binarity on mass determinations

One important issue to address is the effect of binarity on the mass determinations,

and thus on the mass incidence distribution of Ap stars.

To determine the effects unresolved binaries may have on the mass determination,

simple “synthetic” binary systems were created, and the derived positions on the HR

diagram of the various systems compared with the position of the primary component

were it a single star. The systems modelled were a single A0 star, a binary system

consisting of two identical A0 stars, a system consisting of an A0 star and an A2

star (1000 K temperature difference), and a system consisting of an A0 and G0 star

(4000 K effective temperature difference) (Fig. 3.5). The system for which the most

significant difference in the inferred mass was obtained was the system containing

two stars of equal temperature and luminosity. A difference of ∼ 0.3 M� is noted

between the system of a single A0 star as opposed to the unresolved binary system

containing two A0 stars. For a system containing two stars with a 1000 K temperature

difference (i.e. primary of spectral type A0 and secondary of spectral type of A2), a

less significant inferred-mass difference was found between the single A0 star and the

binary system (∆M = 0.15). The final system was composed of a A0 primary and a

G0 secondary (a system with an effective temperature difference between companions
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of almost 4000 K), exhibits a negligible difference in the inferred mass between the

unresolved binary system and the single A0 star.
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Figure 3.5: The positions of several theoretical binary systems are compared. The
black bold point located at 2.3 M� is a single A0 star with a temperature of 9727 K
and a luminosity of log L/L� = 1.5. The (blue) point located at 2.58 M� represents
an unresolved system of two A0 stars. The (green) point (with an inferred mass of
2.45 M�) represents an unresolved system containing an A0 and A2 star (system with
about 1000 K temperature difference between the companions). The red (lighter point)
with M = 2.3 M� is an unresolved system containing an A0 star and a G0 star (i.e.
a system with a temperature difference of about 3800 K between companions).

The case in which the largest discrepency is noted is the one in which the two

companions are of the same spectral type. This situation is looked at from an ob-

servational perspective to see if systems of this sort could contaminate the mass

distribution.
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HIPPARCOS has a photometric resolution of δ =2 milli-arcseconds (ESA 1997).

This limitation could mean that some systems marked as individual star systems

could, in fact, be binary systems. At a distance of 100 parsecs, HIPPARCOS can

resolve a system with a separation a between components of:

a = δ × da = (0.002 arcsec)(100pc) = 0.2AU, (3.7)

where d is the distance to the system and δ is the angular separation limit. For

a binary system in circular orbits, the observed radial velocity shift of the primary

component, vr1 is given by:

v2
r1 =

Gm2
2

a(m1 + m2)
sin2 i, (3.8)

where m1 is the mass of the primary component, m2 is the mass of the secondary, G

is the gravitational constant2, and i is the inclination of the system with respect to

the plane of the sky (Ostlie & Carroll 1996).

For a system viewed edge on (i.e.. i = 0◦), with components of equal mass

(m1 = m2 = M), equation 3.8 reduces to:

v2
r =

GM

a
. (3.9)

For a system where the orbital components each have a mass equal to that of an

average A0 main sequence star (∼ 2.5M�) and an orbital separation equal to the

resolution limit of HIPPARCOS (separated by 0.2 AU at 100 pc), the maximum

observed radial velocity shift is 105 km/s. A radial velocity shift of this magnitude

would be easily observable in the spectrum of a star, even at very low resolving power.

Thus such systems are probably already documented in literature.

2G = 6.6726× 10−11 m2/(kg s2) (Allen 1973)
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From these simple experiments we conclude that most unknown binary systems

in the sample volume which could significantly affect the inferred mass of a sample

star, are either already resolved by HIPPARCOS, or likely to be easily detectable in

spectroscopic observations. Twelve of the 57 Ap stars are in binary systems, which is

in agreement with the findings of Abt & Snowden who had observed that 20% of Ap

stars are in binary systems (discussed in further detail in §7.5), further supporting

that all multiple systems are likely resolved.

Based the above conclusions, we assume that systematic errors in the mass distri-

bution of the non-Ap stars due to binarity are negligible for this study. We therefore

apply no correction for binarity.
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Table 3.1: The derived fundamental parameters for the sample Ap stars.

HD Teff (K) log(L/L�) R/R� M/M�

1185 9010 ± 450 1.43 ± 0.22 2.1 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.2

3980 8290 ± 420 1.26 ± 0.06 2.1 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.1

4778 9220 ± 460 1.42 ± 0.17 2.0 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.2

4853 8500 ± 430 1.43 ± 0.09 2.4 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.1

11503 9430 ± 470 2.01 ± 0.10 3.8 ± 0.4 2.4 ± 0.1

12447 10340 ± 520 1.76 ± 0.06 2.4 ± 0.2 2.6 ± 0.1

15089 8250 ± 410 1.40 ± 0.04 2.5 ± 0.3 2.1 ± 0.5

15144 8370 ± 421 1.19 ± 0.09 1.9 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.1

24712 7260 ± 360 0.89 ± 0.03 1.8 ± 0.2 1.6 ± 0.1

27309 12000 ± 600 1.99 ± 0.26 2.3 ± 0.2 3.1 ± 0.4

29305 12050 ± 600 2.30 ± 0.06 3.3 ± 0.3 3.5 ± 0.1

40312 10340 ± 521 2.42 ± 0.10 5.1 ± 0.5 3.5 ± 0.2

54118 10770 ± 540 1.88 ± 0.12 2.5 ± 0.3 2.8 ± 0.2

56022 9820 ± 490 1.54 ± 0.04 2.0 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.1

62140 8000 ± 400 1.12 ± 0.10 1.9 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.1

65339 8720 ± 440 1.50 ± 0.21 2.5 ± 0.3 2.2 ± 0.2

72968 9500 ± 480 1.39 ± 0.16 1.8 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.2

74067 9460 ± 470 1.76 ± 0.14 2.8 ± 0.3 2.5 ± 0.2

83368 7730 ± 390 1.14 ± 0.09 2.1 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.1

90763 9040 ± 450 1.27 ± 0.10 1.8 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.1

96616 9470 ± 470 1.79 ± 0.18 2.9 ± 0.3 2.6 ± 0.2

108662 10000 ± 500 1.73 ± 0.19 2.4 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.2

108945 8880 ± 440 1.70 ± 0.24 3.0 ± 0.3 2.4 ± 0.3

109026 16000 ± 800 2.86 ± 0.32 3.5 ± 0.3 5.0 ± 1.0

112185 9380 ± 470 2.05 ± 0.01 4.0 ± 0.4 2.9 ± 0.0

112413 11750 ± 590 2.04 ± 0.04 2.5 ± 0.3 3.1 ± 0.1

115735 10480 ± 520 1.84 ± 0.15 2.5 ± 0.3 2.7 ± 2.9

117025 8430 ± 420 1.37 ± 0.12 2.3 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.1

118022 9250 ± 460 1.49 ± 0.07 2.2 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.1

119213 9000 ± 450 1.32 ± 0.12 1.9 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.1

120198 9800 ± 490 1.59 ± 0.13 2.2 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 0.1

124224 12500 ± 630 2.01 ± 0.22 2.2 ± 0.2 3.2 ± 0.4
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HD Teff (K) log(L/L�) R/R� M/M�

125248 9540 ± 480 1.54 ± 0.21 2.2 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.2

128898 7820 ± 390 1.05 ± 0.00 1.8 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.1

130559 9600 ± 480 1.57 ± 0.20 2.2 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.2

133652 12840 ± 640 1.90 ± 0.31 1.8 ± 0.2 —

134214 7340 ± 370 0.84 ± 0.12 1.6 ± 0.2 1.6 ± 0.1

137909 7750 ± 390 1.52 ± 0.02 3.2 ± 0.3 2.2 ± 0.1

137949 7550 ± 380 1.12 ± 0.14 2.1 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.1

140160 9250 ± 460 1.51 ± 0.12 2.2 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.1

140728 10080 ± 500 1.51 ± 0.12 1.9 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.1

148112 9620 ± 480 1.87 ± 0.17 3.1 ± 0.3 2.7 ± 0.2

148898 8330 ± 420 1.59 ± 0.06 3.0 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.1

151199 8620 ± 430 1.36 ± 0.11 2.2 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.1

152107 8720 ± 440 1.46 ± 0.04 2.4 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.1

170000 10540 ± 530 2.25 ± 0.16 4.0 ± 0.4 3.3 ± 0.3

170397 9920 ± 500 1.47 ± 0.17 1.9 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.2

176232 8000 ± 400 1.28 ± 0.09 2.3 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.1

188041 9050 ± 450 1.55 ± 0.19 2.4 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.2

201601 8000 ± 400 1.11 ± 0.02 1.9 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.1

202627 8850 ± 440 1.46 ± 0.06 2.3 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.1

203006 10100 ± 500 1.61 ± 0.09 2.1 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 0.1

206742 10210 ± 510 1.88 ± 0.11 2.8 ± 0.3 2.7 ± 0.2

217522 6850 ± 340 0.87 ± 0.14 1.9 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.1

220825 9860 ± 490 1.41 ± 0.05 1.7 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.1

221760 8580 ± 430 1.89 ± 0.18 4.0 ± 0.4 2.7 ± 0.2

223640 13000 ± 650 2.15 ± 0.40 2.3 ± 0.2 3.4 ± 0.6



Chapter 4

Spectropolarimetric observations

of sample Ap stars

To supplement literature data available for the 57 sample Ap stars, high-resolution

circular spectropolarimetric observations were obtained for many of the stars in the

sample. Least-Squares Deconvolution (LSD; Donati et al. 1997) was used to extract

high signal-to-noise-ratio mean Stokes I and V profiles, by averaging the signal from

as many lines in the spectrum as possible. The mean Stokes profiles were used to

obtain the longitudinal magnetic field. Assuming that Ap stars are oblique rotators,

the longitudinal field measurements obtained are used to constrain rotational periods

and magnetic field geometries in Chap. 6.

54
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4.1 Detection and measurement of stellar magnetic

fields

Stellar magnetic fields are detected and measured using the Zeeman effect in their

spectra.

4.1.1 The Zeeman effect

Through measurements of the polarization of stellar light, the Zeeman effect permits

measurements of stellar magnetic fields. In the presence of a magnetic field, the energy

levels of an atom are split into multiple components. This effect was first noted by

Pieter Zeeman (1897) over a century ago. Zeeman found that the light produced from

bound-bound transitions in atoms passing through a strong magnetic field exhibited

broadening of its spectral lines. Zeeman also noted that this light circularly polarized

when the observer’s line-of-sight coincided with the direction of the magnetic field,

and linearly polarized when the line of sight was perpendicular to the magnetic field.

Essentially, Zeeman discovered that magnetic fields split spectral lines into multiple

components, and that the polarization of these components corresponds to the orien-

tation of the magnetic field (Zeeman 1897). An illustration of this effect is shown in

Fig. 4.1.

The mechanisms responsible for Zeeman splitting can be understood by looking

at the electronic transitions in an atom, and the electron’s quantum numbers. An

electron in an atom can be described by four quantum numbers: the energy level n,

the angular momentum quantum number `, the total angular momentum j, and the

magnetic quantum number mj (mj = −j,−j + 1...0, j − 1, j).
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Figure 4.1: a.) The normal Zeeman effect for the ` = 1 to ` = 2 transi-
tion is shown. The field splits into a triplet when observed perpendicular to the
field. b.) The wavelength of the ∆m` = 0 transition is unchanged (top), but
the ∆m` = ±1 transitions occur at hν0 ∓ µBBZ (bottom). Figure courtesy of
www.shef.ac.uk/physics/teaching/phy332/atomic physics6.pdf

A magnetic field splits the atomic levels of an atom into (2J +1) substates, where

J is the total angular momentum of the atom (J2 = ~
2j(j +1)). The energies of these

atomic states are given by:

E(mj) = µBgBmj, (4.1)

where B is the magnetic field strength, µB is the Bohr magneton given by:

µB = − e~

2m
= 5.788 × 10−5eV/T, (4.2)

and g is the Landé g-factor:

g = 1 +
j(j + 1) − `(` + 1) + 3/4

2j(j + 1)
(4.3)

(Griffiths 1995). The difference in energy associated with each transition is then:

∆E(mj) = µBgB∆mj. (4.4)
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By the selection rules for mj, ∆mj may equal 0 or ±1 only. The three possible values

of mj allow the degenerate energy levels to split into multiple components of two

different types, known as the σ components with mj = ±1, and the π components

with mj = 0. From the equation:

E = hc/λ, (4.5)

the separation, ∆λ, of the π and σ components can be expressed as:

∆λ = −λ2

hc
µBBextg∆mj = ±4.66 × 10−13λ2Bextg, (4.6)

where λ is in units of Å, and Bext has units of gauss.

This thesis focuses on the longitudinal Zeeman effect: the circularly polarized

σ components of the emergent light from the star. Circularly polarized light was

used for the measurement of the magnetic field. This was done because the circular

polarization is about 10 to 30 times larger than the linear polarization for Ap stars

(Wade et al. 2000a). Moreover, the circularly polarized σ components constrain the

longitudinal magnetic field, which constrains the large-scale structure of the magnetic

field.

Spectropolarimetry

Spectropolarimetry is the combination of spectroscopy and polarimetry. Stellar spec-

troscopy is the measurement of the detailed flux distribution of a star as a function of

wavelength. The spectra produced reveal physical information about the star, such

as chemical abundances, effective temperature, projected rotational velocity, etc. Po-

larimetry investigates the polarization content of light received from a source; both
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polarization types (linear/circular), orientation and degree. Polarimetric observa-

tions can provide information about stellar magnetic fields through the analysis of

the polarization in spectral absorption and emission lines due to the Zeeman effect.

Spectropolarimetry couples these two analysis techniques. In a spectropolarime-

ter, the polarimeter is used to select the polarization state of the light, which is

subsequently dispersed and analyzed by the spectrograph. Spectropolarimetry has

proved to be the most successful way to detect and measure stellar magnetic fields.

Precise analysis of stellar magnetic fields requires a spectropolarimeter with rela-

tively high spectral resolving power, in order to resolve the profiles of the stellar lines.

There are only a few such instruments that exist worldwide, for example: the MuSi-

CoS spectropolarimeter on the Télescope Bernard Lyot in France (Wade 1998), which

has recently been decommissioned and replaced with the NARVAL spectropolarime-

ter (Aurière 2003), the ESPaDOnS spectropolarimeter at the Canada-France-Hawaii

telescope (Donati 2003), and the UCLES/Semel polarimeter instrument at the Anglo-

Australian Telescope (Donati et al 1997). Observations for this thesis were obtained

with the MuSiCoS high resolution spectropolarimeter.

4.2 Spectropolarimetric observations

4.2.1 Télescope Bernard Lyot - TBL

The observations for this study were obtained using the MuSiCoS spectropolarimeter

at the Télescope Bernard Lyot at the Observatoire du Pic du Midi. The observatory

is located high in the French Pyrénées at an altitude of 2879 meters, at latitude

42o56’14” and longitude -0o00’34”. The telescope has a 2.0 m primary mirror and a
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0.4 m secondary mirror. The MuSiCoS polarimeter unit is located at the Cassegrain

focus of the telescope (just below the primary mirror). The telescope has a focal

length of 50 m (for a focal ratio of f/25).

4.2.2 The MuSiCoS spectropolarimeter

The MuSiCoS instrument at TBL is composed of two key components: a spectrograph

and polarimeter unit.

Figure 4.2: Diagram of the components of the MuSiCoS polarimeter. The paper talks
about how to make this instrument compatible with other telescopes, thus displays a
f/25 converter (a component necessary for any telescope that does not have a focal
ratio of f/25). (Donati et al. 1999).

The details of the polarimeter are discussed in detail by Donati et al. (1999). A

schematic of the polarimeter is shown in Fig. 4.2. The stellar light collected by the

telescope enters the instrument through the 2 arcsecond entrance aperture. Linear

and circular polarizers, which are installed on a rotatable wheel, can be inserted into

the beam. These polarizers are for the calibration of the instrument. The linear

polarizer is oriented at a fixed azimuth, defining a reference azimuth thoughout the

whole instrument. Two waveplates (or retarders) are located on a second rotable
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wheel, one quarter-wave plate and one half-wave plate. The wave plates alter the

polarization state of light travelling through the instrument. This study primar-

ily utilized the quarter-wave plate, which converts the incident left/right circularly

polarized light (produced by the longitudinal Zeeman effect) into linearly polarized

light. The quarter-wave plate is used at an orientation of 45o and -45o with respect

to the azimuth defined by the linear polarizer. The wave plate works optimally in

the wavelength range between 400 to 700 nm. After passing though the quarter-wave

plate, the light travels through a polarizing beam splitter which separates the linearly

polarized light into two orthogonally polarized beams. The focal reducer converts the

beams from f/25 to f/2.5, concentrating the light onto the leads of two optical fibres.

The two optical fibres, of diameter 50 µm, transfer the analyzed light from the

polarimeter to the spectrograph, which is located in an isolated room below the dome.

By locating the spectrograph in this manner, the weight on the telescope is greatly

reduced as compared to locating the spectrograph at the Cassegrain focus along

with the polarimeter. As well, by locating it in an isolated room, the spectrograph

is subject to fewer environmental instabilities. However, this arrangement has one

disadvantage as well. There is significant light loss resulting from the injection of the

stellar light into the fibres. This results in a ∼ 30% photon loss.

The spectrograph (discussed in detail by Baudrand & Böhm 1992) is a cross-

dispersed échelle, originally constructed in 1990/1991, and designed to cover most of

the visible spectrum in two exposures (380 to 540 nm, and 540 to 870 nm) with a

resolving power of 38,000 (Baudrand & Böhm 1992). A schematic of the spectrograph

is shown in Fig. 4.3, showing the light path followed through the instrument. For this

particular project the spectrograph is used in polarimetric mode which covers from
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the optical layout of the MuSiCoS spectrograph (Baudrand
& Böhm 1992).

450 to 660 nm in a single exposure, with a resolving power of about 35,000. The stellar

light enters the spectrograph from the two optical fibres. The light strikes a paraboloid

mirror which collimates the light onto the diffraction grating. The dispersed light

then passes through a prism cross-disperser. Finally, the cross-dispersed spectra (one

corresponding to each fibre, and therefore left and right circularly polarized light) are

focused by the camera onto the CCD detector.

4.2.3 Observing Procedure

Circular polarization (Stokes I and V) observations of 26 of the sample Ap stars for

this study were obtained during 10 observing runs between July 2001 and June 2006.

A typical observing run lasted about 40 nights, each night being about 8 to 14 hours

long depending on the time of year. The MuSiCoS runs were a collaborative effort

of several groups, with a number of programs running at the same time. There were
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various observers associated with the various programs. An observer would typically

go to the observatory for about 5 to 10 nights. A compilation of all observations of

the sample Ap stars (from all 10 observing runs) can be found in Appendix B.

The nightly routine at the observatory consisted of the following. The dewar

for the CCD was filled with liquid nitrogen at the beginning of the night and in

the morning to ensure the CCD maintained a temperature below -110oC. After the

dewar fill and once the dewar hose has warmed, the observer ensured that the detector

returned to its initial position by “jiggling the prisms”. This also ensured that no ice

has formed on the prisms during the filling procedure.

Figure 4.4: Example of a MuSiCoS ThAr arc lamp exposure (Silvester 2007). The
exposure of the ThAr lamp displays a number of well-defined emission lines with which
to calibrate the wavelength scale of the échelle spectra.

Calibrations are obtained once at the beginning each night and once at the end

of each night. The calibration procedure consists of taking two bias exposures, two

thorium argon lamp exposures, and 20 to 30 flat-field lamp exposures. The bias

exposure measures the background noise level intrinsic to the CCD. This exposure

is essentially an instantaneous exposure taken with the shutter closed. The bias
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Figure 4.5: Example of a flat-field exposure (Silvester 2007). Note the spectral orders
and two spectra per order.

exposures are followed by two ∼ 40 second exposures of a thorium argon (ThAr) arc

lamp (Fig. 4.4). The exposure time for the lamp can vary depending on the brightness

of the lamp and dome temperature. This exposure, which produces an image of

numerous emission lines, is used in the data reduction procedure to determine the

relationship between pixel position and the wavelength corresponding to that pixel.

The last set of exposures in the calibration series are the flat-fields (Fig. 4.5). These

are ∼ 12 second exposures of a halogen lamp (again exposure time depends on the

brightness of the lamp and dome temperature). The flat-field exposures are taken in

two sets: set one consists of 10 to 15 exposures with the quarter wave plate oriented

at -45o, set two consists of 10 to 15 exposures with the quarter wave plate oriented

at 45o. The flat-field exposures are used to remove pixel-to-pixel variations in the

sensitivity of the CCD.
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4.2.4 Data reduction

The data reduction software package ESpRIT (Echelle Spectral Reduction: an In-

teractive Tool) was used for the reduction of all data obtained with the MuSiCoS

spectropolarimeter. This software package, developed by Donati et al. (1997), ex-

tracts mean polarized and unpolarized spectra.

The ESpRIT package takes the FITS (Flexible Image Transport System) files

of the raw observations and outputs the 1-D reduced spectra in ASCII (American

Standard Code for Information Interchange) format. The first step of the reduction

process involves determing the geometry of the echelle orders, transforming the 2D

echelle spectra to 1D, and determination of the wavelength-to-pixel relation.

Geometry of the spectral orders on the CCD

To determine the slit direction through the orders and geometry of the orders (in

order to extract the final spectra), a 2D fit is performed to the spectral orders on the

CCD (Donati et al. 1997). The bias, ThAr (Fig. 4.4), and flat-field frames (Fig. 4.5)

are input into a subscript of ESpRIT suitably named “geometry”. The code subtracts

the bias frame from both the ThAr and flat-field exposures,removing the electrical

background noise intrinsic to the CCD. The user provides an estimate of the central

location and width of the first order in the flat-field image. From that, a linear or

quadratic 2D fit to the first order is computed. The 2D fit to this order is then used

to trace each of the proceeding orders. The fit is averaged over all orders to determine

the mean slit shape.
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Wavelength calibration

The next phase of the reduction is to perform the wavelength calibration (Donati et

al. 1997). The ESpRIT code uses the input from a subscript named “wcal” which

contains a user-provided estimate of the initial wavelength and of the pixel linear

dispersion. The wavelength calibration uses the ThAr lamp exposure (Fig. 4.4). All

emission lines in the exposure are located and compared to a known line list. This

comparison is used to compute a quadratic dispersion polynomial. The code then

goes through the entire spectrum and fits the pixel position with two, one-dimensional

polynomials: one corresponding to the dispersion relation of each order, the second

corresponding to the variation from one order to the next. The final wavelength-to-

pixel calibration of each order is recorded for future use.

Extraction of the one-dimensional spectra

Once the order geometry and wavelength calibration have been obtained, the stellar

exposures can be processed. To extract the stellar spectra from the raw stellar ex-

posure, the observer begins by providing ESpRIT with a bias, flat-field, and stellar

frame. The bias is subtracted from the stellar exposure to remove any noise intrinsic

to the CCD. The stellar exposure is divided by the flat-field to remove any pixel-

to-pixel sensitivity differences. The extraction of the stellar spectrum follows the

optimization scheme of Marsh (1989). The orders of the stellar spectra are collapsed

along the slit direction throughout each order. Marsh’s scheme is applied to determine

polynomial fits through each order of the fractional fluxes (divided by the flat-field)

as a function of distance from the central axis of each order. A new spectrum is ob-

tained by looking for a function whose interpolation of each order (discussed earlier in
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§4.2.4) multiplied by the polynomial fits of the fractional fluxes results in the original

stellar exposure. An automatic normalization is also applied to this new spectrum.

The code normalizes the spectrum by fitting a polynomial through all identifiable

continuum points, and then dividing the spectrum by the fit. Finally, a heliocentric

correction is applied to the wavelength calibration, to correct for the Earth’s motions

about the sun. A normalized and fully wavelength-calibrated stellar spectrum results

(Fig. 4.6).

Each polarized spectrum (e.g. Fig. 4.6) is constructed from a sequence of four

subexposures. These four subexposures are associated with two different orientations

of the quarter waveplate: for subexposures one and four, the quarter waveplate is

oriented at -45o, and for subexposures two and three, the quarter waveplate is oriented

at +45o. The individual polarization states are extracted separately following the

method described above.

The final intensity spectrum (I) is derived by adding the orthogonally polarized

spectra obtained from the four sub-exposures, as follows:

I = i1,⊥ + i1,‖ + i2,⊥ + i2,‖ + i3,⊥ + i3,‖ + i4,⊥ + i4,‖, (4.7)

where ik,⊥ and ik,‖ result from the two spectra obtained in subexposure k from beams

from each of the fibres. The polarization rate V/I is is given by:

V

I
=

RV − 1

RV + 1
(4.8)

(Donati et al. 1997)

where V is the circular polarization, and RV is defined as:

R4
V =

i1,⊥/i1,‖

i2,⊥/i2,‖

i4,⊥/i4,‖

i3,⊥/i3,‖

(4.9)
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Figure 4.6: A small window of the MuSiCoS spectrum of HD 125248 is shown. The top
is the polarized spectrum (shown at flux = 1.2),, which is amplified by a factor of 5 to
allow for the Zeeman signatures to be clearly seen with respect to the intensity spectrum
(at flux =1.0). Clear Zeeman signatures can be seen in the polarized spectrum.
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(Donati et al. 1997).

Dividing the spectra by orthogonally polarized states removes any systematic errors

and spurious signals, such as drifts in the spectrograph and inhomogeneities in the

CCD sensitivities. Another check to ensure that any detected signal is not spurious is

to compute a “null polarization” spectrum (called N/I). This is similar to computing

the polarization rate, but RV is replaced by the quantity:

R4
N =

i1,⊥/i1,‖

i4,⊥/i4,‖

i2,⊥/i2,‖

i3,⊥/i3,‖

(4.10)

(Donati et al. 1997).

Essentially, pairs of exposures are divided by the spectra obtained with the same

orientation of the quarter-wave plate. This “null profile”, which should formally

contain no signal, demonstrates that any detected signal is in fact real, and not an

artefact of the instrument (which would also produce a signal in N/I). Although the

polarization spectrum can in principle be obtained from just 2 subexposures (one at

each orientation of the quarter wave plate), the ‘null polarization’ spectrum requires

all four subexposures.

4.2.5 Least-Squares Deconvolution

The Stokes V signatures generated in individual absorption lines of a typical Ap star

are very weak, and often below the level of the noise. To improve our ability to

detect these weak signatures, we average the signal from many lines using a pro-

cedure called Least-Squares Deconvolution. Least-Squares Deconvolution (LSD) is

a technique developed by Donati et al. (1997) which extracts mean polarized and

unpolarized profiles from hundreds or thousands of spectral lines at once, allowing
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for signal detections that are otherwise undetectable. This technique approximates

a stellar spectrum as the convolution of a line pattern and an average line profile.

By deconvolving the line pattern from the observed polarized/unpolarized spectrum,

the average (or LSD) profile is computed. Extracting polarization information from

many lines in this manner is possible as most metallic lines exhibit Zeeman (Stokes

V) signatures with the same shape, and with an amplitude that scales according to

known line parameters.

In the “weak field” regime, the Stokes V local line profile, Vloc, obeys the relation:

Vloc ∝ gλBz
dIloc(v)

dv
, (4.11)

where v represents the velocity coordinate (v = c∆λ/λ), g is the Landé factor (mag-

netic sensitivity), Bz is the local line-of-sight (longitudinal) magnetic field strength,

and Iloc is the local Stokes I line profile of the selected line. Adopting the assumption

that all lines exhibit Stokes I profiles with the same shape and just simply scale in

depth d, Eq. 4.11 then becomes:

Vloc = gλdkB(v), (4.12)

where the variable kB(v) incorporates the local longitudinal magnetic field and the

shape of the Stokes I profile (both equal for all lines). Integrating Eq. 4.12 over the

visible disk of the rotating star, over all points M of brightness bM and radial velocity

vM , we obtain the observed disk-integrated Stokes V profile V (v):

V (v) =

∫∫
bMVloc(v − vM)dS

= gλd

∫∫
bMkB(v − vM)dS

= wZ(v)

(4.13)
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(Donati et al. 1997).

The integral function Z(v) is called the mean Zeeman signature or LSD profile. The

factor w is a scaling factor (w = gλd for Stokes V profiles). By dividing the Stokes

V profiles by this scaling factor, the Zeeman profile of each line is reproduced.

The next step is to define a line mask, or line pattern. Line masks are computed

using line lists obtained from the Vienna Atomic Line Database (Kupka et al. 1999)

with appropriate abundances, effective temperatures, and surface gravities (Shorlin

et al. 2002). In equation form the line mask takes the form:

M(v) =
∑

i

wiδ(v − vi) (4.14)

(Donati et al. 1997) ,

where vi and wi are the velocity coordinate and weight of each spectral line, and δ

is the Dirac delta function. The polarization spectrum, V (v), can be written as the

convolution of the Zeeman signature, Z(v), with the line mask, M(v):

V = M ∗ Z (4.15)

(Donati et al. 1997) .

Ignoring saturation effects, Eq. 4.15 transforms to a matrix equation, becoming:

V = M · Z. (4.16)

Solving for the Zeeman signature Z by least-squares yields:

Z = (tM · S2 · M)−1tM · S2 · V, (4.17)

(Donati et al. 1997)
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where S is a square diagonal matrix, with diagonal elements containing the inverse

of the error estimate, 1/σj, for each pixel j in the spectrum (which is obtained from

photon counting statistics in the extraction of the polarized spectrum; Wade et al.

2000a). Wade et al. (2000a) show that the error bars estimated from photon statistics

for circular polarization LSD profiles are consistent with the observed scatter. These

error bars are carried through the LSD process.

Two examples of the output from LSD are shown in Fig. 4.7. The Stokes V

and N profiles are expanded by a factor and shifted upwards by 1.1 and 1.05 in

flux respectively. This is done to allow to allow for the Stokes profiles to be easily

compared with respect to one another.

4.3 Longitudinal magnetic field

Each of the LSD Stokes V profiles has been analyzed to determine the mean longitu-

dinal magnetic field. The longitudinal magnetic field is the line-of-sight component

of the stellar magnetic field, integrated over the visible disk of the star. The longitu-

dinal magnetic field (B`) for each of the observations was determined by taking the

first-order moment of the LSD Stokes V profile:

B` = −2.14 × 1011

∫
vV (v)dv

λgc
∫

[Ic − I(v)]dv
, (4.18)

where I(v) and V (v) are the Stokes I and V profiles in velocity units, g is the average

Landé factor, λ is the mean wavelength of the LSD profile in nm, c is the speed

of light, and Ic is the continuum reference (Wade et al. 2000b). The continuum

reference is taken as the average intensity value, averaged 100 km/s from the line

center outward.
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Figure 4.7: The LSD output for HD 112413 (α2 CVn), and for HD 148112, (ω Her).
The Stokes V signature shows clear magnetic detections for both cases. The amplitude
of the Stokes V profile has been amplified by a factor of 10 for α2 CVn, and a factor
of 100 for ω Her. The N profile is also shown for the two example profiles.
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The integration limits were computed automatically, integrating from the left wing

to the right, starting at 15% of the maximum line depth minus 5 km/s and ending

at 15% of the line depth plus 10 km/s. These uneven integration limits are set to

account for any asymmetries in the profiles. Standard uncertainty propagation is

used to determine the error associated with the longitudinal field measurements. The

measurements for the observed stars are reported in Appendix B.



Chapter 5

Determination of projected

rotational velocities of sample Ap

stars

The projected rotational velocities for the Ap sample stars are derived from the LSD

profiles or extracted from the literature. The projected rotational velocity is used in

the derivation of the magnetic field geometry (Chap. 6).

5.1 Projected rotational velocity

Following a method similar to that employed by Shorlin et al. (2002), a linear relation

was derived between the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of a Gaussian fit to

the LSD Stokes I profile and the projected rotational velocity (v sin i) of a star. Stars

with well-determined projected rotational velocities were selected from the study

of Aurière et al. (2007). Accurate projected rotational velocities for 24 magnetic

74
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chemically peculiar stars were derived by Aurière et al. (2007) by fitting synthetic

rotationally-broadened spectra to high resolution MuSiCoS spectra. Archival MuSi-

CoS LSD Stokes I and V profiles were obtained for each of the stars included in the

Aurière et al. (2007) study. A Gaussian was fit to each of the LSD Stokes I profiles,

as shown in Fig. 5.1, and the FWHM of the Gaussian fit was determined.
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I = 0.997 - 0.081*exp(-(v-26.452)2/(2 x (10.065)2))

Figure 5.1: A Gaussian fit to the LSD profile of HD 72968.

The Gaussian fit reveals a great deal of information. The fit of the Stokes I profile

is described by the equation:

I = Ic − d × exp((−(v − vo)
2)/(2σ2)), (5.1)

where I and v are the intensity and velocity coordinates respectively, Ic is the con-

tinuum level, d is the line depth, vo is the radial velocity shift of the line, and σ is
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the standard deviation. The standard deviation is related to the FWHM by:

FWHM = (2
√

2 ln 2)σ. (5.2)

For each star studied by Aurière et al (2007), several LSD profiles were available

(corresponding to different rotation phases). An average over all phases of the best

Gaussian fit parameters was determined for each star to determine the final FWHM .

A full list of the results is provided in Table 5.1.

A linear relationship was then fit to the projected rotational velocities of Aurière

et al. (2007) versus the FWHM , as shown in Fig. 5.2. The derived relationship is:

v sin i = (−4.234 ± 0.984) + (0.850 ± 0.024) × FWHM. (5.3)

The uncertainty associated with the inferred v sin i is related to the scatter about the

linear relation between FWHM and v sin i.

The relationship derived by Shorlin et al. (2002) is also displayed in Fig. 5.2.

It was found that the relation derived by Shorlin et al. (2002) tended to deviate at

higher v sin i values, resulting in an underestimation of the actual projected rotational

velocity. The reason for this deviation is uncertain. Observations obtained by Shorlin

et al. (2002) were re-analyzed. The derived FWHM and projected rotational velocities

are consistent with the relation described by Eq. (5.3). It appears as though the

FWHM derived by Shorlin et al. (2002) may have been over-estimated.

Having derived the relationship described by Eq. (5.3), projected rotational ve-

locities were determined for the 26 of the sample Ap stars observed with MuSiCoS

by fitting the LSD profiles with a Gaussian and applying the above relation. The

26 stars correspond to the stars for which MuSiCoS observations were available, and

the v sin i was sufficiently high that the thermal broadening could be ignored. The
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HD FWHM v sin i (km/s)
(km/s) (Aurière et al. 2007)

8441 12.04 2 ± 2
10221 32.02 24 ± 2
15089 66.57 48 ± 2
15144 18.45 13 ± 2
27309 70.29 57 ± 3
32549 59.71 47 ± 2
32650 40.54 30 ± 2
39317 59.55 45 ± 2
43819 18.35 10 ± 2
68351 44.89 33 ± 2
72968 24.06 16 ± 2
90569 19.49 13 ± 2
94427 13.79 8 ± 2
96707 44.65 37 ± 2
103498 19.54 13 ± 2
108945 78.91 65 ± 3
148112 60.49 45 ± 2
151525 42.57 35 ± 2
171586 49.88 37 ± 2
171782 29.92 24 ± 2
179527 41.13 33 ± 2
183056 35.9 26 ± 2
204411 13.69 5 ± 2
220825 50.85 38 ± 2

Table 5.1: The computed full-width at half-maxima determined from the LSD profiles
for the stars studied by Aurière et al. (2007), with the projected rotational velocities
derived therein.
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Figure 5.2: The FWHM of a Gaussian fit to the LSD profiles versus known v sin i.
The dark (blue) points use the v sin i values derived by Aurière et al. (2007) and the
FWHM values are derived from archival spectra. The light (green) data points are
from Shorlin et al. (2002) and fit with the relation given by Eq. (5.3).
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observed Doppler broadening due to the intrinsic thermal motions of the star are

typically of the order of a few kilometers per second (Gray 1988).

A special method was used to determine the v sin i of HD 137949. This star had

no available MuSiCoS spectra from this study, and no reasonable literature values of

v sin i to adopt for this study. The rotational velocity for this star was determined by

modelling a high resolution spectrum (an R ∼ 105 CAT/CES spectrum obtained from

the ESO Science Archive) of this star using the ZEEMAN2 spectrum synthesis code.

This code compares a computed spectrum to an observed spectrum. The synthesis

was performed using an Atlas9 model atmosphere with a temperature of 7750 K, and

a surface gravity of 4.5. The elemental abundances and projected rotational velocity

in the model can be adjusted until the model is in agreement with the observed

spectrum. Using this method, v sin i = 3 ± 1 km/s is derived. A detailed description

of the ZEEMAN2 code is provided by Wade et al. (2001).

Ultimately, projected rotational velocities were derived or extracted from liter-

ature for 49 of the 57 sample stars (Table 5.2). No information about v sin i was

available for HD 29305, HD 117025, HD 133652, HD 217522, and HD 221760. As

well, there was no accurate determination of the projected rotational velocities for

HD 134214, HD 201601, and HD 176232. These three stars are all long period roAp

stars for which v sin i is essentially zero.
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Table 5.2: The derived projected rotational velocities of the Ap sample are listed, as

well as those extracted from literature.

HD v sin i (km/s) Reference

1185 115 ± 8 Abt & Morrell (1995)

3980 15 ± 3 Hubrig et al. (2007)

4778 38 ± 2 This study

4853 65 ± 10 BSC

11503 55 ± 3 This study

12447 70 ± 3 Hubrig et al. (2007)

15089 52 ± 2 This study

15144 11 ± 1 Aurière et al. (2007)

27309 56 ± 3 This study

40312 57 ± 10 Rice & Wehlau (1990)

54118 34 ± 2 Donati et al. (1997)

56022 42 ± 10 Abt & Morrell (1995)

62140 22 ± 2 This study

65339 13 ± 1 Kochukhov et al. (2004a)

72968 16 ± 1 This study

74067 33 ± 4 Royer et al. (2002)

83368 33 ± 1 Kochukhov et al. (2004b)

90763 23 ± 8 Abt & Morrell (1995)

96616 56 ± 10 Abt & Morrell (1995)

108662 21 ± 2 This study

108945 63 ± 2 This study

109026 188 ± 10 Brown & Verscheuren (1997)

112185 31 ± 2 This study

112413 20 ± 2 This study

115735 119 ± 4 This study

118022 12 ± 1 Khalack & Wade (2006)

119213 32 ± 2 This study

120198 59 ± 3 This study

124224 169 ± 6 This study

125248 12 ± 1 This study

128898 14 ± 1 Reiners & Schmitt (2003)
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HD v sin i (km/s) Reference

130559 19 ± 2 This study

137909 3 ± 1 This study

137949 2 ± 1 Ryabchikova et al. (2004)

140160 63 ± 3 This study

140728 63 ± 8 Aslanov et al. (1976)

148112 49 ± 2 Ryabchikova (2004)

148898 51 ± 8 Abt & Morrell (1995)

151199 50 ± 3 This study

152107 21 ± 2 This study

170000 83 ± 3 This study

170397 30 ± 5 Abt & Morrell (1995)

176232 2 ± 1 Kochukhov et al. (2002a)

188041 4 ± 2 Hubrig et al. (2007)

202627 95 ± 4 Buscombe & Stoeckley (1975)

203006 48 ± 8 BSC

206742 50 ± 15 Abt & Morrell (1995)

220825 39 ± 2 This study

223640 28 ± 5 Abt & Morrell (1995)



Chapter 6

Determination of rotation periods

and magnetic field geometries of

Ap stars

6.1 Rotation periods

To verify and improve rotation periods found in the literature, and to provide pe-

riods for stars for which no period had previously been reported, the LSD profiles

and longitudinal field measurements were analyzed. Two techniques were used to

determine rotation periods from the observations. The first method was based on the

Stokes I and V profiles directly. The second technique analyzes the variation of the

longitudinal field measurements. The methods used to analyze the periodicity of the

data are based on a Lomb-Scargle technique. The Lomb-Scargle technique produces

a power spectrum from an unevenly-spaced set of data with presumed periodic vari-

ability (Press et al. 1992). Astronomical measurements are rarely if ever obtained in

82
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evenly-spaced intervals, so when measuring the periodicity of a set of astronomical

measurements the Lomb-Scargle method is often implemented. For example, Adel-

man (2000, 2002) employs this method to determine the rotation period of several

stars from the variability of uvby photometry. This method is also implemented in a

similar fashion in the magnetic field studies performed by Aurière et al. (2007) and

by Folsom (2007).

6.1.1 Periodogram analysis of LSD profile variations

To determine the rotation period of a star directly from the variations seen in its

LSD Stokes I and V profiles, a code, called “pbpt”, fits series of sinusoids through the

time variation of each pixel in each of the Stokes I and V LSD profiles and calculates

the reduced χ2 based on the dispersion for each period. A periodogram, a graph of

reduced χ2 versus period, is produced. The periodograms for each pixel are weighted

and averaged to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the result (Folsom 2007).

An example of a periodogram for HD 15089 is shown in Fig. 6.1. Acceptable

periods were identified, and the error bars determined using a reduced χ2 threshold

corresponding to the 99% confidence limit χ2
r,thresh. This limit was computed using

the following equation:

χ2
r,thresh =

χ2
r,min × (d − ν) + ∆χ2(ν)

d − ν
, (6.1)

where d is the number of data points, ν is the number of model parameters, and

∆χ2(ν) is the increment of χ2 as a function of ν and confidence level (Press et al.

1992). The values assumed for this portion of the study were for the 99% confidence

limit, using three parameters for the first-order sinusoid, and five parameters for the

second-order sinusoid. The 99% confidence limit for HD 15089 is indicated on Fig.
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Figure 6.1: An example of the output from pbpt for HD 15089. The left panel indicates
the measure of the fits to the Stokes V profiles, and the right panel is the the measure
of the fits to the Stokes I. There is a clear reduced χ2 minimum at 1.74026 days in
both Stokes I and V periodograms, which agrees with the photometrically-determined
period from the literature. The 99% confidence limit is indicated with a blue dashed
line for both the Stokes I and V. There is very little variation in the Stokes I profile
(resulting in very low amplitude variations in the Stokes I periodogram), and large
amplitude variation in the Stokes V.
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6.1. If multiple periods fall below the 99% threshold, the first step was to verify that

the period agreed in both the Stokes I and Stokes V periodograms, then the literature

was used to confirm potential periods whenever possible.

6.1.2 B` variations

This method was employed to verify the results of the analysis of the individual pixel

variations of the LSD profiles, and to supplement the observations with longitudinal

field measurements from the literature.

A series of first-order sinusoids within a given period range are fit to the longi-

tudinal field measurements. The reduced χ2 is computed for each sinusoidal fit to

the data. A periodogram is produced, plotting the reduced χ2 versus the period in

days. This periodogram is similar to the averaged periodogram produced using the

individual pixel oscillations method. If the longitudinal field data covers a sufficient

portion of the star’s rotation period then the periodogram will display a clear and

distinct peak at the rotation period. The advantage of using this method over the

individual pixel oscillation method described above, is that the longitudinal field mea-

surements derived by others can be used to determine the period when the MuSiCoS

observations prove insufficient, or in the case when no MuSiCoS observations were

available.

6.1.3 Results of period analysis

Rotation periods for 49 of the 57 magnetic Ap stars have been obtained, directly

from the observations when available, or extracted from the literature. The adopted

rotation periods are listed in Table 6.2. The analysis of the observations using the
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techniques described in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 led to the determination of new peri-

ods for 12 Ap stars. HD 130559 had no previously published period. The remaining

11 periods agree with the periods found in literature and in some cases provided an

refinement of the available periods (HD 11503, HD 72968, HD 108662, HD 108945,

and HD 220925). In some cases, the period derived is a refinement, since the error

bars assigned in this study are larger than those found in literature. One possible

explanation is that this study assigns error at the 99% confidence level, while previ-

ously published periods may be defined at the 1σ confidence level. The longitudinal

field measurements for stars for which periods were adopted from the literature were

phased according to the published period whenever possible. This allowed for the

verification of the accuracy of published periods. For example, this led to the discov-

ery of an error by Wade et al. (2000b), who reported the period of HD 112413 to be

4.27679 days (in their Table 1), instead of the actual period of 4.28679 days.

Magnetic variability has been detected in HD 176232, with an extremely long

period, possibly on the time scale of hundreds of years (Ryabchikova et al. 2005).

Also, no definitive period could be determined for this star in this study. Photometric

observations of HD 109026 have shown small amplitude variability (ESA 1997). Fur-

ther measurements (longitudinal field measurements, or photometric measurements)

of this star are necessary to determine a period.

Eighty-nine percent (51 of 57) of the sample Ap stars have reported magnetic

and/or photometric variability. The significant fraction supports the oblique rotator

model (ORM), which suggests that this variability should be seen in all Ap stars.

Stars such as HD 4853, HD 117025, HD 151199, HD 202627, HD 206742, and HD

217552, which are reported by HIPPARCOS as photometric constants (ESA 1997),
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may in fact be small-amplitude variables for which the amplitude of the variability

fell below the detection limits of HIPPARCOS. Another possibility is that these stars

may display long-period variability, which requires long-term monitoring to detect.

No MuSiCoS observations were obtained for these stars. Further study of these stars

is necessary.

6.2 Magnetic field geometry

Once the periods had been determined for the majority of the sample Ap stars,

it was possible to phase the observed/archival longitudinal field measurements (B`)

according to the rotation period. This provided the rotational variation of B` for each

star. The rotational variation of the longitudinal field is shown in Fig. 6.4, 6.5, 6.6.

The rotational variability of B` contains information about the large scale magnetic

field which can be obtained by comparison with models.

Figure 6.2: The inclination angle and obliquity angle are shown for the ORM.
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The oblique magnetic dipole model requires three parameters to describe the mag-

netic field geometry of a star (Fig. 6.2): the inclination angle i of the rotation axis

relative to the line-of-sight of the observer, the inclination angle of the magnetic axis

relative to the rotation axis (this is the so-called “obliquity angle”, β), and surface

strength of the dipole at the pole Bd. Provided the rotation period, projected rota-

tional velocity, and stellar radius are all known (all of which have been derived or

found in literature for 31 sample stars), the inclination angle can be derived indepen-

dent of the magnetic field data. A simple relation derived by Preston (1967) relates

the intensities of the longitudinal field extrema and the inclination angle to compute

the obliquity angle. Finally, both the inclination angle and obliquity angle, along

with the extrema of the longitudinal field variation, are used to determine the surface

magnetic field strength.
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Figure 6.3: A schematic of longitudinal field variation. Bmax
` , Bmin

` , and B0 are
shown, as well as the line corresponding to null longitudinal magnetic field (B` = 0)
is shown.
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The magnetic field geometry is determined using a similar method to that de-

scribed by Aurière et al. (2007). The rotational phase variation of B` was determined

for 35 of the magnetic Ap/Bp stars. A first and second-order sinusoid was fit to the

phased longitudinal field variations, B`(φ). The first-order fit is described by:

B` = B0 + B1 cos 2π(φ − φ0), (6.2)

while the second-order fit is described by:

B` = B0 + B1 cos 2π(φ − φ0) + B2 cos 2π(2φ − φ1). (6.3)

where φ is the rotational phase at time t (φ = t/Prot), φ0 is the phase when the

maximum longitudinal field is observed, φ1 is the phase shift of the second-order

component, B0 is the average observed field strength, B1 is the amplitude of the

first-order component, and B2 is the amplitude of the second-order component. The

phased longitudinal field variations along with their respective fits are shown in Fig-

ures 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6. The reduced χ2 of the first- and second-order sinusoidal fits

(χ2
1stOrder and χ2

2ndOrder
respectively) are listed in Table 6.2. In Table 6.2, the reduced

χ2 resulting from a straight line fit through B` = 0 (χ2
0), and a straight line fit through

the mean value of the longitudinal field (χ2
mean) are also reported. The column “χ2

lim”

is an upper limit for admissible fits. It is calculated assuming a 2σ confidence limit

(Press et al. 1992) using a similar method to the 99% confidence limit discussed in

§6.1.1. In only one case did a straight line fit through B` = 0 provide an acceptable

representation of the data (HD 115735). The limited number of data points, and rela-

tively large associated error bars, made it difficult to detect the rotational variability

with any degree of confidence (although the field is clearly detected at individual

rotation phases). A detailed discussion of the individual sample Ap stars and their

results is given in Appendix A.
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Figure 6.4: The phased longitudinal field variations for all stars for which magnetic
field data was available and periods were determined.
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Figure 6.6: The phased longitudinal field variations for all stars for which magnetic
field data was available and periods were determined.

The extrema of the B` variation, Bmin
` = |B0| − B1 and Bmax

` = |B0| + B1, are

determined from the B0 and B1 parameters derived from the first-order sinusoidal fit

to the phased longitudinal field data.

The inclination angle of the rotational axis (i) for each star was derived assuming

rigid rotation. For rigid rotation, the equatorial rotation velocity, veq, is directly

proportional to the stellar radius R (computed in §3.3) divided by the rotation period

Prot:

v =
50.6R

Prot

, (6.4)

where R is expressed in solar radii, Prot is expressed in days, and veq has units of km/s.

The projected equatorial rotational velocity (v sin i, Chap. 5), is just the component

of veq which projects onto the observer’s line-of-sight. The equatorial velocity can be
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written in terms of the projected velocity as follows:

veq =
v sin i

sin i
. (6.5)

Combining Eq. (6.4) and Eq. (6.5), the inclination angle is given by:

i = sin−1(
Protv sin i

50.6R
). (6.6)

Preston (1967) derived a simple relation relating the obliquity angle to the incli-

nation angle and the ratio of longitudinal extrema r:

tanβ =
1 − r

1 + r
cot i, (6.7)

where r is given by:

r =
Bmin

`

Bmax
`

=
|B0| − B1

|B0| + B1
(6.8)

(Aurière et al. 2007) .

For a magnetic dipole, the surface polar field strength Bd is given by the well-known

relation derived by Preston (1967):

Bd = 20 × Bmax
`

3 − u

15 + u
(cos β cos i + sin β sin i)−1, (6.9)

where u is the limb darkening coefficient. A limb darkening coefficient of u = 0.5

was assumed for all stars in this study.
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HD Period i veq χ2
0

χ2
mean χ2

1stOrder
χ2

2ndOrder
χ2

lim
β Bd BMin

d
BMax

d

(days) (deg.) (km/s) (deg.) (G) (G) (G)

3980 3.951391

4778 2.561602 72 ± 23 38 7.23 7.53 1.75 1.21 1.81 84+5
−56

4430 3779 12877

11503 1.609351 42 ± 6 82 66.35 69.14 2.26 1.9 2.56 79+5
−7

3608 2967 4570

12447 1.490003 44 ± 7 81

15089 1.740261 48 ± 8 71 74.38 66.08 0.93 0.92 2.53 75+6
−8

1683 1458 2068

15144 2.997854 21 ± 4 32 2922.38 6.16 1.06 0.69 11.99 7+5
−7

2020 1910 2224

24712 12.458775 43 ± 3 12 266.61 103.21 21.42 8.45 9.87 43+10
−10

2734 2448 3111

27309 1.568881 50 ± 8 73 244.45 3.5 1.85 0.97 2.58 6+4
−2

3468 2845 4430

29305 2.940006

40312 3.618607 54 ± 16 70 48.09 24.82 3.24 1.43 3.31 68+14
−26

1115 985 1647

54118 3.275338 62 ± 13 38

56022 0.920006 22 ± 6 110

62140 4.286797 64 ± 19 25 559.5 581.18 4.71 2.23 3.48 90+0
−13

5583 4932 7325

65339 8.026817 56 ± 10 15 1272.34 1388.88 18.86 13.36 15.62 82+5
−9

17456 15087 21768

72968 5.652501 61 ± 13 18 637.25 10.44 3.7 0.43 1.85 6+4
−3

2313 1615 4460

74067 3.110009 46 ± 9 46

83368 2.8519810 62 ± 17 37 10.93 11.45 8.26 9.08 8.69 78+11
−59

2321 1354 6244

90762 3.5700011 67 ± 51 25

96616 2.4300011 67 ± 28 61

108662 5.076211 58 ± 12 25 748.09 476.1 80.46 1.46 4.29 42+14
−16

2745 2637 3707

108945 2.015201 56 ± 10 76 7.96 8.08 2.48 3.05 3.37 80+10
−35

812 526 1326

112185 5.088401 50 ± 8 40 ******** 14.36 1.47 1.13 1.88 54+13
−14

383 349 459

112413 5.469397 61 ± 14 23 169.78 167.32 8.94 1.58 2.39 74+7
−10

3078 2737 3804

115735 0.8800012 55 ± 9 145 2.02 0.83 0.97 0.71 3.54 13+74
−13

2027 0 6064
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HD Period i veq χ2
0

χ2
mean χ2

1stOrder
χ2

2ndOrder
χ2

lim
β Bd BMin

d
BMax

d

(days) (deg.) (km/s) (deg.) (G) (G) (G)

118022 3.722037 24 ± 4 29 229.45 83.58 0.61 0.45 1.32 59+5
−5

3852 3482 4408

119213 2.450001 57 ± 13 39 185.97 23.4 8.68 7.12 7.99 16+13
−9

2590 1855 4559

120198 1.3857613 50 ± 8 77 4.79 3.8 1 0.68 1.34 55+16
−17

1460 1283 1855

124224 0.5206814 54 ± 8 209 8.54 8.08 1.27 0.82 1.63 66+13
−17

2630 2330 3372

125248 9.295401 84 ± 10 12 83.38 81.5 2.28 1.96 2.45 77+13
−39

8258 7688 15690

128898 4.4790015 43 ± 10 21 6.22 1.67 1.9 2.07 1.95 9+35
−9

1214 536 2449

130559 1.907801 19 ± 3 58 210.94 82.76 3.84 0.94 1.96 67+4
−4

2147 1864 2545

133652 2.3040016

134214 248.0000017

137909 18.486807 20 ± 7 9 523.82 382.55 10.35 10.27 11.21 86+2
−3

6348 4322 10861

137949 11.1331318 12 ± 6 10 76.69 3.82 0.72 0.65 6.3 59+22
−59

8513 4566 28408

140160 1.5958419 63 ± 14 71 1.21 1.5 0.5 i 4.51 25+13
−25

1193 0

140728 1.2955720 61 ± 17 72

148112 3.031304 70 ± 17 52 63.2 1.3 0.58 0.7 1.38 3+6
−3

1719 874 16424

148898 0.7462021 15 ± 3 204

152107 3.8597622 43 ± 7 32 3096.32 164.6 41.01 16.99 18.88 16+7
−5

4281 3746 5156

170000 1.716211 44 ± 6 119 6.52 6.35 1.25 1.36 1.7 66+12
−14

1805 1463 2456

170397 1.1913323 23 ± 5 77 13.19 14.34 2.98 3.32 3.98 89+1
−9

6936 3409 11258

176232 Long period5

118041 223.8260024

201601 27027.0000025

203006 2.120009 77 ± 57 49

220825 1.414781 39 ± 6 62 151.91 164.72 1.09 1.39 2.23 82+4
−5

1810 1467 2322

221760 12.5000027
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HD Period i veq χ2
0

χ2
mean χ2

1stOrder
χ2

2ndOrder
χ2

lim
β Bd BMin

d
BMax

d

(days) (deg.) (km/s) (deg.) (G) (G) (G)

223640 3.7352428 63 ± 23 31 14.99 11.45 2.86 2.8 3.29 32+30
−29

4061 3402 31771

Table 6.1: Results of the magnetic field modelling as described in Sections 6.1 and 6.2. Column 1 gives the stars HD number.

Column 2 lists the period and associated reference. Column 3 gives the derived inclination angles. Column 4 lists the equatorial velocity

(veq = (v sin i)/ sin(i)). The reduced χ2 from the various fits are listed in columns 5-7, with the upper limit χ2 to feasible fits listed

in column 8. The obliquity angle and surface field strengths are given in column 9-12. The uncertainties associated with the derived

parameters i, β, and Bd correspond to 1σ.

Superscripts noted for periods denote parameters extracted from literature: 2. Bohlender (1989), 3. Borra & Landstreet (1980) 4.

Aurière et al. (2007), 5. Ryabchikova et al. (2005), 6. Heck et al. (1987), 7. Wade et al. (2000b), 8. Bohlender et al. (1993), 9.

ESA (1997), 10. Kurtz et al. (1992), 11. Mathys & Manfroid (1985), 12. Sriraghavan et al. (2004), 13. Wade et al. (1998), 14.

Adelman et al. (1992), 15. Kurtz (1994), 16. Lanz et al. (1991), 17. Kreidl et al. (1994), 18. Bychkov et al. (2005), 19. Museilok

et al. (1980), 20. Aslanok et al. (1976), 21. Catalano et al. (1998), 22. Wolff & Preston (1978), 23. Catalano & Leone (1998), 24.

Mikulasek et al. (2003), 25. Bychkov et al. (2006), 26. Van Genderen (1971), 27. North et al. (1992).
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Modelling the variability of the longitudinal field using Eq. (6.6) - Eq. (6.9), the

dipole magnetic field geometry was determined for 31 of the sample Ap stars. These

results are summarized in Table 6.2.

It was not possible to determine the magnetic field geometry for HD 140160 with-

out additional observations, and more complete phase coverage.

No projected rotational velocities were available for HD 3980, HD 54118, or HD

133652. All three of these stars are located in the southern hemisphere, so no MuSi-

CoS observations were possible. There was insufficient longitudinal field data for the

remaining 22 sample Ap stars to determine the magnetic field geometry.

The errors determined for the field geometry parameters were determined through

standard error propagation techniques, corresponding to 1σ.

Several stars within this thesis have also been studied by Aurière et al. (2007):

HD 15089, HD 15144, HD 27309, HD 32650, HD 72968, HD 108945, HD 148112, and

HD 220825. The field geometries derived in this thesis for the stars also included by

Aurière et al. (2007) are in good agreement, although the errors derived by Aurière et

al. (2007) appear larger. This is because the errors reported by Aurière et al. (2007)

are calculated with 2σ significance, while the errors for this study are calculated with

1σ significance.



Chapter 7

General results

In this chapter, properties of the Ap sample stars determined in Chap. 3, 5, 6 are

examined in further detail, and are discussed in relation to previous findings from the

literature.

Several large surveys of the physical and evolutionary properties of Ap stars have

recently been published (Kochukhov & Bagnulo 2006, Hubrig et al. 2007, Aurière

et al. 2007, and Landstreet et al. 2007) which can be compared with the results

presented here. Each of these surveys introduces its own statistical biases in the

selection of their sample stars, and therefore into the derived results.

Hubrig et al. (2007) undertook an evolutionary study in which they selected a

sample of 90 Ap stars with well-determined and well-studied periodic variation of

their mean longitudinal magnetic fields. The stars were selected from the catalogue

published by Bychkov et al. (2005) requiring that they have well-defined longitudinal

field variations and precise HIPPARCOS parallaxes. The catalogue of Bychkov et al.

(2005) is highly biased toward stars with strong fields (see Aurière et al. 2007) and

stars which display large-amplitude variability of their longitudinal magnetic field.

98
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By selecting their sample in this way, Hubrig et al. (2007) have virtually excluded

all stars which display low amplitude variability or weak/poorly-defined longitudinal

fields.

Kochukhov and Bagnulo (2007) also studied the evolutionary trends of Ap stars.

They selected a sample of Ap stars from the HIPCAT with precise parallax measure-

ments, and with confirmed magnetic field detections. Biases similar to those incurred

by Hubrig et al. (2007) affect their selection of sample stars. These biases are impor-

tant because most Ap stars have magnetic fields of only ∼ 1 kG, which corresponds to

a maximum peak longitudinal field of just ∼ 300 G (Bohlender and Landstreet 1990;

this study). This means that the results derived from these studies are in principle

only applicable to a very small population of “unusually-magnetic” stars.

Aurière et al. (2007) performed a survey of Ap stars with weak or poorly de-

termined magnetic fields. In contrast to the studies of Hubrig et al. (2007) and

Kochukhov & Bagnulo (2006), this study was intentionally biased to stars with

weak magnetic fields. By analyzing the derived distribution of surface magnetic field

strength, Aurière et al. (2007) found that there appears to exist a lower “threshold”

magnetic field strength necessary for the stability of the large-scale magnetic fields

hosted by Ap stars. They also found that the distribution of derived surface field

strengths plateaus at about 1 kG, dropping off to higher and lower field strengths.

Because of the selection criterion for this study, strong magnetic fields were poorly

sampled, so this apparent plateau may just be a result of their selection criteria.

Landstreet et al. (2007) studied the evolution of physical properties of Ap stars

using open clusters. The sample Ap stars in the study of Landstreet et al. (2007)

consisted of all probable Ap stars members of clusters and associations for which
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precise magnetic field measurements were available. By selecting their sample in this

way, their sample was also intrinsically biased to stars with strong magnetic fields.

On the other hand, cluster stars follow the initial mass function, rather than the

field mass function (which is more heavily weighted to lower mass stars), thus this

sample tends to better sample higher-mass stars (or undersample lower-mass stars as

compared to the field).

7.1 HR diagram properties
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Figure 7.1: The Ap star sample is placed on the HR diagram. The left panel displays
several isochrones, labelled by log(age) (Schaller et al. 1992). The right panel zooms
in on the lower mass stars with M . 3.0 M�. The thick black line represents the
locus of points for which 30% of the main sequence evolution has been completed. All
stars above and to the right of this black line have evolved through at least 30% of
their main sequence life time.

In Chap. 3, the sample Ap stars were placed on the HR diagram and their masses

inferred (Fig. 3.3 and 3.4). The lowest mass stars in the sample have M ∼ 1.5 M�,

while the highest mass Ap sample stars have mass M ∼ 5 M�. The sample shows a

clear concentration of stars between 2.0 − 2.5M� (Fig. 7.2).
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Generally, the Ap stars appear uniformly distributed across the width of the main-

sequence. The right panel of Fig. 7.1 displays the Ap stars on the HR diagram, along

with several isochrones (tracks of constant age). There is no obvious trend in the

positioning of the Ap stars with respect to the isochrones. The left panel of Fig. 7.1

shows that there is a significant fraction of Ap stars which have completed less than

30% of the main sequence lifetime. Ap stars in this sample are found at a full range

of ages and evolutionary states that characterize the main sequence for intermediate-

mass stars.

Hubrig et al. (2000, 2007) found that the distribution of Ap stars is concentrated

toward the center of the main sequence for lower-mass stars, and that all magnetic Ap

stars with M < 3 M� have completed at least 30% of their main sequence lifetime.

The right panel of Fig. 7.1 shows a line traversing the main sequence at about 30% of

the main sequence lifetime. This fractional age of the main sequence was determined

using the evolutionary models derived by Schaller et al. (1992). Although there

appears to be a slight statistical preference to the center of the main sequence band

for stars with masses less than 2 M�, the error bars associated with the position of

the star make it difficult to determine conclusively whether a star has completed 30%

of their lifetime. Bagnulo et al. (2006) performed an extensive analysis of the sources

of error associated with determining the position of field stars on the HR diagram,

finding that the errors associated with the observational characteristics of field Ap

stars make it essentially impossible to resolve the first half of the main sequence life

time.

However, even if error bars are ignored, there still appears to be a substantial

fraction of stars near the zero-age main sequence. For 1.5 M� ≤ M ≤ 2.0 M�
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there is 1 star of the 11 with masses in this range that lies between the zero-age

main sequence and 30% of the main sequence life time. One would expect, for a

uniform distribution along the main sequence, that 3±2 stars would exist in this band

(assuming standard error propagation), and this is approximately what is observed.

For 2.0 M� ≤ M ≤ 2.5 M�, 8 of the 24 stars lie in the band between the zero-age

main sequence and the 30% line. In this regime, one would expect to find 7± 3 stars,

which is exactly what is observed. Thus the observed distribution of stars along the

main sequence appears to be generallyconsistent with a uniform distribution. This

agrees with the findings of Kochukhov & Bagnulo (2006) and Landstreet et al. (2007),

but disagrees with the findings of Hubrig et al. (2007).

7.2 Incidence distributions

The fraction of Ap stars with respect to all stars of the same mass is illustrated in

the bottom panel of Fig. 7.2. The number of intermediate-mass stars in the solar

neighbourhood decreases steeply as their mass increases (Fig. 7.2: upper left). The

mass distribution of Ap/Bp stars in the solar neighbourhood (Fig. 7.2: upper right)

shows a clear maximum between 2.1 and 2.3 M�. The lower limit of the Ap/Bp

distribution is located at 1.5 M�. The distribution of stars displays a rapid decrease

in frequency from 2.4M� to the lower cut-off at 1.5 M�. This lower limit was selected

based on the lowest mass Ap stars within the sample, HD 217522 and HD 134214,

which both have a derived mass of 1.6 ± 0.1 M�. Most Ap/Bp stars in the sample

are found to have masses between 1.5 and 3.5 M� with one exception, HD 109026,

which has a mass of 5.0 M�. The peak of the mass distribution of Ap stars occurs

at 2.4 ± 0.1 M�. An extension of the sample radius to include clusters containing
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Figure 7.2: The top diagrams display the distribution of masses within the sample
radius: left is the distribution of all intermediate mass stars, right is the distribution
of Ap stars. The bottom diagram displays the fractional incidence of Ap stars as a
function of mass. The bin size selected is 0.2 M� for all distributions. Note that there
is only 1 star in the 5M� bin. The mass incidence distribution is fairly uncertain to
M & 3.5M� as there are few high mass stars within the sample radius.
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additional higher-mass objects could shed light on whether the distribution of Ap stars

displays a continuous trend and to better define the upper mass limit for magnetic

chemically peculiar stars.

The fractional incidence of Ap/Bp stars as a function of mass was calculated by

dividing the mass distribution of Ap stars by that of the non-Ap stars for identical

bin sizes and positions (Fig. 7.2). The incidence distribution as a function of mass

displays a peak between 3.4 ± 0.1 M�, where the Ap stars make up 4 of the 11 stars

in that particular mass regime. The incidence of higher mass stars (above 3.0M�) is

poorly sampled in this study, as only 77 stars in the solar neighbourhood have masses

in this range. Above 3.5 M�, the number of stars in the sample is sufficiently small

that the shape of the fractional incidence as a function of mass is completely uncertain.

However, it appears from the distribution that the peak fractional incidence occurs

at masses higher than 3.5 M�, consistent with the results of Johnson (2004).

Of the 3297 stars with masses above the lower limit of 1.5 M� within 100 parsecs

of the sun, 57 were found to be Ap/Bp stars. Hence the bulk incidence of magnetic

Ap stars in the solar neighbourhood is 1.7%. If we assume an intrinsic uncertainty

of 10% in the number of identified stars, the error on the bulk incidence is ±0.4%.

By shifting the lower mass limit from 1.5 M� to 1.7 M� (that is, assuming that HD

217522 and HD 134214 in fact have masses at the upper limit of their error bars), the

incidence of Ap stars is raised to 2.8% of all intermediate mass stars. Because the

incidence of the non-Ap stars decreases very rapidly as mass is increased, the mass

incidence is highly sensitive to the lower mass cut-off.

For any reasonable value of the low-mass cutoff, the incidence derived is substan-

tially smaller than the incidence reported by classical studies of magnitude-limited
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samples of between 5 and 10% (Wolff 1968, Johnson 2004), who had limited their sam-

ples by apparent brightness. By selecting a volume-limited sample, the distribution

provides a much better representation of the true incidence of Ap stars.

7.3 Distribution of the rotational velocities

The distribution of projected rotational velocities (Fig. 7.3) displays a clear predom-

inance of lower v sin i values. The distribution drops rapidly for stars with v sin i

values above 60 km/s, with 80% of the sample stars having a rotational velocity

slower than this. Non-chemically peculiar intermediate mass stars tend to have much
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Figure 7.3: The distribution of projected rotational velocities for all Ap stars within the
100 parsec radius for which v sin i was available. The distribution includes rotational
velocities for 51 Ap stars. The v sin i values are summarized in Table 6.2.

higher projected rotational velocities (Abt & Morrell 1995). Table 7.1 lists the mean

projected rotational velocities of non-Ap stars as derived by Abt & Morrell (1995) for
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Spectral Type Teff (K) < v sin i > (km/s)
(Abt & Morrell 1995)

A0 9520 150
A1 9230 131
A2 8970 132
A3 8720 124
A4 8460* 147
A5 8200 148
A6 8020* 138
A7 7850 112
A8 7580 114
A9 7390* 132
F0 7200 106

Table 7.1: The mean projected rotational velocities for non-peculiar stars as derived
by Abt & Morrell (1995). The temperatures for the associated spectral class were
obtained from Ostlie & Carroll (1996). Those marked by an asterisk were interpolated
between the temperature values provided by Ostlie & Carroll (1996).

the spectral range coinciding with cool magnetic chemically peculiar stars.

The projected rotational velocity as a function of temperature is shown in the left

panel of Fig. 7.4. The projected rotational velocities of the Ap stars are plotted with

the mean projected rotational velocities for normal A stars (Fig. 7.4: right panel).

The v sin i values of all Ap stars in this range lie below the mean projected rotational

velocity for normal stars. This is in agreement with the findings by Abt & Morrell

(1995), who found that all Ap stars are slow rotators.

Some physical process, different from that in normal A & B stars, must occur to

slow the rotational velocities of Ap stars. The inherently slow rotational velocities

observed in the Ap sample stars supports the evolutionary and rotational models of

Stȩpień (2000). In this picture, during an Ap star’s pre-main sequence life, coupling of

the magnetic field, the outer layers of the star, and the circumstellar accretion disk,
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Figure 7.4: The projected rotational velocity as a function of temperature. The left
panel displays all Ap stars within the sample. The right panel displays the cooler
region with Teff < 9750 K, with the average projected rotational velocities for normal
stars (Abt & Morrell 1995) shown for comparison.

slows the stellar rotation (Mastel & Moss 2005, Stȩpień 2000). The slow rotation

observed is also consistent with the diffusion model (Michaud 1970) in which slow

rotational velocities are necessary for the formation of chemical peculiarities. How-

ever, some Ap stars with very high v sin i values are also observed (for example HD

124224 which has v sin i = 169±6 km/s. This shows that there are other mechanisms

providing the atmospheric stability required for diffusion to take place, such as the

interactions of the atmosphere with the magnetic field.

The true equatorial velocity of each star was also determined from the derived

inclination, i, and the projected rotational velocity, v sin i:

veq =
v sin i

sin(i)
. (7.1)

The distribution of equatorial velocities (Fig. 7.5) shows a similar trend as that of the

v sin i distribution, in that there is a strong preference to lower velocities. About 75%
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of the sample stars for which the equatorial velocity was determined have rotational

velocities below 70 km/s. This distribution may be bimodal at low rotation velocities.

It is notable that 5 stars are found to have veq > 100 km/s, and 2 stars with veq > 200

km/s.
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Figure 7.5: The distribution of derived true equatorial velocities.

7.4 Distribution of the rotation period

The distribution of rotation periods (Fig. 7.4: left panel) displays a clear tendency

toward short periods, with a peak at 2.1 ± 1.1 days with a median period of 3.01

days. Beyond 3 days, the distribution drops off gradually to very long periods, with a

maximum measured period of 91.1± 3.6 years (Bychkov et al. 2006). There appears

to be no large breaks or bimodality ti the distribution of rotational periods. The

seemingly continuous nature of the distribution suggests that the mechanism respon-

sible for short period variability is also responsible for long period variability (Wolff
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1975), thus the very long period stars are probably also oblique rotators.
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Figure 7.6: The left panel displays the histogram of derived and adopted rotation
periods. Periods are summarized in Table 5.2. The right panel shows the distribution
of periods with mass for the Ap sample stars.

Hubrig et al. (2000), Stȩpień & Landstreet (2002), and Landstreet et al. (2007)

find that the longest period Ap stars tend to be of low-mass. Fig. 7.4 (right panel) is in

agreement with their findings, although nothing conclusive can be said because of the

small number of long-period stars, and high mass stars within the Ap sample. Only

three sample Ap stars display long rotation periods of P > 28 days: HD 134214, HD

201601, and (probably) HD 176232 (which is not included in the distribution because

the period is not well defined). All three of these stars are roAp stars, which tend

to be cool, low-mass Ap stars (the inferred masses of these stars are 1.6 ± 0.1 M�,

1.8 ± 0.1 M�, and 1.9 ± 0.1 M� respectively). The finding that low-mass stars

have the longest rotation periods supports the evolutionary and rotational model of

Stȩpień (2000). The higher-mass stars have shorter pre-main sequence lifetimes, so

the rotational braking is less effective than for lower mass stars which have longer
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pre-main sequence lifetimes.

7.4.1 Distributions of the field geometry properties

Of the 57 sample Ap stars, rotational velocity information and sufficient longitudinal

field measurements were obtained for 31 stars allowing for the computation of the

parameters describing the dipolar magnetic field geometry. A statistical analysis of

the distributions of the inclination angle, obliquity angle, and surface field strength

has been performed. The distribution of derived inclination angles (Fig. 7.7) displays
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Figure 7.7: The distribution of derived inclination angles is shown in the left panel.
The distribution of obliquity angles (β) is displayed on the right panel.

few stars with small inclination angles, peaks between 40 and 70 degrees, and is

followed by a rapid decline at higher inclination angles. The median of the distribution

occurs at an inclination angle of 55o. Sixty-eight percent (28 of 41) of the stars

are found to have inclination angles between 40 and 70 degrees. This distribution
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qualitatively agrees with the distribution derived by Abt (2001) assuming a random

orientation of rotation axes.

The distribution of obliquity angles (Fig. 7.7) displays an approximately bimodal

arrangement. One-quarter of the Ap stars (8 of the 31 stars) have an obliquity angle

between 0 and 20 degrees. There is a dip in the distribution for intermediate obliquity

angles, between 20 and 60 degrees. Only 7 stars (22%) were found to have obliquity

angles within this 40o range. The remaining ∼ 50% of the stars are found to have

obliquity angles above 60o.

Landstreet & Mathys (2000) found that long-period stars (i.e. very slow rotators)

tend to have their rotation axis roughly aligned with the magnetic axis. The number

of long period stars in the Ap sample is small, and nothing can really be said about

the characteristics of the magnetic field geometries of long period stars in this study

(Fig. 7.8: left panel). However, it is clear that even within the small range of rotation

periods studied here, there is a large diversity of β angles.

Hubrig et al. (2007) found that there existed a preference for large obliquity angles

in more massive stars. No such preference is noted here (Fig. 7.8: right panel).

The distribution of surface magnetic field strength is shown in Fig. 7.9. The

distribution exhibits a clear peak at about 2500 G, with a gradual decreased frequency

at higher and lower field strengths. Aurière et al. (2007) found a similar distribution

of field strengths in their study of weak-field Ap stars, but with a peak at 1 kG. This

is the first report of an unbiased surface field strength distribution.

Aurière et al. (2007) reported the existence of a lower “threshold” field strength of

about 300 G. They interpret this threshold as the minimum field strength necessary

for the stability of the large-scale magnetic fields. A star must host a surface field
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Figure 7.8: The distributions of obliquity angle as a function of the rotation period(left
panel), and mass (right).

strength higher than the critical value (Bc) in order for the magnetic field to be

stable against differential rotation. If the surface field is lower than this critical value,

the observed field is unstable and will decay. The critical field strength is modelled

according to:

Bc

Beq
= 2(

Prot

5 days
)−1(

R

3R�
)(

Teff

104 K
)−1/2, (7.2)

where Beq is the equipartition field of a typical Ap star, chosen here to be Beq =170

G (which is the equipartition field for a star with a surface gravity of log g = 4, and

effective temperature Teff = 104 K).

Using the model described by Aurière et al. (2007), the critical surface field was

determined for all 31 sample Ap stars with derived surface magnetic field strength.

It is found that the surface field is generally larger than Bcrit, although for two stars

(HD 108945 and HD 112185) Bcrit > Bd. When the critical field value is compared

with the maximum surface field strength (Bmax
d ), it is found that both HD 108945

and HD 112185 agree with the model within the 1σ error bars.
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Figure 7.9: A histogram of the derived dipole field strengths of the sample. The surface
field strengths are listed in 6.2. The threshold value for Bd proposed by Aurière et al.
(2007) is indicated with a dotted line at Bd = 300 G.

The distribution of surface magnetic field strength with respect to rotation pe-

riod displays a preference for stars with large surface field intensities to have longer

periods (Fig. 7.10). This is consistent with the model of Stȩpień (2000) and Stȩpień

& Landstreet (2002), in which the magnetic field is responsible for the angular mo-

mentum loss in Ap stars. Stȩpień & Landstreet (2002) find that the surface intensity

of the magnetic field is about 5 times higher in long-period stars than in shorter pe-

riod stars. This is relatively consistent with the distribution of surface field strengths

found in this study, although it is not possible to say anything conclusively because

of the small number of very slow rotators in the Ap sample.

No correlation between the mass and surface magnetic flux is found (Fig. 7.11).

This agrees with the findings of Landstreet et al. (2007). Kochukhov and Bagnulo

(2006) found that the surface flux increases with mass. There is an insufficient number
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Figure 7.10: The distribution of magnetic field strength as a function of rotation
period for the Ap sample.

of high mass stars within the Ap sample to confirm or refute this claim, although there

does not appear to be any such correlation.

7.5 Multiplicity

Twelve of the 57 Ap stars (21%) are found to be members of multiple systems. The

incidence of multiple systems for Ap stars was reported by Abt & Snowden (1973)

to be 20%. This result agrees perfectly with the observed incidence of binarity in

this sample of Ap stars. This is substantially lower than the fractional incidence

of multiple systems among non-chemically peculiar stars of the same spectral type

(∼ 50%; Jaschek and Gomez 1970), and among Am stars (∼ 90%; Hubrig et al.

2005). The incidence of binarity among HgMn stars is poorly defined, as compan-

ions to HgMn stars continue to be identified. The fractional incidence of binarity
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Figure 7.11: The distribution of magnetic flux (Bd×R2) with mass for the Ap sample.

among HgMn stars is observed to be anywhere from 50% to 67% (Hubrig & Mathys

1995). The large fraction of binaries among non-magnetic chemically peculiar stars

is believed to be important for the formation of the chemical peculiarities observed.

Essentially, tidal interaction in non-magnetic chemically peculiar stars is believed to

slow the rotation of the star substantially, so that the atmosphere is stable enough

for chemical peculiarities to arise. The lack of binaries among Ap stars suggests that

some other mechanism (such as the magnetic field) is responsible for the observed

chemical anomalies.



Chapter 8

Summary and conclusions

The primary motivation of this study was to identify an unbiased sample of Ap

stars from which to determine the fractional incidence of Ap stars, and to analyze

their physical properties, their rotational characteristics and magnetic field geome-

tries. A distance-limited sample of magnetic chemically peculiar stars (Ap stars)

was constructed using the HIPPARCOS Catalogue (ESA 1997), and carefully cross-

referenced with the General Catalogue of Ap and Am Stars (Renson et al. 1991)

and other available literature. This procedure allowed us to confidently identify the

Ap stars in the volume, while avoiding the important biases introduced in previous

surveys, and while still creating a sample which possesses a statistically significant

number of Ap stars.

116
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8.1 Properties of the sample

The volume selected for this investigation was a sphere of 100 parsec radius centered

on the sun. The trigonometric parallaxes provided by the HIPCAT were used to de-

termine a list of all intermediate mass stars within the volume. This list was carefully

parsed to identify all Ap stars. From published catalogues and other literature sources,

57 bona fide magnetic Ap stars have been identified within the volume. Careful lit-

erature reviews were performed for all candidate Ap stars to ensure their Ap-ness.

Ströomgren and/or Johnson photometry were obtained for each of the magnetic and

non-magnetic stars in the complete distance limited sample from the General Cata-

logue of Photometric data (Mermilliod 1997). Temperatures and luminosities of the

stars were determined using various photometric calibrations. The stars were then

placed on a theoretical Hertzsprung-Russell diagram to determine their masses.

The distribution of the Ap sample stars along the main sequence was examined.

The Ap stars appear uniformly distributed along the main-sequence for M > 2 M�,

and appear to have a slight statistical preference to later lifetimes for M < 2 M�.

These results agree with the findings of Kochukhov and Bagnulo (2006). These results

support the fossil field theory, which proposes that Ap stars enter the main sequence

with their characteristic properties, and retain them through their main-sequence life.

It is found that Ap stars make up 1.7 to 2.8% of all intermediate mass stars. The

range associated with the fractional incidence was derived by assuming that the low-

mass cut-off applied to the sample of intermediate mass stars was overestimated by

0.2 M� (based on the possible mass range of the lowest-mass Ap stars). The incidence

derived is substantially smaller than the incidence reported by classical studies of

magnitude-limited samples of between 5 and 10% (Wolff 1968, Johnson 2004). By
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selecting a sample based on the available photometry, naturally the sample will be

biased to brighter objects, with a consequent bias to intrinsically brighter and more

distant objects. By prefentially choosing brighter stars, i.e. more massive and hotter

stars, the determination of the fractional incidence is over estimated. As illustrated

in Fig. 7.2, although the number of low-mass Ap stars is small, it is non-negligible.

The number of normal stars increases drastically at lower masses, meaning that the

fractional bulk incidence of Ap stars is greatly influenced by the lower mass cut off.

Properly sampling this lower mass regime is vital to the proper determination of the

fractional bulk incidence of Ap stars.

8.2 Rotational properties and magnetic field ge-

ometry

Observations were obtained for 26 of the Ap sample stars with the high resolution

MuSiCoS spectropolarimeter. The longitudinal magnetic field strength was calculated

for each observation. These measurements, supplemented by measurements reported

in the literature, were used to determine the rotation period of each Ap star. The

MuSiCoS LSD profiles were also used to determine the projected rotational velocity of

each star. Using the results from both the observations and from literature reviews, it

was possible to determine the rotation period for 49 stars, and magnetic field geometry

for 31 stars.

The distribution of periods of the Ap stars displays a strong preference to short

rotation periods. The distribution of periods displays a peak at 2.1 ± 1.1 days, with

a median period of 3.01 days, dropping off to higher and lower periods. Long-period
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variability (Prot ≥ 4 weeks) was noted in some of the sample Ap stars, resulting in

a long tail to the period distribution. This continuous nature of the distribution

suggests the mechanism responsible for short period variability is the same as that

responsible for the long period variability observed (Wolff 1975, Stȩpień & Landstreet

2002). This suggests that long period stars are also oblique rotators.

The distribution of projected rotational velocities displays a clear preference to-

ward smaller values of v sin i, with the majority of stars having projected rotational

velocities ≤ 60 km/s. The mean v sin i values for non-peculiar stars are always higher

than the largest calculated projected rotational velocities for Ap stars (Fig. 7.4). This

supports the conclusions of Abt & Morrell (1995) that a low projected rotational ve-

locity is an excellent indicator of chemical peculiarity. The sample selection employed

by Abt & Morrell (1995) was magnitude-limited, introducing some of the potential

biases attributed to a magnitude-limited sample. However, the distributions derived

in this study in comparison with that derived by Abt & Morrell (1995) show no sig-

nificant deviations, suggesting that even if brighter stars are sampled preferentially,

the brighter stars do not significantly affect the overall distribution. We also derive

the distribution of true equatorial velocity, finding that most Ap stars tend to have

slow equatorial velocities (veq ≤ 90 km/s, with several stars with high (veq = 200

km/s). The distribution of slower equatorial velocities appears as though it may be

bimodal.

The slow rotation periods observed support the model of Stȩpień (2000), which

described the pre-main sequence magnetic braking. As well, the observed slow rota-

tion of the Ap stars is in agreement with the diffusion model (Michaud 1970) which
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requires slow rotation (coupled with the magnetic field) to produce the chemical pe-

culiarities observed in Ap stars. However, the rapid rotation observed in some Ap

stars bears further investigation.

A study to examine the distribution of the derived parameters describing the

magnetic field geometry was performed by Aurière et al. (2007). This study was

limited to Ap stars which are known to host weak field longitudinal magnetic fields.

Aurière et al. (2007) found that a lower threshold limit to the surface magnetic field

strength exists. By limiting the sample to weak field stars, very little can be said

of the distribution at higher magnetic field strengths. As well, the distributions of

inclination angles and obliquity angles can not be generalized to all Ap stars, as they

were derived from a biased sample.

Magnetic field geometry was determined for 31 of the sample Ap stars. The

distribution of magnetic field strengths (Fig. 7.9) is consistent with that obtained by

Aurière et al. (2007) for lower field strengths, displaying a lower cut off at about 300

G. By including the larger field strengths in this study, a plateau field strength of 2.5

kG is identified. The distribution drops off to higher and lower field strengths.

The distribution of inclination angles displays a peak for inclinations between 40

and 70◦, dropping off to higher and lower values of i (Fig. 7.7). This distribution

qualitatively agrees with the distribution derived by Abt (2001) assuming a random

orientation of the rotation axes.

The distribution of obliquity angles displays a bimodal arrangement with a large

number of stars having large and small values of β. This arrangement is consistent

with current evolutionary models (Mestel & Moss 2005). Mestel & Moss (2005) find

that the same mechanisms responsible for the slow rotation observed in Ap stars is
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also responsible for modifying the obliquity angle. Stars in which magnetic braking

is extremely efficient during the pre-main sequence phase may be magnetically “spun

up” on the main sequence, causing the star to not only increase its rotational velocity,

but will result in an increase in the obliquity angle. This prediction may help explain

the observed rapidly rotating Ap stars.

The evolutionary and rotational model of Stȩpień and Landstreet (2002) suggests

that slower rotating Ap stars tend to be in systems where the rotation axis is roughly

aligned with the magnetic field axis, and that faster rotating stars tend to have their

field axis nearly perpendicular to the rotation axis. No such trend was observed for

the Ap star sample, although there are statistically very few slow rotators in the

sample from which to say anything conclusive.

8.3 Future work

Further spectropolarimetric observations are the next logical step. Longitudinal field

measurements of all sample Ap stars, especially those for which no longitudinal field

measurements have been reported (10 of the 57 sample Ap stars), are necessary to

determine the magnetic field geometry. Further spectropolarimetric observations of

the Ap sample stars would also increase the statistical significance of the distributions

of the magnetic field parameters.

Also it is remarkable that some of these bright nearby stars have no published

v sin i, or poorly determined projected rotational velocities. Obtaining further high

resolution spectra of these stars will allow for accurate determinations of the projected

rotational velocities for those stars for which no v sin i is available, and for those stars

for which the determined v sin i is poorly determined.
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As well, an evolutionary study of the sample Ap stars would provide a great deal

of insight. Through comparison of the various derived properties, a number of links

of stellar properties and evolution can be derived and confirmed.

The extension of this sample to a 200 parsec heliocentric radius volume has been

suggested. By sampling out to further distances, associations containing more massive

Ap stars would be included, increasing the statistical knowledge for higher mass stars.

As well, a larger sample of Ap stars will greatly increase the statistical significance of

many of the derived distributions.

One intrinsic bias introduced to this sample is that most stars in the solar neigh-

bourhood are fairly old (as compared to those in open clusters, for example). There

is a lack of young, high-mass stars in the solar neighbourhood. Perhaps by selecting

another volume elsewhere in the galaxy, a sample with a younger characteristic age

and a higher percentage of higher mass stars can be obtained. By performing a study

of another volume similar in size, one might determine if the incidence of Ap stars is

homogeneous in the galaxy, although selecting a sample of this nature would be very

difficult.

Finally, a more sophisticated treatment of binaries for both Ap and non-Ap stars

may be employed.
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Appendix A

Ap Stars

All identified magnetic Ap stars within the 100 parsec heliocentric volume were re-

searched individually to confirm their classification. A brief discussion of each star is

provided below as well as any results obtained.

A.1 Stars with MuSiCoS observations

A.1.1 HD 1185

HD 1185 is a spectroscopic binary. It has been classified as A2 Vp, displaying an over

abundance of silicon (Abt 1981). This star is a fast rotator for an Ap star, with a v sin i

of 110±11 km/s (Abt & Morrell 1995). No magnetic observations have been published

for this star. Three observations were obtained with the MuSiCoS spectropolarimeter.

No definite magnetic detection was found from any of the observations. This could

be a result of the low magnetic sensitivity resulting from the broad profiles, or this

star may have been mis-classified as a magnetic Ap star. More observations with a

138
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higher signal-to-noise ratio are required to rule out any of the above.

A.1.2 HD 4778

HD 4778 is a well studied Ap star with a number of reported magnetic field detections.

Babcock (1958) was the first to detect the magnetic variation over 50 years ago. He

noted the over abundance of Sr, Cr and Eu. Only one observation of this star was

obtained with the MuSiCoS spectropolarimeter. This observation was phased with

the data obtained by Bohlender (1989) and was found to be in agreement with the

period of 2.5615 ± 0.0001 days. A projected rotational velocity of 37.6 ± 2.2 km/s

was derived from the FWHM − v sin i relation described in Chap. 5. Adopting the

rotational period and projected rotational velocity listed above resulted in a dipole

field with the following parameters: i = 72 ± 23◦, β = 84+5
−56

◦, and a strong surface

field of Bd = 4430+8447
−651 G.

A.1.3 HD 11503, γ Ari

This star is a spectroscopic binary, classified as A1p SiSr by Cowley et al. (1969).

Its binary companion, HD 11502, is an A0 star which shows no chemical pecu-

liarities (Lopez-Cruz et al. 1991). The five observations obtained with the Mu-

SiCoS spectropolarimeter were phased with the longitudinal field measurements of

Borra & Landstreet (1980) to refine the rotational period, resulting in a period of

1.60935± 0.00010 days. The derived projected rotational velocity of 54.6± 2.7 km/s,

along with the derived radius (2.60 ± 0.27R�) and rotational period were used to

acquire the surface dipole geometry for this star: i = 42 ± 6◦, β = 79+5
−7

◦, and

Bd = 3608+962
−641 G.
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A.1.4 HD 15089, ι Cas A

ι Cas A is part of a multiple star system which to date has a reported 5 components

in the system (Christou & Drummond 2006), ι Cas A being the primary component.

The first significant magnetic field detection for ι Cas A was obtained by Kuschnig et

al. (1998). Hipparcos lists this star as a periodic variable with a photometric period

of 1.74 days, which agrees well with the period determined from the longitudinal field

data obtained from MuSiCoS observations of 1.74026 ± 0.00060 days. A projected

rotational velocity of 52.3 ± 1.9 km/s is derived from the LSD profiles. The dipole

geometry is given by: i = 48 ± 8◦, β = 75+6
−8

◦, and Bd = 1683+385
−225 G.

A.1.5 HD 15144

The first investigations of the magnetic field of this star were performed over 50

years ago (Babcock 1958). The observations obtained with the MuSiCoS spectropo-

larimeter confirm the existence of a consistently negative longitudinal magnetic field.

Babcock (1958) also reported anomalous abundances Sr, Eu, and Cr. HD 15144 is

a spectroscopic binary, with an orbital period of 2.99787 days (van Genderen 1971).

This star appears to be tidally-locked with its companion, with a rotational period of

2.99787±0.00002 days (Aurière et al. 2007). When determining the rotational period

for this star radial velocity shifts were removed from the LSD profiles by subtracting

the mean radial velocity shifts of the line profile. This procedure of removing the

Doppler shifts due to orbital motion was used for most spectroscopic binaries, al-

though the radial velocity shift for HD 15144 is the most pronounced, requiring shifts

of up to 30 km/s. The rotational period measured by Aurière et al. (2007), along

with the derived radius of 1.89± 0.27 R� and v sin i of 11.5± 1.0 km/s, were used to
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acquire the surface field geometry: i = 21± 4◦, β = 7+5
−7

◦, and Bd = 2020+204
−110 G. The

longitudinal field shows little variability as compared to the σBd
≈ 10 G error bars,

and can be fit acceptably with a straight line through the mean value.

A.1.6 HD 24712

This star is a roAp star (Kurtz 1990). The longitudinal magnetic field determined

from the MuSiCoS Stokes V observations, along with the measurements of Wade et al.

(2000b) were used to determine the rotational period of HD24712 of 12.4578±0.0050

days, which is agreement with the period determined by Ryabchikova et al. (2005)

of 12.45877± 0.00016 days. The longitudinal field is strongly positive. The variation

of the magnetic data for this star could not be fit by a simple first order sinusoid, a

second order fit was required. This could be due to abundance non-uniformities on

the surface of the star, or could reflect a non-dipolar field (Kochukhov et al ?.) The

roAp stars typically have low v sin i values of only a few km/s. It is not possible to

determine the projected rotational velocity for these stars by simply fitting a Gaussian

and applying the relation derived in §5, because the thermal broadening tends to

dominate the line broadening. The inclination angle was previously determined by

Bagnulo et al. (1995) to be i = 47±3◦. Adopting this inclination angle, the obliquity

angle is 40+9
−8

◦, and surface field strength is 2761+410
−286 G.

A.1.7 HD 27309, 56 Tau

Hipparcos lists HD 27309 as a periodic variable with a period of 1.57 days. The

rotational period determined from the MuSiCoS observations is 1.56888 ± 0.00011

days which supports the photometric period of Hipparcos and is in agreement with
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the photometrically-determined period of North & Adelman (1995) of 1.5688840 ±

0.0000047 days. A projected rotational velocity of 55.5 ± 2.7 km/s was determined

from the LSD profiles. These parameters, together with the radius determined from

the HR diagram of 2.27 ± 0.23 R�, were used to derive i = 50 ± 8◦, β = 6+4
−2

◦, and

Bd = 2313+2157
−702 G.

A.1.8 HD 72968, 3 Hya

3 Hya is an A2p star, which displays anomalous abundances of strontium and chromium

(Babcock 1958). Magnetic detections for 3 Hya have been reported by Babcock (1958)

and van den Heuvel (1971). The MuSiCoS observations are phased with a derived

period of 5.6526 days. This period is exactly half of the photometrically-determined

period of Adelman (1998) and Catalano and Leone (1990). If the period of 11.305

days from Adelman (1998) is used, it is not possible to fit the magnetic field varia-

tions or determine a physical inclination. The period derived by fitting the magnetic

observations is however in agreement with the photometric period measured by Wolff

& Wolff (1971). A projected rotational velocity of 16.2 ± 1.1 km/s is derived from

the LSD profiles. These parameters, together with the radius determined from the

HR diagram of 2.45 ± 0.26 R�, were used to derive i = 61 ± 13◦, β = 6+4
−3

◦, and

Bd = 2257+1867
−652 G.

A.1.9 HD 108662, 17 Com A

HD 108662 is a single-lined spectroscopic binary. The secondary component of the

system, HD 108651, is also a peculiar type (Am). The magnetic characteristics of

17 Com were first noted by Babcock (1958) and further studied by Preston (1969),
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Rustamov & Khotnyanskij (1980), and Shorlin et al. (2002), who suggested large

magnetic variations, ranging between −400 . B` . −800 G. This is confirmed with

the MuSiCoS observations. Babcock also noted anomalous abundances of Sr, Cr,

and possibly Eu. Rustamov (1976) describes over-abundances of Sr and Cr, as well

as Ti and Mg. This star is reported as A0 SrCrEu in the catalogue of Renson et

al. (1991). Fitting magnetic observations obtained with the MuSiCoS spectropo-

larimeter, phased along with the longitudinal field measurements of Rustamov and

Khotnyanski (1980), yields a rotational period of 5.07621±0.00005 days, which agrees

well with the photometric period reported by Hipparcos (ESA 1997) of 5.08 days. The

derived period was used in concert with the derived radius of 2.45 ± 0.26 R�, and

the v sin i of 20.7 ± 1.7 determined from the LSD profiles, to derive i = 58 ± 12◦,

β = 42+14
−16

◦, and Bd = 2745+962
−108 G.

A.1.10 HD 108945, 21 Com

21 Com is a double-lined spectroscopic binary with an orbital period of 18.813 days

(Abt & Willmarth 1999, Taylor et al. 2003). This star shows an anomalous abundance

of strontium, and is classified as A3p (Cowley et al. 1969). The magnetic field of this

star was first detected significantly by Shorlin et al. (2002). The rotational period

determined from fitting the longitudinal field variation displayed by the 13 MuSiCoS

observations is 2.01520 ± 0.00025 days. HD 108945 shows low-amplitude variability,

with a total amplitude of ∼ 200 G. A projected rotational velocity of 62.9 ± 2.4

km/s was determined from the LSD profiles. The derived magnetic field geometry is

i = 56 ± 10◦, β = 74+15
−44

◦, and a weak surface field of Bd = 601+558
−296 G.
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A.1.11 HD 112185, ε UMa

HD 112185 is a well-studied Ap star, showing an over-abundance of chromium (Cowley

et al. 1969). The first significant magnetic field detection was obtained by Bohlen-

der and Landstreet (1990b), with further measurements performed by Wade et al.

(2000b). A rotational period of 5.08840±0.0006 days was determined by phasing the

longitudinal field measurements from the new MuSiCoS observations (three observa-

tions total), the field measurements of Wade et al. (2000b), and those of Bohlender &

Landstreet (1990b). This period is in agreement with the period of 5.08874±0.00030

days derived by Bohlender & Landstreet (1990b). The longitudinal field of this star

shows a low variation amplitude, ranging between −60 ≤ B` ≤ 120 G. A projected

rotational velocity of 30.5 ± 2.0 km/s was derived by fitting the LSD profiles. The

magnetic field geometry described by i = 50 ± 8◦, β = 54+13
−14

◦, and Bd = 390+90
−39 G

agrees with the results of Bohlender and Landstreet (1980)

A.1.12 HD 112413, α2 CVn

HD 112413 is the prototypical α2 Canum Venaticorum (α2 CVn) variable. This bright

and nearby Ap star has been extensively studied over the past century, with studies

of the variable line strength (Struve & Swing 1943), magnetic field strength (Babcock

1949, Landstreet et al. 1975, and Wade et al. 2000b), magnetic field geometry,

and abundance distributions (Kochukhov et al. 2002b). α2 CVn is the primary

component of a binary system. The secondary component, HD 112412, is an Am star.

The rotation period derived by Wade et al. (2000b) of 5.46939 days was adopted.

Only one observation was obtained with the MuSiCoS spectropolarimeter, which was

phased with the measurements of Wade et al. (2000b) to ensure that there was good
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agreement. The star α2 Cvn displays large variability of its longitudinal field, varying

from about −750 to +750 G. This rotational period, along with the derived v sin i of

18.0± 1.5 km/s and radius of 2.49± 0.25 R� were used to acquire the magnetic field

geometry of this star, with the parameters 52 ± 10◦, 74+7
−10

◦, and Bd = 3078+726
−341 G.

This is in somewhat agreement with Kochukhov et al. (2002b) which determined an

inclination angle of i = 49.1 ± 3.1◦, although the derived β (=107.5◦) and Bd (6140

kG) are in disagreement with the results of this study, perhaps because a multi-

polar parameterization was used to determine the field geometry in Kochukhov et al.

(2002b).

A.1.13 HD 115735, 21 CVn

Based on the modest over-abundance of Si, and photometric variability determined

to be caused by a non-uniform distribution of elements across this star’s surface,

Zverko (1984) determined 21 CVn to be an Ap star. Further analysis using spectrum

synthesis performed by Zverko et al. (1994) determined this star to be a helium-

weak star. This star has broad line profiles, with a high projected rotational velocity

measured to be 118.5±4.5 km/s. Although the field was definitely detected, the broad

profiles resulted in large error bars associated with the magnetic signature extracted

using LSD. As a result, no rotational period was determined from the longitudinal

field data. Sriraghavan et al. (2004) measure the variation of the Si II features of

21 CVn, finding a period of 0.880 days which was adopted for this study. A surface

geometry with the following parameters is obtained: i = 55 ± 9◦, β = 13+74
−13

◦, and

Bd = 2027+4037
−2027 G.
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A.1.14 HD 119213

Cowley et al. (1969) classified this star, by means of comparison with standards,

as A4p. HD 119213 shows anomalous abundances of chromium and europium, and

a particularly high over-abundance of strontium. The period of 2.45000 ± 0.000060

days determined by phasing the 18 MuSiCoS observations agree with the photometric

period reported by Hipparcos of 2.45 days (ESA 1997). From the LSD profiles,

a projected rotational velocity of 32.4 ± 2.0 km/s was derived. The magnetic field

geometry derived using the above parameters is described by i = 57±13◦, β = 16+13
−9

◦,

and Bd = 2591+1967
−735 G.

A.1.15 HD 120198, 84 UMa

This moderately broad-lined star was classified by Cowley et al. (1969) as a B9p

EuCr by comparison with standard stars. This star has a photometric variability

reported by Hipparcos with a period of 1.39 days (ESA 1997). The photometrically

derived rotation period of 1.38576 ± 0.00080 days from Wade et al. (1998) was used

for obtaining the magnetic field geometry, which is in agreement with the results

obtained by Hipparcos (ESA 1997). The longitudinal field measurements reveal a

moderately weak field with a small variation amplitude. The magnetic field geometry

obtained is i = 50 ± 8◦, β = 55+16
−17

◦and Bd = 1460+395
−177 G.

A.1.16 HD 124224, CU Vir

CU Vir is classified as B9p Si (Cowley et al. 1969). The photometrically-determined

period of 0.52067688± 0.00000050 days of Adelman et al. (1992) was adopted. This

period is in agreement with the spectral line variation of silicon and helium (Hatzes
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1997). The five longitudinal magnetic field measurements obtained with the MuSi-

CoS spectropolarimeter were phased to this period along with the measurements of

Landstreet & Borra (1977) and of Borra & Landstreet (1980) to confirm this period.

The longitudinal field of CU Vir shows a moderately large variation, varying between

about −450 and 800 G. This star also displays extremely broad line profiles, with

v sin i of 169.4 ± 5.9 km/s, which results in large error bars associated with the lon-

gitudinal field measurements. CU Vir is one of the fastest rotating Ap stars known.

The magnetic field geometry obtained is i = 54 ± 8◦, β = 66+13
−17

◦, and Bd = 2630+742
−300

G.

A.1.17 HD 125248, CS Vir

CS Vir is a long-period spectroscopic binary, with an orbital period of 4.4 years

(Hockey 1969). Cowley et al. (1969) classify CS Vir as A0p, noting over-abundances

of chromium and europium. The spectroscopic variability was established by Deutsch

(1947). A period of 9.2954 days was determined from magnetic observations (Adam

1965, Hockey 1969, Mathys 1994, Leone & Catanzaro 2001) and is strongly supported

by the variability in intensity of line profiles, radial velocity, and luminosity (Stibbs

1950, ESA 1997). The period of 9.2954 days was adopted for this study, and was

used to phase the MuSiCoS observations and additional measurements of Borra and

Landstreet (1980) and Leone and Catanzaro (2001). The spectrum of CS Vir has

narrow profiles, with a measured v sin i of 11.5 ± 1.5 km/s. The derived magnetic

field geometry is i = 84 ± 10◦, β = 76+14
−38

◦, and Bd = 8281+7218
−592 G.
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A.1.18 HD 130559, µ Lib

Magnetic field measurements of this star were first reported over 50 years ago by

Babcock (1958). µ Lib is classified as A0p, displaying over-abundances of chromium,

europium, and an especially high over abundance of strontium (Babcock 1958, Cowley

et al. 1969). The longitudinal magnetic field determined from the 16 MuSiCoS

observations has been used to determine a rotation period of 1.90790± 0.00015 days.

A rotation period was previously undetermined for this star. This star has relatively

sharp spectral lines, and a projected rotational velocity of 19.1± 1.6 km/s is derived

by fitting the LSD profiles. The magnetic field geometry obtained is i = 19 ± 3◦,

β = 67+4
−4

◦, and Bd = 2147+398
−283 G.

A.1.19 HD 134214

HD 134214 is a roAp star, first discovered by Kreidl (1985). Kreidl noted non-radial

pulsations with a period of 5.65 min with an amplitude of about 3 mmag in the B

band. This star is said to have a long rotation period of 248 days (Kreidl et al. 1994).

although this period is not well defined. A projected rotational velocity of ≤ 7.8

km/s was derived from the LSD profiles. This rotational velocity is fairly uncertain,

as rotational broadening tends to dominate in this regime. Unfortunately, it was not

possible to derive the magnetic field geometry for this long period star without further

observations.

A.1.20 HD 140160, χ Ser

χ Ser is classified as A0p, displaying exceptionally high abundances of strontium

(Cowley et al. 1969) The first magnetic field detection of χ Ser was reported by
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Landstreet et al. (1975). The four observations obtained with the MuSiCoS spec-

tropolarimeter, along with the longitudinal field measurements obtained by Borra and

Landstreet (1980), were phased to the photometrically-determined period of 1.59584

days of Musielok et al. (1980). More observations are necessary to confirm any mag-

netic variability. A projected rotational velocity of 62.7 ± 2.9 km/s is derived by

using the method described in §5. An inclination angle is derived using the pho-

tometric period and derived v sin i, of 63 ± 14◦. The magnetic field of this star is

definitely detected, although large uncertainties make it impossible to determine a

field geometry.

A.1.21 HD 148112, ω Her

HD 148112 is classified as a helium weak B9p star, displaying an over-abundance

of chromium and strontium (Cowley et al. 1969, Levato & Abt 1978). The first

magnetic field detections were reported by Borra & Landstreet (1980), but had large

uncertainties associated with the measurements. The observations of this star show

low-amplitude longitudinal magnetic field variations. A period of 3.04296 days derived

by Aurière et al. (2007) using Stokes V data obtained with the MuSiCoS spectropo-

larimeter was adopted, which is in agreement with the photometric rotational period

reported by Hipparcos of 3.04 days (ESA 1997). The projected rotational velocity

of 48.7 ± 1.9 km/s was determined from fitting the LSD profiles. Using the derived

radius of 3.10 ± 0.32 R�, the magnetic field geometry is i = 70 ± 17◦, β = 3+6
−3

◦, and

Bd = 1719+14705
−845 G. The derived magnetic field geometry is in agreement with that

found by Aurière et al (2007), who found a field geometry of: i = 56±16◦, β = 3+11
−3

◦,

and Bd = 1042+1328
−463 G.
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A.1.22 HD 151199

Cowley et al. (1969) classified HD 151199 to be an A3p star. It displays anomalous

abundances of strontium, europium, and manganese (Burbidge & Burbidge 1956).

It is a moderately broad-lined star: a projected rotational velocity of 50.1 ± 2.5

km/s was measured by fitting a Gaussian to the LSD profiles. From the number

longitudinal field measurements it was not possible to determine a rotational period

for this star, thus not possible to determine the magnetic field geomtry for this star.

More observations are required. It was possible to rule out the rotational period

of 6.143 days suggested by Goekkaya (1970). With this period it was not possible

to phase the nine MuSiCoS observations obtained. There were no other reported

rotational periods with which to compared the observations.

A.1.23 HD 152107A, 52 Her

HD 152107A is classified as an A1 Vp SiSrCr by Abt (1981). 52 Her is the primary in a

multiple star system, with three companion stars (Tokovinin 1997). The orbital period

of the system is found to differ from the spectral and magnetic variability (Floquet

1982, Gerth 1990, Wolff & Preston 1978). This star appears to be photometrically

constant (Adelman 2002). The magnetic field of 52 Her was first detected in 1949 by

Babcock (1958). The period of 3.8575 ± 0.0005 days determined from spectral and

magnetic variations (Wolff & Preston 1978) was adopted, which agrees well with the

MuSiCoS observations. By applying the Gaussian fit technique to the LSD profiles, a

projected rotational velocity of 21.3 ± 1.7 km/s was determined. The magnetic field

geometry obtained is i = 43 ± 7◦, β = 16+7
−5

◦, and Bd = 4345+929
−567 G.
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A.1.24 HD 170000, φ Dra

φ Dra is a spectroscopic binary, with an orbital period of 26.768 days (Giuricin et

al. 1984). This star is determined to be an A0p star, and reproted to display an

anomalous abundance of silicon by Cowley et al. (1969). HD 170000 is a broad-

lined star with a photometrically-determined period of 1.7264± 0.001 (Wizner 1974).

Phasing the 6 MuSiCoS observations with the measurements obtained by Landstreet

& Borra (1977), a rotational period of 1.71621 ± 0.00016 days is found, which is

in agreement with the photometrically-determined rotational period. The period

determined from magnetic observations was used along with the radius of 4.06± 0.41

R�determined from the Stefan-Boltzmann relation, and the v sin i of 83.2± 3.5 km/s

determined from the LSD profiles, to derive i = 44±6◦, β = 66+12
−14

◦, and Bd = 1805+651
−342

G.

A.1.25 HD 176232, 10 Aql

10 Aql is a roAp star, displaying a pulsation period of about 11 minutes (Heller &

Kramer 1988, Kochukhov et al. 2002a). It is often compared to the well-known

roAp star γ Equ, displaying a number of similar qualities. This star is classified as

F0p (Cowley et al. 1969), displaying over-abundances of chromium, cobalt, and rare

earths (Ryabchikova et al. 2000). The first magnetic field detections were performed

by Babcock (1958), which suggested a long rotation period. Further longitudinal

field measurements (Preston 1970, Ryabchikova et al. 2005) reinforced the suspicion

that this star has a long rotation period. Ryabchikova et al. (2005) found evidence

for an extremely long rotational period, possibly one the order of hundreds of years.

The projected rotational velocity of Kochukhov et al. (2002a) was adopted for this
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study, with v sin i = 2.0 ± 0.5 km/s. Pinning down the exact rotational period was

not possible without more observations, thus it was not possible to determine the

magnetic field geometry of this star.

A.1.26 HD 201601, γ Equ

γ Equ is the brightest known roAp star in the night sky. This long period star has

been found to have a period of 91.1± 3.6 years by Bychkov et al. (2006) by using the

available longitudinal magnetic field data spanning the past 58 years. A projected

rotational velocity of v sin i ≤ 8.6km/s is derived from the LSD profiles. No magnetic

field geometry could be determined for this slow rotator.

A.1.27 HD 220825, κ Psc

κ Psc is classified as an A0p star, displaying anomalous abundances of chromium,

strontium, and silicon when compared to standard stars (Cowley et al. 1969). Using

the MuSiCoS spectropolarimeter, the low-amplitude magnetic variability of this star

was detected. A period of 1.41478 ± 0.00021 days was determined by phasing the

observations obtained with the MuSiCoS spectropolarimeter. This determined val-

ued has higher precision than the previously reported period of 1.412 ± 0.001 days

(Kerschbaum & Maitzen 1991). A projected rotational velocity of 39.0 ± 2.2 km/s

derived from the LSD profiles. The magnetic field geometry obtained is i = 39 ± 6◦,

β = 82+4
−5

◦, and Bd = 1810+512
−343 G.
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A.2 Stars without MuSiCoS observations

A.2.1 HD 3980, ξ Phe

This star has been classified as a F0p, displaying anomalous abundances of strontium,

europium, and chromium (Bidelman & Böhm 1955). HD 3980 is a visual binary with

a combined spectral classification of A9p (Berthaud & Floquet 1974). The rotational

period was determined photometrically by Maitzen et al. (1980) to be 3.9516±0.0003

days, which was refined by phasing the magnetic data of Maitzen et al. (1980) and

that of Hubrig et al. (2006). The rotational period derived from the combined

magnetic data is 3.95139± 0.00030 days. This rotational period is in agreement with

the period corresponding to the variability of the infrared and visible light (Catalano

et al. 1998). No information about the projected rotational velocity for this star has

been published, so it was not possible to determine the field geometry.

A.2.2 HD 12447, α Psc A

HD 12447 is the brightest component of a visual binary system. The secondary of

the system, HD 12446, is an Am star. HD 12447 is classified as A0p, displaying

peculiar abundances of silicon and strontium (Cowley et al. 1969). The first reported

magnetic field detection was presented by Borra & Landstreet (1980). The period

of 0.7383 days derived by Borra & Landstreet (1980) was adopted, along with the

projected rotational velocity of 70 ± 8 km/s obtained by Abt & Morrell (1995), to

derive an inclination angle of 25.5 ± 4.1◦. No observations were obtained with the

MuSiCoS spectropolarimeter, and there are insufficient number of longitudinal field

measurements to determine a field geometry for this star.
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A.2.3 HD 29305, α Dor

α Dor is a visual binary located in the southern hemisphere at a declination of

−55.04◦, making it unobservable with the Télescope Bernard Lyot. This star was

classified by Bidelman & Böhm (1955) as an A0p Si. α Dor displays extremely

large amplitude photometric variability (Maitzen 1981). The photometric period

determined by Heck et al. (1987) is 2.943173 ± 0.000043 days. Several magnetic

observations were obtained by Borra & Landstreet (1980) as part of their southern

hemisphere survey, although due to small amplitude magnetic variability and large

errors, no definite detections could be reported. No further magnetic studies have

been published for HD 29305.

A.2.4 HD 40312, θ Aur

This broad-lined star is classified as an A0p Si by Cowley et al. (1969). The first

significant magnetic field detection was obtained by Landstreet & Borra (1977). The

longitudinal field measurements of Wade et al. (2000b), as well as their period of

3.61860 ± 0.00017 days were adopted for this study. This period is in agreement

with the photometrically-determined period of 3.6188±0.0001 days (Adelman 1997).

The projected rotational velocity of Rice & Wehlau (1990) was used along with the

radius of 5.02 ± 0.50 R�determined from the Stefan-Boltzmann relation, to derive

i = 54 ± 16◦, β = 68+14
−26

◦, and Bd = 1115+532
−130 G.

A.2.5 HD 54118

HD 54118 is classified by Bidelman & Böhm (1955) as A0p, diplaying an anomalous

abundance of silicon. This star is located in the southern hemisphere at a declination
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of −56.75◦so it was not possible to obtain observations with the MuSiCoS spec-

tropolarimeter. Magnetic measurements from literature were therefore adopted. The

period of 3.27533± 0.00020 days found by Bohlender et al. (1993), based on the lon-

gitudinal field variation was used. This period is in agreement with the photometric

period reported by Hipparcos of 3.28 days (ESA 1997). Phasing the longitudinal field

measurements of Borra & Landstreet (1975) with those of Bohlender et al. (1993), it

was found this period could not be refined any further. No projected rotational ve-

locity has been published for this star, so it was not possible to determine the surface

magnetic field geometry.

A.2.6 HD 56022

This southern hemisphere peculiar star was classified by Jaschek and Jaschek (1959)

as A0p Si. HD 56022 shows photometric variability with a period of 0.91889±0.00003

days (Heck et al. 1987). Magnetic observations were obtained by Borra and Land-

street (1980) as part of their southern hemisphere survey. These observations had

large associated errors. No definite detections were reported. Further observations are

required to say anything conclusive about the magnetic field strength and geometry

of this star.

A.2.7 HD 62140, 49 Cam

This star has been classified by Cowley et al. (1969) as a F0p SrEu star. The mag-

netic field for this star was first detected almost 50 years ago by van den Heuvel

(1971), displaying a large field variation and amplitude of several kilogauss, which

was later confirmed by the observations of Wade et al. (2000b). The longitudinal
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field measurements from Wade et al. (2000b), as well as the period of 4.28679 days

were adopted for this study. This period is in agreement with the photometrically-

determined period of 4.2866 ± 0.0005 days found by Adelman (1997). The projected

rotational velocity was derived by fitting a Gaussian and applying the relation de-

scribed in §5. A v sin i = 22.0±1.8 km/s is derived. These parameters, along with the

radius of 2.1±0.3 R�, are used to derive a field geometry of i = 64±19◦, β = 90+0
−13

◦,

and Bd = 5583+1742
−651 G. The derived obliquity angle is consistent with that of Leroy

et al. (1996).

A.2.8 HD 65339, 53 Cam

Bidelman and Böhm (1950 classify 53 Cam as A2p, noting anomalous abundances of

strontium, europium, and chromium. The magnetic field of 53 Cam was first detected

by Babcock (1958). Babcock (1958) remarked that this star displayed “the strongest

field yet observed in any star”. The longitudinal field measurements and the period

of 8.02681± 0.00004 days from Wade et al. (2000b) were adopted for modelling. The

large amplitude field variations noted by Babcock are confirmed by the observations

of Wade et al. (2000b), varying between about −4800 . B` . +4000 G. The v sin i of

Kochukhov et al. (2004a) of 12.5±0.5 km/s was used for this study. These parameters

along with the radius of 2.40±0.28 R� determined from the Stefan-Boltzmann relation

are used to derive i = 56±10◦, β = 82+5
−9

◦, and a strong surface field of Bd = 17456+4312
−2369

G. These results are consistent with those reported by Kochukhov et al. (2004a).
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A.2.9 HD 74067

HD 74067 is a close visual binary, located in the southern hemisphere at a declination

of −40.26◦, so it was not possible to obtain observations with the MuSiCoS spec-

tropolarimeter. The system is composed of an A3p SiCr star and a F6 V companion

(Corbally 1984). Hipparcos lists HD 74067 as a photometric variable with a period

of 3.11 days (ESA 1997). No magnetic studies have been published for this star.

A.2.10 HD 83368

HD 83368 is a roAp star located in the southern hemisphere, so it was not pos-

sible to obtain observations with the Télescope Bernard Lyot. It is the brighter

component in a visual binary system, and is classified as an A8p SrCrEu (Cobally

1984). Rapid light variations with a period of 11.67 minutes in ` = 1 and a period

of half that in ` = 2 were first noted by Kurtz (1982), and the structure stud-

ied in further detail by Kochukhov (2006). The longitudinal field measurements of

Mathys (1991), Mathys & Hubrig (1997), and Thompson (1983) were phased with the

photometrically-determined period of 2.851982 ± 0.000005 days (Kurtz et al. 1992).

The projected rotational velocity of Kochukhov et al. (2004b) of v sin i = 33.0 ± 0.5

km/s was adopted, and used along with the derived radius of 2.82±0.29 R� to acquire

the field geometry. The magnetic geometry derived is 62 ± 17◦, 78+11
−59

◦, 2313+4038
−960 G.

This geometry is in agreement with the geometry determined by Kochukhov et al.

(2004b).
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A.2.11 HD 90763

Cowley et al. (1969) classify HD 90763 as A1p, displaying an anomalous abundance of

strontium with respect to a standard star. This star shows low-amplitude photometric

variability with a probable period of 3.57± 0.02 days (Mathys & Manfroid 1985). No

magnetic measurements have been published for this star. This star, marked as a

“not yet established” peculiar star in R1991, was adopted as a sample star after the

observation target list was created. So no MuSiCoS observations were obtained for

this star. Magnetic measurements are clearly necessary to unequivocally establish the

magnetic nature of this star, although the classification and detection of photometric

variability make it a very likely Ap star.

A.2.12 HD 96616, 46 Cen

46 Cen is a southern hemisphere star with a declination of −42.1◦, thus was not

observable with the MuSiCoS spectropolarimeter. This star is classified as an A2p

Sr by Bidelman and Böhm (1955). This star displays photometric variability with a

period of 2.4394± 0.0003 days (Manfroid & Mathys 1985). No definite magnetic field

detections have been published for this star.

A.2.13 HD 109026, γ Mus

This broad-lined helium weak star is located in the southern hemisphere at a decli-

nation of −72.13◦. It has a reported v sin i of 188 ± 10 km/s (Brown & Verschueren

1997), which is remarkably large for an Ap star. Definite magnetic field detections

have been reported by Borra et al. (1983), with an RMS magnetic field strength of

342 ± 95 G. γ Mus is listed as a microvariable by Hipparcos (ESA 1997).
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A.2.14 HD 117025

HD 117025 is an A2 SiEuSr star in the southern hemisphere at a declination of

−64.68◦. It was not possible to obtain spectropolarimetric observations of this star

with the MuSiCoS instrument because of the low declination. Magnetic observations

of HD 117025 were obtained using the FORS1 spectropolarimeter on the VLT by

Hubrig et al. (2006) and Kochukhov and Bagnulo (2006), finding a definite field

detection. Kochukhov et al. (2006) reports 2 detections (B` = 483±84 G and 462±68

G. Hubrig et al. report similar measurements. No photometric variability has been

detected (ESA 1997), and further longitudinal field measurements are necessary to

determine the B` variation.

A.2.15 HD 118022, 78 Vir

The magnetic field of this star was first detected in 1947 by Babcock (1958). Bab-

cock (1958) notes that 78 Vir has an over abundance of strontium, chromium, and

europium. This star was classified by Cowley et al. (1969) as an A1p CrSrEu star.

The longitudinal field measurements and period from Wade et al. (2000b) were

adopted for this study. The projected rotational velocity of Khalack & Wade (2006)

of 12 ± 1 km/s was used, along with the radius of 2.13 ± 0.24 R� determined from

the Stefan-Boltzmann relation, and the rotational period of 3.72203 ± 0.00023 days

from Wade et al. (2000), to derive the field geometry. The magnetic field geometry

obtained is i = 24± 4◦, β = 59+5
−5

◦, and Bd = 3852+556
−370 G. This geometry is consistent

with that derived by Khalack & Wade (2006).
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A.2.16 HD 128898, α Cir

α Cir is a roAp star located in the southern hemisphere. The rapid light variations of

this star were first recorded by Kurtz and Cropper (1981), who found an oscillation

period of 6.8 minutes. This cool chemically peculiar star is classified as F0 Vp by

de Vaucouleurs (1957). The magnetic field of α Cir was first observed by Borra and

Landstreet (1975), finding an average field amplitude for a few hundred gauss. It was

not possible to obtain observations with the MuSiCoS spectropolarimeter because

of this star’s southern position, so literature measurements were adopted for the

analysis. Phasing the magnetic data of Borra and Landstreet (1975, 1980), Mathys

(1994), and Mathys and Hubrig (1997), it was not possible to say anything conclusive

about the period of this star due to the small amplitude of the variability and the

relatively large errors associated with the longitudinal measurements. The rotational

modulation period derived by Kurtz (1994) of 4.4790 days was used along with the

projected rotational velocity of Reiners and Schmitt (2003) of 14.0 ± 1.0 km/s to

derive the magnetic field geometry. The geometry obtained is i = 43 ± 10, β = 9+35
−9 ,

and Bd = 1211+1224
−676 G. Although the magnetic field is conclusively detected, the field

variation is not: both χ2
mean and χ2

1storder indicate acceptable fits to the data. Further

observations with higher resolution are necessary to confirm any magnetic variability.

A.2.17 HD 133652

HD 133652 is a binary located in the southen hemisphere, with a close companion

0.24” away, and a possible second companion (unconfirmed) 0.34” away (Kouwen-

hoven et al. 2007). Jaschek and Jaschek (1959) classify this star as A0p Si. Due to

the low declination of this star, it was not possible to obtain observations with the
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MuSiCoS spectropolarimeter, so longitudinal magnetic field measurements from the

literature were adopted. The observations of Bohlender et al. (1993) were phased

with the photometrically-determined period of 2.3040 ± 0.0003 days of Lanz et al.

(1991). No reliable projected rotational velocity has been published for this star, so

a further analysis to determine the magnetic field geometry was not possible.

A.2.18 HD 137909, β CrB

β CrB is a single-lined spectroscopic binary. It is one of the hotter known roAp stars,

first noted as such by Kochukhov et al. (2002b), with a pulsation period of 6.1, 11.5,

or 16.2 minutes. The relatively strong magnetic field of β CrB was first reported by

Babcock (1958), and has been studied by numerous others since, for example Borra

and Landstreet (1980), Vogt et al. (1980), and Leone and Catanzaro (2001). This

star had sufficient longitudinal field measurements available in the literature, so this

star was not observed during the allotted time at the Télescope Bernard Lyot. The

longitudinal field measurements from Wade et al. (2000b) were adopted. The high

precision measurements obtained by Wade et al. (2000b) were also obtained using

the MuSiCoS spectropolarimeter and reduced via the same technique. As well their

derived period of 18.4868 ± 0.0050 days was adopted for this study. The rotational

velocity of this star was determined by modelling some archival high resolution spectra

with a synthetic spectrum using the ZEEMAN2 synthesis code. A full description

of the ZEEMAN2 code is provided by Silvester (2007). By Accurately modelling a

small window of the stellar spectrum, a v sin i of 3 ± 1 km/s was found. This value

is in close agreement agreement with the value derived by Wade (1995) of 5.0 km/s,

but in definite disagreement with the value reported by Royer et al. (2003) of 23± 6
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km/s. With a rotational velocity of 23±6 km/s it would not be possible to reproduce

the spectrum.

A.2.19 HD 137949, 33 Lib

33 Lib is a roAp star (Kurtz et al. 2005) which has an 8.27 minute oscillation period

(Ryabchikova et al 2004). The magnetic field of 33 Lib was first reported by Babcock

(1958). This star is a slow rotator with v sin i . 2 km/s (Ryabchikova et al. 2004).

The magnetic observations of Mathys & Hubrig (2007) and van den Heuvel (1971)

were phased with the period of 11.13313 days derived by Bychkov et al. (2005). These

parameters were used to derive a surface field geometry described by: i = 12 ± 6◦,

β = 59+22
−59

◦, and Bd = 8513+19895
−3947 G.

A.2.20 HD 140728

HD 140728 is a broad-lined star, classified by Cowley et al. (1969) as a B9p SiCr. A

projected rotational velocity of 63 ± 8 km/s was derived by Abt & Morrell (1995).

This projected rotational velocity, along with the spectroscopic period of 1.29557

days determined by Aslanov et al. (1976), results in a calculated inclination angle of

61 ± 17◦. Although several attempts have been made (Landstreet et al. 1975, Borra

& Landstreet 1980, Bohlender et al. 1993), no significant magnetic field detections

have been reported for this star. Further study of the longitudinal magnetic field is

required to deduce anything further about the magnetic geometry of this star.
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A.2.21 HD 148898, ω Oph

This star is a southern hemisphere Ap star. This A0p star has been reported to

display over-abundances of strontium and chromium (Babcock 1958). Attempts to

detect the magnetic field of ω Oph have been attempted by Babcock (1958), and

Borra & Landstreet (1980), although no significant detections were reported. The

derived projected rotational velocity of 51 ± 8 from Abt & Morrell (1995), and the

period of 0.74620 days derived by Catalano et al. (1998), were used to calculate the

inclination angle of the rotation axis: i = 15 ± 3◦.

A.2.22 HD 170397

HD 170397 is a southern hemisphere B9p star (Cucchiaro et al. 1978). The magnetic

data of Borra & Landstreet (1980), Mathys (1991), and Bohlender et al. (1993) are

phased with the period of 2.19133 days derived photometrically by Catalano and

Leone (1993). The projected rotational velocity of 30 ± 5 km/s derived by Abt and

Morrell (1995) was used. The magnetic field geometry obtained is i = 23 ± 4◦,

β = 89+1
−8

◦, and Bd = 6936+3641
−3390 G.

A.2.23 HD 188041

HD 188041 is an sharp-lined F0p star, displaying peculiar abundances of strontium,

europium, and chromium. The first magnetic detections were reported by Babcock

(1953), suggesting a strong positive field. Using the available photometric, spectro-

scopic, and magnetic observations, Mikulasek et al. (2003) determined a rotation

period of 223.826 ± 0.040 days. Hubrig et al. (2007) derive a projected rotational

velocity of 4km/s. It was not possible to derive a physical inclination angle for this
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long period star.

A.2.24 HD 202627, ε Mic

ε Mic is a southern hemisphere A2p star (de Vaucouleurs 1957). Magnetic field studies

have been performed by Borra & Landstreet (1980) and Hubrig et al. (2006), although

no significant detections have been reported. No photometric or spectroscopic period

has been reported for HD 202627. A projected rotational velocity of 95 ± 4 km/s is

derived by Buscombe & Stoeckley (1975).

A.2.25 HD 203006, θ Mic

θ Mic is located in the southen hemisphere. It is classified by Bidelman & Böhm

(1955) as A2p CrEu. The projected rotational velocity 48 ± 8 km/s from Abt &

Morrell (1995), along with the photometrically-determined period of 2.12 days (ESA

1997), result in a computed inclination angle of 76.81 ± 48.54◦. The low-amplitude

magnetic field of this star was first reported by Babcock (1958). Unfortunately, there

were an insufficient number of available longitudinal field measurements to determine

the magnetic field geometry for this star.

A.2.26 HD 206742, ι PsA

ι PsA is located in the southern hemisphere. It is classified by Jaschek & Jaschek

(1960) as an A0 Si star, through comparison with standard stars. No definite detec-

tions of the longitudinal field have been reported.
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A.2.27 HD 221760, ι Phe

ι Phe is classified as B9 Si by Bidelman & Böhm (1955). The magnetic field of

this star has been studied by Borra & Landstreet (1980) and Kochukhov & Bagnulo

(2006), although no definite detections have been reported. Van Genderen (1971)

determined a period of 12.5 days from the small-amplitude photometric variability.

No projected rotational velocity was available for this star.

A.2.28 HD 223640, 108 Aqr

108 Aqr is a B9 SiSrCr star (Cowley et al. 1969). North et al. (1992) reported the

first definite detection for HD 223640 finding a B` = 340 ± 110 G. The magnetic

data of Hubrig et al. (2006) and North et al. (1992) were phased with the period of

North et al. (1992) of 3.735239± 0.00024 days derived from the Geneva photometry.

The projected rotational velocity of v sin i = 28 ± 5 km/s was adopted from Abt &

Morrell (1995). Using the derived radius of 2.31 ± 0.23 R� along with the above

parameters, the magnetic field geometry is found to be i = 63± 23◦, β = 32+30
−28

◦, and

Bd = 4037+22837
−639 G. The derived magnetic field geometry agrees with that obtained

by North et al. (2002; i = 61 ± 20◦, β = 36 ± 20◦, and 3630 ≤ Bd ≤ 9100)
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Nomenclature and Abbreviations

a separation distance

Ap stars magnetic chemically peculiar stars

AU astronomical unit (= 1.495979× 108km/s; Gray 2005)

BC bolometric correction

Bd surface magnetic field strength

Bcrit critical magnetic field strength

B` the longitudinal magnetic field (in Gauss)

Bmax
` the maximum longitudinal magnetic field (in Gauss)

Bmin
` the minimum longitudinal magnetic field (in Gauss)

B0 the null longitudinal magnetic field (B` = 0; in Gauss)

Bz local longitudinal magnetic field strength

BSC Bright Star Catalogue (Hoffleit & Warren 1995)

c speed of light (= 2.99792458× 108m/s; Gray 2005)

d Ch. 2 & 3: distance, Ch. 6: number of data points

E energy of atomic state for an atom

FWHM full-width at half-maximum
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g Landé g-factor

G gravitational constant (= 6.6726× 10−11m3/kgs2)

h Plank’s constant (= 6.626× 10−34Js; Gray 2005)

HIPCAT “HIPPARCOS Catalogue” (ESA 1997)

I intensity spectrum

Ic continuum reference

i inclination angle (angle between the line of sight and the rotation axis)

ik,⊥ left circularly polarized spectra obtained in subexposure k

ik,‖ right circularly polarized spectra obtained in subexposure k

J total angular momentum

j total angular momentum quantum number (J2 = ~
2j(j + 1))

` angular momentum quantum number (` = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., (n − 1))

L stellar luminosity

L� solar luminosity (= 3.85× 1026 W; Gray 2005)

ORM Oblique Rotator Model

M stellar mass

Mbol bolometric magnitude

M∗
bol stellar bolometric magnitude

M�
bol solar bolometric magnitude

M� solar mass (= 1.989× 1030kg; Gray 2005)

mv apparent magnitude

Mv absolute magnitude

M(v) line mask

n energy level

p parallax

pc parsec
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Prot rotation period

R stellar radii

R� solar radii (= 6.9598× 108m; Gray 2005)

R1991 “The General Catalogue of Ap and Am Stars” (Renson et al. 1991)

t time (often written in terms of Julian date)

Teff effective temperature

u limb darkening coefficient

V circular polarized spectrum

v velocity coordinate (v = c∆λ/λ)

v sin i projected rotational velocity

veq equatorial velocity

vr radial velocity

Z Zeeman signature

β obliquity angle (angle between the rotation axis and the magnetic axis)

λ wavelengths

δ angular separation

∆M difference in stellar masses

~ modified Plank’s constant (~ = h/2π)

µB Bohr magneton (= 5.788× 10−5eV/T ; Griffiths 1995)

ν number of model parameters

φ phase (= t/Prot)

σ Ch. 1 & 3: Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Ch. 5: standard deviation

σd error associated with the distance (in parsecs)

σlogL error associated with the calculated Luminosity (in K)

σM error associated with the derived mass (in M�)

σp error associated with the parallax (in arcseconds)
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σlogT error associated with the calculated temperature (in K)

χ2

r,thresh the reduced χ2 computed at the 99% confidence limit



Appendix C

Longitudinal field measurements

Table C.1: The longitudinal field measurements are summarized. Column1 gived the

HD number of the star, Column 2 gives the Julian date of the measurement, Column

3 gived the longitudinal field measurement for that date, and if the measurement used

was extracted from literature the reference is listed in column 4. If no reference is

listed the measurement was derived using the LSD technique decribed in Chap. 4 on

measurements obtained with the MuSiCoS high resolution spectropolarimeter.

HD Julian Date B` Reference

3980 2440930.55 −460± 570 Maitzen et al. (1980)

2441148.81 1670± 570 Maitzen et al. (1980)

2441521.42 −210± 570 Maitzen et al. (1980)

2441523.32 1960± 570 Maitzen et al. (1980)

2441525.33 −570± 570 Maitzen et al. (1980)

2441527.32 940± 570 Maitzen et al. (1980)

2441529.38 −1570± 570 Maitzen et al. (1980)

2441586.71 1000± 570 Maitzen et al. (1980)

2453559.41 1210± 32 Hubrig et al. (2006)
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HD Julian Date B` Reference

2453624.07 395± 26 Hubrig et al. (2006)

2453630.23 452± 15 Hubrig et al. (2006)

4778 2453611.64 −99± 38

2446672.9 1780± 580 Bohlender (1999)

2446681.72 −1240± 360 Bohlender (1999)

2446682.88 1690± 360 Bohlender (1999)

2446732.58 −580± 350 Bohlender (1999)

2446737.65 −790± 360 Bohlender (1999)

2446739.56 1620± 400 Bohlender (1999)

2446741.6 1540± 340 Bohlender (1999)

2446742.55 −140± 760 Bohlender (1999)

2446745.5 −540± 570 Bohlender (1999)

2446749.54 980± 370 Bohlender (1999)

2446757.53 1030± 360 Bohlender (1999)

2446760.54 360± 400 Bohlender (1999)

2446762.52 1560± 360 Bohlender (1999)

2446765.54 180± 440 Bohlender (1999)

2446778.53 −840± 400 Bohlender (1999)

2446786.56 −470± 370 Bohlender (1999)

2447014.84 −1210± 420 Bohlender (1999)

2447394.83 310± 350 Bohlender (1999)

2447400.86 210± 430 Bohlender (1999)

2447428.84 420± 360 Bohlender (1999)

2447429.66 −800± 500 Bohlender (1999)

2447502.66 1550± 320 Bohlender (1999)

2447540.52 160± 350 Bohlender (1999)
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HD Julian Date B` Reference

11503 2453747.33 −455± 130

2453749.36 615± 27

2453751.35 95± 32

2453755.35 −530± 55

2453758.36 −780± 35

2443002.93 −740± 115 Borra & Landstreet (1989)

2443003.88 530± 125 Borra & Landstreet (1989)

2443004.87 −315± 140 Borra & Landstreet (1989)

2443005.86 −525± 145 Borra & Landstreet (1989)

2443007.87 −1100± 130 Borra & Landstreet (1989)

2443116.8 −375± 130 Borra & Landstreet (1989)

2443117.66 −220± 130 Borra & Landstreet (1989)

2443118.77 −610± 130 Borra & Landstreet (1989)

2443120.65 −1000± 130 Borra & Landstreet (1989)

2443121.63 −310± 130 Borra & Landstreet (1989)

2443121.82 −480± 145 Borra & Landstreet (1989)

2443122.82 470± 210 Borra & Landstreet (1989)

2443125.62 −350± 145 Borra & Landstreet (1989)

2443125.81 −65 ± 145 Borra & Landstreet (1989)

2443156.6 730± 155 Borra & Landstreet (1989)

2443385.89 −830± 165 Borra & Landstreet (1989)

2443444.73 535± 145 Borra & Landstreet (1989)

15089 2453040.34 189± 125

2453042.33 −99± 42

2453242.6 −271± 33

2453247.65 −111± 49
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HD Julian Date B` Reference

2453586.54 386± 31

2453587.63 9 ± 29

2453589.65 306± 25

2453590.56 −188± 27

2453591.59 463± 26

2453594.55 −100± 34

2453607.55 358± 41

2453616.51 41± 31

15144 2453410.32 −564± 16

2453615.55 −605± 9

2453617.56 −572± 9

2433281.56 −550± 12

2452253.38 −553± 11

2452254.4 −613± 11

24712 995 36±

2452259.52 211± 39

2452260.53 400± 26

2452262.53 988± 34

2452280.49 116± 25

2452652.45 −72± 46

2452678.32 269± 36

2452858.65 274± 54

2453235.67 931± 60

2453247.67 1030± 40

2450857.33 610± 43 Wade et al. (2000b)

2451192.31 1043± 58 Wade et al. (2000b)
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HD Julian Date B` Reference

2451193.41 653± 86 Wade et al. (2000b)

2451197.35 172± 42 Wade et al. (2000b)

27309 2452245.51 −695± 60

2452255.51 −645± 42

2452261.47 −750± 51

2452281.42 −705± 41

2452652.4 −787± 52

2452656.39 −723± 56

2453242.66 −652± 76

2453249.63 −740± 72

2453594.66 −670± 38

2453596.67 −834± 42

2453597.67 −745± 33

2453617.64 −550± 34

40312 2450496.37 261± 33 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450497.28 −163± 38 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450499.48 272± 26 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450500.3 154± 30 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450501.32 −254± 56 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450502.31 145± 27 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450864.35 275± 25 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450865.42 232± 22 Wade et al. (2000b)

2451192.44 −171± 71 Wade et al. (2000b)

2451202.46 163± 45 Wade et al. (2000b)

2451203.47 −192± 56 Wade et al. (2000b)

54118 2442116.65 −1410± 290 Borra & Landstreet (1975)
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HD Julian Date B` Reference

2442117.61 1100± 270 Borra & Landstreet (1975)

2442118.64 650± 350 Borra & Landstreet (1975)

2442119.68 −1350± 260 Borra & Landstreet (1975)

2442121.37 1040± 450 Borra & Landstreet (1975)

2442123.55 −390± 350 Borra & Landstreet (1975)

2442124.58 860± 270 Borra & Landstreet (1975)

2446833.6 −380± 130 Bohlender et al. (1993)

2446834.63 1680± 120 Bohlender et al. (1993)

2446835.58 −520± 240 Bohlender et al. (1993)

2446836.57 −800± 120 Bohlender et al. (1993)

2446838.56 180± 170 Bohlender et al. (1993)

2442839.58 −1630± 130 Bohlender et al. (1993)

2446840.64 970± 150 Bohlender et al. (1993)

62140 2450505.35 −1224± 59 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450849.55 −778± 43 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450850.57 1251± 41 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450856.4 56± 46 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450857.51 −1542± 39 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450858.44 1 ± 47 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450859.53 1453± 40 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450860.49 387± 60 Wade et al. (2000b)

2451194.41 1160± 71 Wade et al. (2000b)

2451197.51 868± 42 Wade et al. (2000b)

2451198.51 1330± 37 Wade et al. (2000b)

2451204.5 −1686± 58 Wade et al. (2000b)

2451209.6 −793± 82 Wade et al. (2000b)
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HD Julian Date B` Reference

2451210.69 1354± 79 Wade et al. (2000b)

65339 2450496.44 −1895± 65 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450497.31 1398± 78 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450499.37 3345± 86 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450501.35 −1842± 70 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450502.4 −4602± 83 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450503.36 −4446± 103 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450505.49 1798± 74 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450849.39 −2740± 71 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450851.53 3232± 78 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450853.53 2030± 82 Wade et al. (2000b)

72968 2452254.69 246± 13

2452257.6 391± 21

2452259.61 342± 21

2452260.65 259± 19

2452261.64 345± 12

2452262.65 377± 11

2453748.57 355± 15

2453749.54 359± 15

2453755.42 373± 12

2453756.52 394± 12

2452280.58 379± 26

2452281.59 384± 12

2453771.51 374± 14

83368 2446218.48 −610± 325 Mathys (1991)

2446547.51 −915± 215 Mathys (1991)
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HD Julian Date B` Reference

2446548.5 −360± 465 Mathys (1991)

2446548.68 1360± 505 Mathys (1991)

2446549.52 −420± 305 Mathys (1991)

2446894.48 −315± 130 Mathys (1991)

2446895.53 −115± 155 Mathys (1991)

2446895.7 390± 425 Mathys (1991)

2446896.62 495± 250 Mathys (1991)

2446897.76 −780± 160 Mathys (1991)

2447280.51 165± 325 Mathys (1991)

2447281.54 840± 230 Mathys (1991)

2448782.5 1909± 209 Mathys & Hubrig (1997)

2445063.66 −805± 178 Thompson (1993)

2445064.66 175± 165 Thompson (1993)

2445065.65 767± 161 Thompson (1993)

2445066.67 −709± 165 Thompson (1993)

2445067.51 243± 161 Thompson (1993)

2445067.7 298± 167 Thompson (1993)

2445071.66 −217± 164 Thompson (1993)

2445073.64 451± 169 Thompson (1993)

2445075.66 −19± 193 Thompson (1993)

108662 2451612.53 −621± 15

2453747.64 78 ± 17

2453750.72 −647± 16

2453756.7 −608± 15

2453757.57 −163± 18

2453758.58 283± 16
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HD Julian Date B` Reference

2453759.74 −601± 18

2453891.36 −317± 22

2453864.37 29 ± 19

2442214.29 −660± 120 Rustamov & Khotnyanski (1980)

2442222.3 220± 100 Rustamov & Khotnyanski (1980)

2442560.33 −760± 190 Rustamov & Khotnyanski (1980)

2442562.27 90± 120 Rustamov & Khotnyanski (1980)

2442570.26 −620± 200 Rustamov & Khotnyanski (1980)

2442572.27 400± 120 Rustamov & Khotnyanski (1980)

2442589.25 −650± 200 Rustamov & Khotnyanski (1980)

2442598.26 −340± 180 Rustamov & Khotnyanski (1980)

108945 2451612.57 84 ± 41

2453752.66 165± 51

2453755.57 13 ± 73

2453756.58 −62± 35

2452677.62 −274± 48

2452655.61 −178± 43

2453405.67 −4± 49

2453405.67 1 ± 51

2452281.7 241± 53

2452257.73 −145± 119

2452260.75 −81± 49

2452261.75 79 ± 53

2452262.75 −108± 48

112185 2453748.68 96± 9

2453749.64 −21± 9
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HD Julian Date B` Reference

2453752.73 115± 6

2450861.52 76± 28 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450862.57 89± 15 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450863.49 74± 18 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450864.55 −22± 23 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450865.55 −13± 19 Wade et al. (2000b)

2451192.58 70± 16 Wade et al. (2000b)

2451202.73 81± 17 Wade et al. (2000b)

2451210.71 −32± 21 Wade et al. (2000b)

2447231.73 15± 50 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2447251.74 −105± 40 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2447598.71 35± 60 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2447607.73 −55± 55 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2447612.79 65± 65 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2447630.68 70± 45 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2447638.69 −85± 40 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2447723.65 90± 40 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2447941.82 140± 35 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

112413 2453202.37 651± 18

2450498.48 −697± 54 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450499.51 −424± 60 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450500.42 564± 48 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450501.47 469± 58 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450502.51 −571± 67 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450503.47 −585± 72 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450505.58 271± 57 Wade et al. (2000b)
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2450852.53 −541± 46 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450854.53 −623± 44 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450856.52 629± 41 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450857.65 −226± 55 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450858.53 −728± 43 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450860.58 −288± 58 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450861.58 612± 42 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450862.51 406± 54 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450864.57 −686± 86 Wade et al. (2000b)

2451194.6 228± 70 Wade et al. (2000b)

2451198.63 −630± 66 Wade et al. (2000b)

115735 2451600.65 −213± 336

2453747.68 718± 306

2453750.68 204± 304

2453755.68 364± 265

2453756.62 381± 391

2453864.42 280± 390

2453874.43 310± 484

2453885.4 580± 427

2453892.36 777± 311

118022 2450498.56 −439± 43 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450499.6 −931± 39 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450500.5 −627± 51 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450502.58 −641± 48 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450503.55 −920± 64 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450850.71 −458± 45 Wade et al. (2000b)
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2450851.66 −150± 25 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450852.6 −750± 46 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450853.66 −888± 43 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450854.61 −292± 37 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450855.61 −246± 32 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450856.61 −879± 41

2450858.62 −148± 23 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450862.59 −128± 20 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450863.51 −592± 49 Wade et al. (2000b)

2450865.58 −413± 49 Wade et al. (2000b)

2451202.64 −899± 33 Wade et al. (2000b)

2451203.64 −863± 40 Wade et al. (2000b)

119213 2453406.51 627± 37

2453409.67 179± 48

2453411.61 631± 34

2453411.61 625± 33

2453412.61 273± 51

2453412.61 270± 51

2453746.63 640± 34

2453749.67 602± 25

2453752.7 211± 36

2453757.61 142± 41

2453758.62 432± 31

2453760.66 325± 45

2453761.63 342± 30

2453762.66 283± 92
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HD Julian Date B` Reference

2453767.67 227± 37

2453768.62 526± 27

2453769.64 361± 28

2453773.57 569± 31

120198 2451601.67 −209± 74 Shorlin et al. (2002)

2442770.05 −380± 265 Wade et al. (1998)

2443648.71 −125± 305 Wade et al. (1998)

2443649.79 240± 265 Wade et al. (1998)

2449823.65 −110± 150 Wade et al. (1998)

2450046.9 −340± 165 Wade et al. (1998)

2450051.89 225± 150 Wade et al. (1998)

2450081.89 225± 170 Wade et al. (1998)

2450138.78 670± 140 Wade et al. (1998)

2450181.79 320± 170 Wade et al. (1998)

2450184.74 260± 170 Wade et al. (1998)

2450198.63 350± 140 Wade et al. (1998)

2450266.66 175± 140 Wade et al. (1998)

2450269.64 210± 130 Wade et al. (1998)

2450540.78 400± 120 Wade et al. (1998)

2450548.67 140± 140 Wade et al. (1998)

2450564.63 360± 130 Wade et al. (1998)

2450568.72 290± 210 Wade et al. (1998)

2450576.64 440± 130 Wade et al. (1998)

2450641.75 365± 200 Wade et al. (1998)

2450645.69 −130± 130 Wade et al. (1998)

2450659.67 390± 130 Wade et al. (1998)
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124224 2453746.67 490± 447

2453756.75 −644± 329

2453757.65 330± 305

2453758.66 562± 522

2442850.86 495± 195 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2442852.84 560± 170 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2442858.82 390± 180 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2442941.73 −415± 175 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2442944.72 330± 150 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2442946.72 640± 145 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2442947.71 785± 150 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2443265.82 700± 145 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2443267.71 −375± 145 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2443558.87 220± 145 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2443560.9 −330± 145 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2443563.93 −470± 145 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2443648.79 −735± 185 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2443650.77 650± 210 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2442593.67 400± 270 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

125248 2451612.68 −1401± 34

2451599.66 177± 24

2451599.68 145± 27

2442495.98 2000± 520 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2442496.94 2730± 455 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2442498.95 1150± 390 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2442499.91 −1730± 795 Borra & Landstreet (1980)
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2442500.9 −1870± 430 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2442501.9 −2910± 340 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2442502.95 −1430± 375 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2442945.74 740± 415 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2443232.88 1415± 260 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2443233.89 −210± 275 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2443236.9 −1380± 300 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2443237.86 −1540± 535 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2443238.88 1185± 260 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2443557.94 1895± 320 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2443559.93 −2220± 315 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2451262.58 1940± 330 Leone & Catanzaro (2001)

2451265.61 −710± 330 Leone & Catanzaro (2001)

2451304.5 −2190± 400 Leone & Catanzaro (2001)

2451305.51 −1560± 250 Leone & Catanzaro (2001)

2451328.54 2230± 540 Leone & Catanzaro (2001)

2451357.37 1220± 500 Leone & Catanzaro (2001)

2451358.33 −760± 110 Leone & Catanzaro (2001)

2451361.34 −1600± 640 Leone & Catanzaro (2001)

2451363.34 665± 150 Leone & Catanzaro (2001)

2451364.34 1840± 600 Leone & Catanzaro (2001)

128898 2443743.51 −304± 60 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2442114.87 30 ± 290 Borra & Landstreet (1975)

2442115.8 420± 240 Borra & Landstreet (1975)

2442116.81 −450± 210 Borra & Landstreet (1975)

2442117.82 −500± 110 Borra & Landstreet (1975)
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HD Julian Date B` Reference

2442118.74 −290± 200 Borra & Landstreet (1975)

2442119.82 −560± 120 Borra & Landstreet (1975)

2442120.8 −290± 170 Borra & Landstreet (1975)

2446547.56 −172± 214 Mathys (1994)

2446548.54 −98± 206 Mathys (1994)

2446548.83 103± 254 Mathys (1994)

2446548.93 −244± 285 Mathys (1994)

2446549.77 −171± 267 Mathys (1994)

2448782.65 −348± 203 Mathys (1994)

2448847.57 −410± 151 Mathys & Hubrig (1997)

130559 2453768.71 −312± 14

2453770.71 −232± 19

2453774.68 −114± 13

2453775.61 −336± 25

2453746.71 −218± 14

2453755.72 −67± 21

2453757.69 2 ± 14

2453759.67 −13± 16

2453760.7 −402± 19

2453893.37 −79± 18

2453880.42 −341± 17

2453406.74 0 ± 25

2453406.74 −34± 27

2453409.7 −425± 20

2453411.64 −433± 21

2453411.64 −434± 20
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133652 2447314.65 −2170± 210 Bohlender et al. (1993)

2447315.51 −350± 220.. Bohlender et al. (1993)

2447315.75 660± 200.. Bohlender et al. (1993)

2447316.51 550± 200.. Bohlender et al. (1993)

2447316.75 −1090± 200.. Bohlender et al. (1993)

2447317.5 −1580± 200.. Bohlender et al. (1993)

2447317.76 −380± 210.. Bohlender et al. (1993)

2448028.54 140± 180.. Bohlender et al. (1993)

2448028.8 −1340± 180.. Bohlender et al. (1993)

134214 407 27±

2453775.66 411± 27

2453776.66 382± 25

2453748.72 120± 19

2453749.72 389± 29

2453757.73 380± 30

2453758.7 427± 30

2453406.68 354± 33

2453406.68 362± 34

2453412.69 392± 25

2453412.69 407± 31

2453419.71 445± 50

2453419.71 468± 53

137909 2450500.61 −565± 29 Wade et al (2000b)

2450849.66 −400± 22 Wade et al (2000b)

2450852.7 −548± 28 Wade et al (2000b)

2450854.7 −261± 24 Wade et al (2000b)
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2450855.7 −79± 20 Wade et al (2000b)

2450856.7 171± 18 Wade et al (2000b)

2450858.69 567± 20 Wade et al (2000b)

2450859.63 695± 21 Wade et al (2000b)

2450860.64 762± 24 Wade et al (2000b)

2450861.65 745± 22 Wade et al (2000b)

2450862.66 662± 20 Wade et al (2000b)

2450863.67 511± 18 Wade et al (2000b)

2450865.67 321± 16 Wade et al (2000b)

2450865.63 107± 18 Wade et al (2000b)

2451192.68 760± 28 Wade et al (2000b)

2451198.7 60 ± 21 Wade et al (2000b)

2451209.69 530± 25 Wade et al (2000b)

137949 2448782.66 1739± 137 Mathys & Hubrig (1997)

2449026.86 1929± 135 Mathys & Hubrig (1997)

2440315.95 977± 175 van den Heuvel (1971)

2440397.79 1784± 278 van den Heuvel (1971)

2440401.74 1318± 214 van den Heuvel (1971)

2440411.71 1217± 363 van den Heuvel (1971)

2440412.7 1605± 227 van den Heuvel (1971)

140160 2453889.55 −41± 50

2453894.49 −138± 252

2453864.49 255± 117

2451606.63 62± 111

2443649.87 −20± 270 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

148112 2452851.38 −145± 21
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2453586.41 −202± 28

2453588.39 −146± 16

2453589.39 −217± 38

2453590.4 −170± 19

2453591.39 −171± 62

2453598.38 −196± 17

2453618.36 −145± 21

2452837.39 −194± 18

2452841.39 −205± 34

2452845.4 −173± 21

2452094.4 −204± 21 Aurière et al. (2007)

2452119.41 −211± 44 Aurière et al. (2007)

151199 2453864.57 −7 ± 57

2453866.49 −12± 54

2453874.54 −140± 49

2453880.52 81± 48

2453883.51 −279± 53

2453885.5 −117± 48

2453890.48 −251± 50

2453894.46 61± 72

152107 2453601.38 1196± 18

2453617.37 855± 14

2453747.71 1263± 22

2453758.74 1104± 20

2453759.71 1094± 19

2453760.76 620± 21
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2453761.76 790± 15

2453768.72 891± 16

2453774.75 1285± 19

2453866.58 1042± 18

2453872.54 637± 16

170000 2453601.42 −358± 111

2453607.36 −115± 260

2453608.37 −259± 103

2453615.36 −161± 137

2453872.51 −544± 227

2453874.57 −21± 256

2442632.77 60± 160 Borra & Landstreet (1977)

2442636.71 −300± 140 Borra & Landstreet (1977)

2442850.02 720± 175 Borra & Landstreet (1977)

2442852.98 −130± 130 Borra & Landstreet (1977)

2442921.83 −40± 130 Borra & Landstreet (1977)

2442941.93 60 ± 95 Borra & Landstreet (1977)

2442942.91 490± 95 Borra & Landstreet (1977)

2442943.9 −135± 110 Borra & Landstreet (1977)

2442944.88 430± 100 Borra & Landstreet (1977)

2442944.95 450± 120 Borra & Landstreet (1977)

2442945.95 210± 100 Borra & Landstreet (1977)

2442946.93 40± 100 Borra & Landstreet (1977)

2442947.93 430± 90 Borra & Landstreet (1977)

2443001.77 35± 100 Borra & Landstreet (1977)

2443003.83 −150± 120 Borra & Landstreet (1977)
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170397 2446547.92 860± 205 Mathys (1991)

2442613.8 870± 340 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2442614.82 −665± 155 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2442632.71 −235± 455 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2442625.76 90± 315 Borra & Landstreet (1980)

2447312.86 430± 160 Bohlender et al. (1993)

2447313.68 −640± 160 Bohlender et al. (1993)

2447313.87 −650± 160 Bohlender et al. (1993)

2447316.66 850± 160 Bohlender et al. (1993)

2447316.88 890± 160 Bohlender et al. (1993)

2447317.64 −310± 170 Bohlender et al. (1993)

176232 2452853.47 −441± 197

2452854.4 433± 9

2453209.48 437± 16

2453217.39 418± 14

2453585.43 413± 10

2453589.43 405± 10

2453595.38 398± 8

2453869.54 348± 23

2453872.58 406± 19

2453881.55 391± 29

2453887.48 400± 10

2453892.52 388± 9

2453893.51 377± 9

201601 2453592.44 −1145± 18

2453207.52 −1155± 19
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220825 2453201.53 362± 23

2453208.6 326± 29

2453209.61 −79± 61

2453585.62 −197± 19

2453587.6 131± 20

2453588.55 −276± 17

2453589.62 147± 18

2453590.52 282± 16

2453598.57 −304± 19

2453607.5 294± 30

223640 2452822.42 −74± 51 Hubrig et al. (2006)

2443741.79 340± 110 North et al. (1992)

2444828.96 10± 150 North et al. (1992)

2442830.96 900± 250 North et al. (1992)

2244832.94 −350± 120 North et al. (1992)

2444833.95 670± 150 North et al. (1992)

2445534.86 70± 180 North et al. (1992)

2445535.87 130± 120 North et al. (1992)

2445536.84 1190± 150 North et al. (1992)

2445537.8 910± 120 North et al. (1992)

2445540.88 1190± 150 North et al. (1992)

2445541.84 640± 120 North et al. (1992)

2445542.88 −250± 120 North et al. (1992)

2445654.7 −200± 520 North et al. (1992)

2445655.86 360± 380 North et al. (1992)

2446015.65 1390± 220 North et al. (1992)
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2446016.66 230± 190 North et al. (1992)

2446020.65 920± 500 North et al. (1992)

2446048.86 850± 200 North et al. (1992)

2446103.58 40 ± 170 North et al. (1992)

2446104.57 590± 260 North et al. (1992)

2447078.86 520± 150 North et al. (1992)

2447082.76 550± 120 North et al. (1992)

2447312.91 −210± 130 North et al. (1992)

2447313.92 80 ± 120 North et al. (1992)

2447314.92 560± 130 North et al. (1992)

2447315.92 700± 140 North et al. (1992)

2447316.92 −110± 150 North et al. (1992)



Appendix D

Fortran codes

D.1 Sample determination

Below is the fortran codes used to determine the distance limited sample

program HIPparse

* declaration of variables

integer HIP, i, j, VolumeRadius, HD

real BV, max, d, V, RA, DEC

Character*12 SpType

real plx, plx_e

* Open hipparcos catalogue inorder to sift through to look for potential

* sample stars

open (20, file="HIPCAT2.dat")

* Stars deemed within sample volume from hipparcos will be placed in

* hipvolume, and a formatted file for simbad to retrieve HD’s

* are in forSimbad.dat

open (30, file="hipvolumeA.dat", status=’unknown’)

open (40, file="forSimbadA.dat", status=’unknown’)

193
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*defining volume radius in pc

VolumeRadius = 100

i=0

* Going through the hipparcos catalogue line by line searching for

* appropriate candidates, where the hipparcos catalogue is 118209 lines

do while (i<118208)

read (20, 25) HIP, V,RA,DEC,PLX,PLX_E,BV,HD,SpType

* write(*,25) HIP, V, BV, SpType, PLX, PLX_E,HD

i=1+i

* Converting the parallaxes given in hipparcos to a distance in pc

* using the max parallax to be definined as the hipparcos parallax

*

if (PLX.ne.0.) then

MAX =PLX

d = ABS(1000./(MAX))

* write(*,*) d, plx

else

d=1000000.

endif

* writing stars within the volume radius to a file

if (d .le. VolumeRadius) then

*defining spectral range

if (BV.ge.-0.4 .and. BV .le. 1.0)then

write (30,35) HD, HIP, V, BV, SpType, PLX, PLX_e, d

endif

endif

enddo

25 format (I6,1x,f5.2,1x,F12.8,1x,F12.8,1x,F7.2,1x,f6.2,1x,

4 f6.3,1x,I6,1x,A12)

* 25 format (I6,f6.3, F6.3,I5,I2,A11,I6)

35 format (I6, 2x, I6,2x,F5.2,2x,F6.3,2X,A12,2x,F7.2,2X,F6.2,2x,f5.2)

end
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Program RensonAllCP

* Creates a list of all chemically peculiar stars within the hipvolumeA

* (within the volume sample determined by HIPparse)

implicit none

Integer HD1(19420), HD_Renson(6684), HIP1(19420), i, j, k

Real PARALLAX(19420), PLXERROR(19420), BminusV(19420)

Real DISTANCE(19420), BminusVRenson(6684), V(19420)

character*1 peculiarity(6684)

character*12 spectralType(6684), SpType(19420)

character*11 Name(6684)

* Takes stars within distance limit and B-V limit and

* Cross checks with Renson’s peculiars star catalogue.

Open (20, File = ’RENSON.tsv’)

Open (40, File = ’hipvolumeA.dat’)

Open (35, file = ’starsApAmFull.dat’, status=’unknown’)

do i=1,19420

* reading in allstars.dat (output from program2.f)

read (40, 150) HD1(i), HIP1(i),V(i), BminusV(i), SpType (i),

2 PARALLAX(i), PLXERROR(i), DISTANCE(i)

* write (*,* ) PARALLAX(i), DISTANCE(i)

enddo

do j=1,6684

* reading in the renson catalogue

READ (20, 130) peculiarity(j), HD_RENSON(j), BminusVRenson(j),

6 spectralType(j)

enddo
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i=1

do while (i.le.19420)

* where 14168 is the length of allstars.dat, reading it:

j=1

DO WHILE (j .le. 6684)

* parsing through renson, which has 6684 lines

IF (HD_RENSON(j).eq.HD1(i)) THEN

WRITE(35,135) HD1(i), HIP1(i), peculiarity(j),

1 BminusV(i),BminusVRenson(j),spectralType(j),

2 PARALLAX(i), PLXERROR(i), DISTANCE(i)

ENDIF

j=j+1

end do

i=i+1

end do

120 FORMAT (A1,1X, I6)

140 FORMAT (I6, 4X, F6.3, 4X, F6.2, 4x , F5.2, 5X, F5.1)

* 150 FORMAT (I6,4x,I6, 4X, F6.3, 4X, F6.2, 4x , F5.2, 4X, F6.1)

* 150 format (I6, 2x, I6,2x,F5.2,2x,F6.3,2X,A12,2x,F7.2,2X,F6.2,2x,f5.2)

150 format (I6, 2x, I6,2x,F5.2,2x,F6.3,2X,A12,2x,F7.2,2X,F6.2,2x,f5.2)

* 155 Format (I6, I10, F10.3, F10.2, F9.2, F10.1)

135 FORMAT (I6,4X,I6,4X,a1,7x,f6.3,4X,f4.2,9x,A12,2x,F6.2,4X,F5.2,4X,

9 F6.1)

35 format (I6,2x,I6,2x,a1,2x,F5.2,2x,F5.2,2x,A12,2x,F7.2,

4 2X,F6.2,2x,f5.2)

* 135 FORMAT (I6,I10,4X,a1,f10.3,4X,f4.2,9x,A12,F10.2,F9.2,

* 9 F10.1)

130 format (A1, 11x, I6, 47X, F5.2, 1x, A12)

* 130 format (16x,a1,1x,I6,3x,a11,1x,f5.2,a12)
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end

program SeparateApAm

* to Separate the Ap and Am stars according to renson’s spectral classifications

implicit none

*declaration of variables

Integer HD, HD_Renson, HIP, i, j, k

Real PARALLAX, PLXERROR, BminusV

Real DISTANCE, BminusVRenson

character*1 peculiarity

character*12 spectralType

Open (30, file = ’starsApAmFull.dat’)

Open (80, file = ’starsApFull.dat’, status=’unknown’)

Open (90, file = ’starsAmFull.dat’, status=’unknown’)

do i=1, 562

read (30, 135) HD, HIP, peculiarity,

1 BminusV, BminusVRenson, spectralType,

2 PARALLAX, PLXERROR, DISTANCE

If (spectralType(3:3) .eq. "-") then

* writing Am stars to starsAm.dat

WRITE(90,135) HD , HIP, peculiarity,

1 BminusV,BminusVRenson,spectralType,

2 PARALLAX, PLXERROR, DISTANCE

else

* writing Ap’s (and perhaps HgMn) to starsAp.dat

WRITE(80,135) HD , HIP, peculiarity,

1 BminusV,BminusVRenson,spectralType,

2 PARALLAX, PLXERROR, DISTANCE

endif

enddo
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135 FORMAT (I6,4X,I6,4X,a1,7x,f6.3,4X,f4.2,9x,A12,2x,F6.2,4X,F5.2,4X,

9 F6.1)

end

program HowSure

*separates the "Ap" list by the peculiarity note in R1991

implicit none

Integer HD_Ap(150), HIP_Ap(150), i

Real PARALLAX_Ap(150), PLXERROR_Ap(150), BminusV_Ap(150)

Real DISTANCE_Ap(150), BminusVRensonAp(150)

character*1 peculiarityAp(150)

character*12 spectralTypeAp(150)

Integer HD_Am(412), HIP_Am(412), j

Real PARALLAX_Am(412), PLXERROR_Am(412), BminusV_Am(412)

Real DISTANCE_Am(412), BminusVRensonAm(412)

character*1 peculiarityAm(412)

character*12 spectralTypeAm(412)

Open (20, file = ’starsApFull.dat’)

Open (30, file = ’starsAmFull.dat’)

Open (25, file = ’wellknownApFull.dat’, status=’unknown’)

Open (35, file = ’doubtfulApFull.dat’, status=’unknown’)

Open (45, file = ’otherApFull.dat’, status=’unknown’)

Open (55, file=’improperlyConsideredApFull.dat’, status=’unknown’)

Open (65, file = ’wellknownAmFull.dat’, status=’unknown’)

Open (75, file = ’doubtfulAmFull.dat’, status=’unknown’)

Open (85, file = ’otherAmFull.dat’, status=’unknown’)

Open (95, file=’improperlyConsideredAmFull.dat’, status=’unknown’)
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write(25,*)"HD HIP Peculiar B-V(Hip) B-V(Renson) ",

9 "SpectralType Parallax +/- distance(pc)"

write(35,*)"HD HIP Peculiar B-V(Hip) B-V(Renson) ",

9 "SpectralType Parallax +/- distance(pc)"

write(45,*)"HD HIP Peculiar B-V(Hip) B-V(Renson) ",

9 "SpectralType Parallax +/- distance(pc)"

write(55,*)"HD HIP Peculiar B-V(Hip) B-V(Renson) ",

9 "SpectralType Parallax +/- distance(pc)"

write(65,*)"HD HIP Peculiar B-V(Hip) B-V(Renson) ",

9 "SpectralType Parallax +/- distance(pc)"

write(75,*)"HD HIP Peculiar B-V(Hip) B-V(Renson) ",

9 "SpectralType Parallax +/- distance(pc)"

write(85,*)"HD HIP Peculiar B-V(Hip) B-V(Renson) ",

9 "SpectralType Parallax +/- distance(pc)"

write(95,*)"HD HIP Peculiar B-V(Hip) B-V(Renson) ",

9 "SpectralType Parallax +/- distance(pc)"

i=1

do i=1,150

* reading in starsAp.dat (output from program4.f) and filtering for peculiarities

read(20,135) HD_Ap(i),HIP_Ap(i),peculiarityAp(i),BminusV_Ap(i),

1 BminusVRensonAp(i), spectralTypeAp(i), PARALLAX_Ap(i),

2 PLXERROR_Ap(i), DISTANCE_Ap(i)

if (peculiarityAp(i) .eq. "*")then

write(25,135) HD_Ap(i),HIP_Ap(i),peculiarityAp(i),

1 BminusV_Ap(i),BminusVRensonAp(i),

3 spectralTypeAp(i), PARALLAX_Ap(i),

2 PLXERROR_Ap(i), DISTANCE_Ap(i)

else if (peculiarityAp(i) .eq. "?")then

write(35,135) HD_Ap(i),HIP_Ap(i),peculiarityAp(i),

1 BminusV_Ap(i),BminusVRensonAp(i),

3 spectralTypeAp(i), PARALLAX_Ap(i),

2 PLXERROR_Ap(i), DISTANCE_Ap(i)
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else if (peculiarityAp(i) .eq. " ") then

write(45,135) HD_Ap(i),HIP_Ap(i),peculiarityAp(i),

1 BminusV_Ap(i),BminusVRensonAp(i),

3 spectralTypeAp(i), PARALLAX_Ap(i),

2 PLXERROR_Ap(i), DISTANCE_Ap(i)

else if (peculiarityAp(i) .eq. "/") then

write(55,135) HD_Ap(i),HIP_Ap(i),peculiarityAp(i),

1 BminusV_Ap(i),BminusVRensonAp(i),

3 spectralTypeAp(i), PARALLAX_Ap(i),

2 PLXERROR_Ap(i), DISTANCE_Ap(i)

endif

enddo

do j=1,412

* reading in starsAm.dat (output from program4.f) and filtering for peculiarities

read(30,135) HD_Am(j),HIP_Am(j),peculiarityAm(j),BminusV_Am(j),

1 BminusVRensonAm(j), spectralTypeAm(j), PARALLAX_Am(j),

2 PLXERROR_Am(j), DISTANCE_Am(j)

if (peculiarityAm(j) .eq. "*")then

write(65,135) HD_Am(j),HIP_Am(j),peculiarityAm(j),

1 BminusV_Am(j),BminusVRensonAm(j),

3 spectralTypeAm(j), PARALLAX_Am(i),

2 PLXERROR_Am(j), DISTANCE_Am(j)

else if (peculiarityAm(j) .eq. "?")then

write(75,135) HD_Am(j),HIP_Am(j),peculiarityAm(j),

1 BminusV_Am(j),BminusVRensonAm(j),

3 spectralTypeAm(j), PARALLAX_Am(j),

2 PLXERROR_Am(j), DISTANCE_Am(j)

else if (peculiarityAm(j) .eq. " ") then

write(85,135) HD_Am(j),HIP_Am(j),peculiarityAm(j),

1 BminusV_Am(j),BminusVRensonAm(j),
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3 spectralTypeAm(j), PARALLAX_Am(j),

2 PLXERROR_Am(j), DISTANCE_Am(j)

else if (peculiarityAm(j) .eq. "/") then

write(95,135) HD_Am(j),HIP_Ap(j),peculiarityAm(j),

1 BminusV_Am(j),BminusVRensonAm(j),

3 spectralTypeAm(j), PARALLAX_Am(j),

2 PLXERROR_Am(j), DISTANCE_Am(j)

endif

enddo

135 FORMAT (I6,4X,I6,4X,a1,7x,f6.3,4X,f4.2,9x,A12,2x,F6.2,4X,F5.2,4X,

9 F6.1)

end

D.2 Mass determination

The following codes were used to determine the masses of all intermediate mass stars

program IntBetween

implicit none

c Interpolates between the points of a model along the main sequence

real mass(50), logL(50), logT(50), diffT(49)

real Fmass(10000,50), FlogL(10000, 50), FlogT(10000, 50)

integer i, n, j, k

* insert mass track in to 10

OPEN(10, file=’1.0.ms’, status=’old’)

open(11, file=’filled1.0.ms’, status=’unknown’)
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do j=1,11

read(10, 110) mass(j), logL(j), logT(j)

end do

c goes to the end of the main sequence basic model

do i=1, 10

diffT(i)=(logT(i+1)-logT(i))/20

do n=1, 20

FlogT(n,i)=logT(i)+real(n)*diffT(i)

FlogL(n,i)=(logT(i+1)-FlogT(n,i))/(logT(i+1)

3 -logT(i))*logL(i)+(FlogT(n,i)-logT(i))/

4 (logT(i+1)-logT(i))*logL(i+1)

Fmass(n,i)=mass(i)

enddo

enddo

do i=1, 11-1

do n=1, 20

write(11, 110) Fmass(n, I), FlogL(n, i), FlogT(n, i)

enddo

enddo

close(11)

close(10)

110 FORMAT(F8.4,1x,F6.3,1x,F6.3)

end

program Interpolation

c To interpolate between mass tracks for track m1.5 or greater
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implicit none

c defining everything...I guess arrays would be useful

character*20 start, finish

Integer steps, i, k, N,j

Real mass1(200), logL1(200), logTeff1(200)

Real mass2(200), logL2(200), logTeff2(200)

Real diffL(200), diffTeff(200), incrementL(200),incrementTeff(200)

Real newmass(200,10000), newLogL(200,10000), newLogTeff(200,10000)

character*7 initial, m

integer incrementmass

c requesting some input from me, the user: set starting and finishing

c track of the interpolation and how many tracks would I like in between

c print*, ’Name of starting mass track for interpolation’

c read(*,101) start

start = ’1.0.ms’

c print*, ’The inital mass of interpolation is?’

c print*, ’ format #_# or ##_ eg 04_ or 4_5 ’

c read(*,103) initial

c print*, ’Name of ending mass track in interpolation’

c read(*,101) finish

finish = ’1.5.ms’

c print*, ’How many steps in interpolation?’

c read(*,*) steps

steps = 10

c Assuming I want to interpolate every 0.05M from the initial mass track

open(30, file=start, status=’unknown’)

open(31, file=finish, status=’unknown’)
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c reading in the start and finish files for interpolation

do i=1, 200

read(30, 102) mass1(i),logTeff1(i), logL1(i)

read(31, 102) mass2(i),logTeff2(i), logL2(i)

end do

k=1

c interpolating between mass tracks:

c taking the difference between start and finish => diff

do while (k .le. 200)

diffL(k) = ABS(logL1(k)-logL2(k))

diffTeff(k) = ABS(logTeff1(k)-logTeff2(k))

c diffL(k) = (logL1(k)-logL2(k))

c diffTeff(k) = (logTeff1(k)-logTeff2(k))

c dividing diff by steps => increment

incrementL(k)= diffL(k)/real(steps)

incrementTeff(k)= diffTeff(k)/real(steps)

c add N*increment to start to get the start mass + N*(massdiff/2)

N=1

do while (N.lt.steps)

newmass(k,N) = mass1(k) +

3 Real(N)*(ABS(mass1(k)-mass2(k))/steps)

c incrementmass = NINT(100*(mass1(1)+

c 4 N*(ABS(mass1(1)-mass2(1))/2))

newLogL(k,N) = logL1(k) + Real(N)*incrementL(k)

newLogTeff(k,N) = logTeff1(k) + Real(N)*incrementTeff(k)

c write(*,*) m, N

N=N+1

end do

k=k+1

enddo
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do i=1, steps-1

c writing each new interpolated mass to file

c DAMN CHARACTERS!!!! THAT"S WHY I DO ALL OF THIS BALONI

write(m, 123) newmass(1,i)

open(11, file = m//’.ms’,

3 status=’unknown’)

do k=1, 200

write(11,102) newmass(k,i), newLogTeff(k,i), newLogL(k,i)

enddo

close(11)

enddo

101 FORMAT(A20)

102 FORMAT(F8.4,1x,F6.3,1x,F6.3)

103 FORMAT(A3)

123 FORMAT(F7.4)

end

program massdet

c Determines a range of possible masses for each of the intermediate

c mass stars, based on the error oval surrounding each entry

c Since the total list of stars is so long, the 19000+ list of all stars

c within 100 pc was separated into multiple files

implicit none

Real mass(300,200), logT(300,200), logL(300,200)

Real diffL, diffT

Integer HD(1000), tempHD

Real starlogT(1000), starlogL(1000)

real m(1000,291,200), tempm

c real, allocatable :: m(:,:,:)

c not impressed, Fortran 77 has a limit to the size of an array!!!

c Real m(200, 291, 200)

character*12 name(291)

integer i,j,k
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open(10, file=’list’, status=’unknown’)

open(90, file=’masslistA.dat’, status=’unknown’)

do i=1, 221

read(10, 101) name(i)

open(20, file= name(i), status=’unknown’)

do j=1, 200

read(20, 102) mass(i,j), logT(i,j), logL(i,j)

enddo

close(20)

enddo

c split the star list into 2...other half in star2.txt

open(50, file=’stars1000.txt’, status=’old’)

do k=1, 288

read(50,103) HD(k), starlogT(k), starlogL(k)

end do

close(50)

do k=1, 288

do i=1,221

do j=1,200

m(k,i,j)=0.0

enddo

enddo

enddo

do k=1, 288

do i=1,221

do j=1,200
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c if (abs(logL(i,j)-starlogL(k)).le.0.25 .and.

c 4 abs(logT(i,j)-starlogT(k)).le.0.25)then

c Based on average error bar size for MYSTARS/2

if (abs(logL(i,j)-starlogL(k)).le.0.06 .and.

4 abs(logT(i,j)-starlogT(k)).le.0.01)then

m(k,i,j)=mass(i,j)

c write(*,*) m(k,i,j)

endif

enddo

enddo

enddo

tempm=0

tempHD=HD(k)

do k=1, 288

do i=1,221

do j=1,200

if (m(k,i,j).ne.0.0 .and.tempm.ne.m(k,i,j))then

c 8 .and.tempHD=HD(k))then

diffL=abs(logL(i,j)-starlogL(k))

diffT=abs(logT(i,j)-starlogT(k))

write(90,110) HD(k), m(k,i,j), starLogT(k),

4 starLogL(k), logT(i,j), logL(i,j),

5 diffT, diffL

tempHD=HD(k)

tempm=m(k,i,j)

end if

end do

end do

end do

101 format(A12)
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102 format(f8.4, 1x, f6.3, 1x, f6.3)

103 format(I10,2x, F9.6, 2x, F9.6)

110 format(I10,1x,f8.4,1x,f9.6,1x,f9.6,1x,f6.3,1x,

7 f6.3,1x,f6.3,1x,f6.3)

end

program avemass

c Determined the mass of each stars based on the mass possibilities

c determined from Massdet, as well as errors associted with determination

implicit none

INTEGER HD(65800), i, j, N, k, tempHD

Real sumsq, massbar

Real m(65800), starlogT(65800), starlogL(65800), minimass(10000)

Real diffL(65800), diffT(65800),modLogL(65800)

Real modLogT(65800), tot, ave(65800), SD(65800)

Real modLogT2(65800), starlogT2(65800), starlogL2(65800)

Real diffL2(65800), diffT2(65800),modLogL2(65800)

Integer HD2(65800)

open(10, file=’MASSLIST.DAT’, status=’unknown’)

open(20, file=’AVEmass.dat’,status=’unknown’)

c reading in the output from massdet.f

do j=1,22573

read(10,110) HD(j), m(j), starLogT(j), starLogL(j),

5 modlogT(j), modlogL(j), diffT(j), diffL(j)

enddo

tempHD=HD(1)

i=0

N=0

tot=0

sumsq=0

do j=1,22573
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if(HD(j).eq.tempHD)then

tot=tot+m(j)

i=i+1

minimass(i)=m(j)

c write (*,*) tot

else

N=N+1

c call StandardDeviationD(minimass,i,ave(N), SD(N))

if (i.gt.1) then

ave(N)=tot/real(i)

massbar=ave(N)

do k=1, i

sumsq= (minimass(k)-massbar)**2+sumsq

enddo

c write(*,*) i

SD(N)=sqrt((1/(real(i-1)))*sumsq)

else

ave(N)=m(j)

c if mulitiple mass tracks not available for comparison, error of 0.2 chosen

SD(N)=0.2

endif

HD2(N)=HD(j-1)

starLogT2(N)=starLogT(j-1)

starLogL2(N)=starLogL(j-1)

modlogT2(N)=modlogT(j-1)

modLogL2(N)=modLogL(j-1)

diffT2(N)=diffT(j-1)

diffL2(N)=diffL(j-1)

c write(*,*) ave(N)

tempHD=HD(j)

sumsq=0

i=0

tot=0

endif

enddo

do j=1, N
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c write(*,*)ave(j)

write(20,110) HD2(j), ave(j), SD(j), starLogT2(j),starLogL2(j),

5 modlogT2(j), modlogL2(j), diffT2(j), diffL2(j)

enddo

110 format(I10,1x,f8.4,1x, f8.4, 1x,f9.6,1x,f9.6,1x,f6.3,1x,

7 f6.3,1x,f6.3,1x,f6.3)

end

subroutine StandardDeviationD(X, N, average, SD)

c computes the standard deviation

c where X is the parameter to find the stardard deviation of

c and N is the number of points

integer N, k

real X(N), average, SD

real sum, sumsq

do 15, k=1, N

sum = sum + x(k)

sumsq = sumsq +x(k)**2

15 continue

average = sum +x(k)

SD = sqrt(sumsq - N*average)/(N-1)

end


